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, Abstract 
In a context of globalisation and complex governance systems, the power of 

multinational corporations (MNCs), and subsequently their role in sustainable 
development is being questioned. This thesis will enter this debate by investigating 

the role of MNCs in UK sustainable development policy. Specifically, focus has been 

placed on the production of the UK National Sustainable Development Strategy 

(NSDS), 'Securing Hie future'. In order to undertake this investigation in a systematic 

and robust way an original evaluation framework, the Actor Influence Framework, has 

been designed, developed and tested within this thesis. The AIF has drawn together 

insights from a wide-ranging debate surrounding power and influence, marrying the 

dimensions of power with those relating to deliberation and discourse. The AIF has 

been used within a multi-method approach consisting of; interviews, non-participant 

observation and document review, which was located within a research framework 

which has been informed by the social constructivist and interpretist traditions. 

This thesis has identified MNCs' influence on UK sustainable development policy- 

making, and one of the main findings is that MNCs do play a role in the decision- 

making process; however, this is largely a tacit one, for example through setting the 

policy agenda. Importantly, in the case of the UK NSDS, MNCs had relatively little 

direct participation, for instance. through taking part in consultation, in the formal 

production of the NSDS, and moreover considered it to be an unimportant element of 
UK policy. This also raises the question of whether participation in fact equates to 

influence. The second main finding of this thesis is that the move to more open, 
transparent decision-making which has occurred within sustainable development 

decision-making has in fact led to a displacement effect, with this thesis showing that 

there is a return, by MNCS, to old style 'back roorn' informal discussions. The third 

main finding has been that, through the development and application of the AIF, the 

proposition that a synthesis approach to analysis was required was correct. Finally, 

this thesis will argue that through the tacit power held by MNCs, they have gained a 
I monopoly of legitimacy' within the decision-making process, with the dominant 

policy discourse being one which is corporate-centric. This situation means that the 

concept of sustainable development in its search for environmental, social and 

economic equity has been tamed and therefore does not challenge the status quo. 
Subsequently, MNCs do not need to act directly to affect policy in this area. 
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Introduction 

1.1 OVERVIEW OF STUDY 

The aim of this thesis is to provide a systematic investigation of the role played, in 

terms of influence, by Multinational Corporations (MNCs) in UK sustainable 
development policy. This problematic is located in a complex situation, in relation to 

both governance structure surrounding UK decision-making and within the subject of 

sustainable development, therefore, a flexible, multi-method approach is required. 
Within such a research approach this thesis has developed an original evaluation 
framework, the Actor influence Framework (AIF), which has been used to organise and 

frame the analysis. Power and influence has been widely debated ranging from the 
decision-making pluralist stance espoused by Dahl (1961) through to the third 

dimension of preference-shaping introduced by Lukes (1974) to emphasis given by 

Foucault (1980), and in more applied terms Hajer (1995) and Fischer (2003) to 

deliberation and discourse. This thesis is framed within the proposition that both 

construction and action are significant elements in understanding influence within the 
decision-making process and therefore a synthesis approach to understanding the role 

of MNCs in UK sustainable development policy is vital. To this end, this thesis makes 
three main contributions to knowledge. 
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The first main contribution is an evaluation framework which enables the systematic, 

holistic identification and assessment of influence of MNCs within the decision-making 

process. This framework, the Actor Influence Framework (AIF), draws together a wide 

ranging debate on influence, and proposes that a synthesis approach is taken, marrying 

the traditional debates of power with the ideas of deliberative discourse (see Chapter 

Three). 

The second main contribution is the identification of the influence of MNCs in 

sustainable development policy-making, demonstrating that as non-state actors, MNCs 

have significant influence. However, what is interesting is that this influence is largely 

tacit and in the large part is not a direct result of any action by MNCs in specific policy 
decision-making surrounding the production of a new UK national sustainable 
development strategy (NSDS) (see Chapters Five and Six). 

The third main contribution shows that the UK NSIDS is not seen as an important 

policy document by MNCs (one of the main non-state actors) and perhaps even more 

significantly, involvement in the policy decision-making process surrounding 

sustainable development does not necessarily equate to influence. With the increase in 

transparency, a fundamental tenet of sustainable development, in reality leading to a 

shift back to private corridor discussions and a reduction in formal participation (see 

Chapter Six). 

It will become clear within this thesis that the response to the debate regarding the 

power of MNCs in relation to sustainable development is not just simply "Yes, they 
have power. "; more that this power is transferred into influence, not solely by direct 

action (for example lobbying and consultation) by MNCs themselves, but more 

significantly through tacit modes of influence (for example agenda-setting and 
perceived power), which indeed often occur through Government or other non-state 
actors. Therefore, it is important when addressing the debate surrounding 
globalisation, MNCs and sustainable development, that the study and debate is not 
narrowly focused on MNCs at the expense of understanding the wider context and the 

state and non-state actors which occupy it. 
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1.2 RESEARCH CONTEXT AND JUSTIFICATION 

Globalisation,, particularly corporate globalisation, and the subsequent impacts on 

society have been gaining political momentum and exposure in recent years. Much 

debate and demonstrations have occurred, creating, in some cases, an aggressive and 

negative relationship between activist and Non-Government Organisations (NGOs) 

and business. Moves to find a middle ground have been made, particularly in the 

development of politically, the Third Way (Giddens 1998; 2000) and from a corporate 

perspective, approaches such as the Triple Bottom Line (TBL) (Elkington 1997). 

In parallel with the rise in corporate globalisation there has been a general shift from a 

process of government to governance (see Cerny 2000; Czempiel and Rosenau 1992; 

Rhodes 1997, Knill and Lehmkuhl 2002). Within a system of governance the policy 

process involves an increasing number of actors, both government and non-state 

actors. Initially 'experts' were used in areas of uncertainty and risk, whereas now there 

is a move to the broader use of non-state actors. This shift has occurred at a global 

level, through the integration of international organisations such as the World Bank 

and the World Trade Organisation (WTO) with MNCs and to a lesser extent NGOs- 

More recently the number of partnerships between MNCs and NGOs has also 

increased (see Eweje 2007; Prakash 2002; Sagawa and Segal 2000). This trend has also 

been replicated at a national level including in the UK, with a great use of multi-actor 

decision-making. For some the greater inclusion of business, particularly MNCs, in the 

policy process has been seen as granting corporations with too much power. Some 

would argue that MNCs now hold more power than nation states themselves. 

"Ilie role of t1w state is questioned: "77wre is little or no role left to states 
beyond t1w provision of infrastructure and public goods required by business"' 

(Ohmae 1990 as cited in Higgott et al 2000: pl) 

However, Higgott argues that the state has not lost power but its role has changed: 

"77w state has been strengthened in sonw areas, while it has clearly lost power 
in others. Ylw role of t1w state has not diminislied, but it has clwnged" 

(tbid.. ý pl) 

The debate surrounding the changing role of the state and the influence of MNCs has 

also extended to deal specifically with the question of sustainable development. Both 
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acaden-dcs; and society alike have questioned the role of business in sustainable 
development. This has been demonstrated in the growing number of more "popular' 

texts published in this area'. There are broadly two schools of thought on this issue, 

which have been nicely captured by Bullis and Ie (2007) who state that "Corporations 

have been cast in the role of villain in some cases and in that of hero in other instances" 

(ibid: p321). The first school of thought is that as business is playing an ever increasing 

role in today's society through the growth of world markets and extension of 

governance structures, as outlined above, they can, and should play a pivotal role in 

the promotion of sustainable development. In contrast, others take the stance that 

business is 'hijacking' sustainable development and it is in fact the system which 
business is promoting, western capitalism, that is the main source of social and 

environmental degradation (see Welford 1997). In his discussion of the role of business 

in environmental protection, with emphasis on the role of knowledge, Jan-dson (2001) 

states that: 

"the rich and the powerful, who are doing their utmost to commercialize the 

new ideas and values and turn them into business opportunities" 

aamison ibid.: p19) 

The emphasis given by Jarnison begins to highlight the need for an investigation which 
is informed by the social constructivist (Foucault 1972,1980,1991) and interpretive 

traditions (Bevir and Rhodes 2003), as in this thesis (see Chapter Four). Employing a 

research position which incorporates these views allows for the investigation of how 

ideas, through discourse, play a vital role in the creation of worldviews. As will be 
discussed in Chapter Four such a research position also allows for the complexity in 

which this thesis is situated; a multilevel governance structure addressing the 

contested concept of sustainable development. 

In terms of the global structure, Jamison (2001) also argues that the growing emphasis 
on business is widening inequalities which already exist between the developed and 
developing worlds. 

"Particularly in developing countries, fliere is a growing recognition that the 
corporate quest for sustainable developtnent brings about new inequities in 

I For Example: Hertz (2002); I(lein (2001); and Monbiot (2001). 
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terms of resource and income distribution, access to knowledge and 

information, and influence over strategic decision-making (Sachs 1999). In 

tlzeir transfer of responsibility to t1w private sector, governments and 

intergovernmental bodies are, perhaps unwittingly, supporting corporate 

expansion at t1w expense of local, small-scale initiatives. " 

(Jan-dson ibid.: p3l) 

Thomas (2000) also highlights that in addition to increasing inequalities between the 

developed and developing world, the divides that exist within developed states are 

also becoming wider, arguing that increasingly within first world states a third world 

exists. Thomas' discussion of the growing intrastate polarisation demonstrates the 

limitations of much of the debate on sustainable development, which neglects to 

debate the importance of sustainable development within developed nations, thus 

highlighting the relevance of the national focus adopted within this thesis. 

In relation to the global structure an4 the role of international organisations Which 

work within the economic system alongside business, Ledgerwood and Broadhurst 

(2000) take a more business 'friendly' stance in their discussion of the global structure 

and the role of business in the agenda of ethics: 

"Through international organisations the concept of sustainability will 

increasingly be extended into a social and ethical agenda. Historically this 

agenda has been allocated to government, but corporations play an ever- 

increasing role. Furthemore, electorates are increasingly unwilling to trust 

governnxnt alone with the power and resources essential to meet the enhanced 

perfortnance expectationsfor products and environmental excellence" 

(Ledgerwood and Broadhurst 2000: p5-6) 

This same work argues that as a result of corporate governance and the rules of the 

market MNCs operate in a transparent fashion, which has resulted in MNCs leading 

the way in the development of ethical codes. 

"[It is] because t1wir conduct [MNCs] is relatively transparent that compared 

with national companies some large MNCs have led t1w way in the 
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developtnent of ethical best practice, a trend which is both desirable and 

understandable. " 

(Ledgerwood and Broadhurst 2000: p220) 

The UN Earth Summits, since Rio in 1992, have been subject to a high degree of 

criticism for the increasing role and power which has been allowed to be passed to 

business, particularly MNCs (Munnick and Wilson 2002). It has been argued that 
business has been given too much of the discussion platform and space, and is allowed 

to set the agenda of discussions. The changing relations and interaction between state, 
individuals and business, has resulted in increased requirements for transparency and 

governance from businesses, active protests from anti-corporate/ capitalist 

organisations, wider public speculation and interest from the investment community. 

At a national level the discussion on the role of business in sustainable development 

has been more limited. Welford (1997) argues that government had left the promotion 

of sustainable development largely to non-state actors, including business: 

"'Governments lwve demonstrated little real effect directed at reversing tlwse 

trends, preferring to leave the task to the voluntary efforts of business, 

pressure . groups, ot1wr non-governtnental organisations and individuals" 

(Welford 1997: p3) 

In the investigation of business in national sustainable development, it is vital to 

review the political activity of a corporation as well as direct operational activity. 
Although John Browne, CEO of BP, states that business had a significant role to play in 

sustainable development, he also highlights the sensitive nature of political 
involvement: 

"'Companies have a very important role in society, but Oxy mustn't conjitse 
that role with t1w roles of others. Companies can contribute to economic and 
social development, which is an essential underpinning of the wider agenda of 
human rights. But these can't and shouldn't go beyond that. In particular 
they must be particularly careful about the political processes - not because it 
is unimportant - quite the reverse - but because the legitimacy of that process 
is crucial bothfor society andfor BP as a company working in that society" 

(Browne 2002: pl) 
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This discussion has highlighted that this thesis is located within the broad debate of 

globalisation, the power of MNCs and sustainable development as solution for a more 

equitable world. Specifically, the thesis will focus on MNCs and sustainable 
development within the complex governance structure of UK policy-making. This 

thesis is needed to straddle the polarised debate regarding the role of MNCs in 

sustainable development. However, to provide a useful contribution in this area it 

needs to be undertaken in a systematic and holistic way which encompasses the multi- 
disciplinary nature of sustainable development and acknowledges the complexity of 

power and influence in the decision-making arena. This brief discussion of the 

research context has also demonstrated that the governance system surrounding 

sustainable development is one which is complex and multi-stakeholder, therefore this 

thesis will be useful in breaking down this decision-making process and analysing the 

relationships which occur between the different actors, thus providing an assessment 
of the role of MNCs within this context. 

Set within the wide-ranging debate outlined above, this thesis will focus on the 

question of the role of MNCs in sustainable development. This thesis provides a 
detailed analysis of the question by focusing on the specific context of UK policy- 
making. A UK focus has been selected as there is little research investigating the 

relationship between MNCs and national sustainable development policy. This thesis 
begins to address the gap. In the field of international relations there has been some 
investigation of MNCs as actors in sustainable development and environmental policy 
(Newell 2000). Newell argues that lobbying activity of MNCs at a national level is 

impacting the international policy process, subsequently it would be useful to 

understand this context a little more. 

1.3 THESIS FOCUS AND SCOPE 

Within the context of UK policy-making this thesis focuses on two areas, the primary 
focus the UK NSDS, as an example of a specific policy tool with an investigation of 
sustainable development in the broader sense complementing the detailed analysis of 
the UK NSDS. This analysis will focus on the review and development of a new UK 
Strategy, which occurred between 2003-2005. The inclusion of the UK NSDS is 
interesting for two reasons; firstly it provided the thesis with a live policy decisions- 
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making context, therefore allowing for observation to form part of the data collection, 

rather than relying on secondary data and personal recollection. Secondly, the NSDS is 

a policy tool which has been promoted in the international arena and therefore 

provides some connection between the different spatial governance levels. 

The question surrounding the changing role of MNCs in society and the blurring of the 

relationships between them and government and to a lesser extent other non-state 

actors, such as NGOs, demonstrates the need to investigate more rigorously the role 

MNCs are playing in the decision-making context. Therefore, this thesis needs to 

understand how all the actors play a role in decision-making with MNCs as the prime 

focus of this investigation. The emphasis being placed on MNCs is in-line with the 

'stance of Bullis and Ie (2007), who argue that "because corporations are such central 

players in terms of economic force, world scope, political power, and environmental 
degradation, clearly, we cannot adequately understand environmental concerns 

without considering the crucial roles corporations hold. "' (ibid: p 321). Following 

OECD (2000), within this thesis, MNC is taken to refer to a corporation/ company 

which is established in more than one country, which may be through ownership or 
through subsidiary partnerships. The term MNC encompasses similar terminology, 

such as Multinational Enterprises (MNEs) and Transnational Corporations (TNCs). 

Although these terms are sometimes distinguished, there is little merit in doing so 

within the focus of this thesis and therefore the terms are seen as interchangeable. 

It has been considered that the most effective way to investigate the role MNCs are 

playing in UK sustainable development policy is to focus upon the power and 
influence. By focusing on influence two things can be achieved; a complete picture of 
the role of MNCs in relation to all the policy actors can be observed, and a real 
assessment of whether the actions and involvement affect UK policy and thus the UK 

contribution to sustainable development can be achieved. Power and influence are 
both, in themselves, contested concepts; there is wide debate regarding the definition 

of both. Bachrach and Lawler (1981) argue that power and influence are 
distinguishable concepts in terms of definition, however, they are linked together in a 
circular relationship. Cox and Jacobsen (1973) also see the two terms as being 
intrinsically linked, with power being the capacity, and influence being the exercise of 
this capacity. As a detailed examination of the definitional difference does not add 
substantively to this thesis, and the close link between the two concepts has been 
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shown, power and influence have been taken to be interchangeable throughout this 

thesis. 

As a result of the multi-level governance structure within which UK policy-making 

occurs, a multi-actor approach has been taken within this thesis. The term actor has 

been used rather than stakeholder. Also for the purpose of this thesis, the term non- 

state actors will be used rather than that of NGO. NGO will be used when discussing 

the role of actors such as Friends of the Earth and the World Wildlife Fund (WWF). 

This distinction is used in an attempt to avoid confusion between the wider actors 

involved in the decision making process. 

Both the subject focus and the unit of analysis within this thesis are complex and are 

informed by debates cutting across academic (power, policy, social science) 
instructional (goverrument to governance) and spatial boundaries (International, 

European, National and Regional) thernes. Therefore the research design and 

approach has been designed to aHow for, and to capture such complexities. 

1.4 RESEARCH AIMS AND ORGANISATION OF THE THESIS 

It has been acknowledged previously that there is a growing debate on the increased 

power of MNCs and related discussion of their role in sustainable development. 

Additionally, it has been argued that there is a general lack of robust research into this 

problematic and that there is a specific lack of research addressing this question at a 

national level. With this situation in mind, the overall aim of this thesis is to assess the 

role of MNCs in UK sustainable development policy; framed within this guiding aim 

are the following research objectives: 

1. To evaluate what type of influence MNCs have within UK sustainable 
development decision-making. 

2. To investigate a specific example of the development of sustainable 
development policy within the UK. 

3. To undertake a systematic review of the influence of MNCs in UK sustainable 
development policy 
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In order to be sYstematic and focused within this research framework and to achieve 

the stated objectives three research questions have been developed, which break down 

further the research aim. These are: 

1. How is influence exerted in UK decision-making surrounding sustainable 

development policy? 
2. How do MNCs influence UK sustainable development policy? 

3. What does this influence mean for policy-making and MNCs? 

It is useful at this point to set out the assumptions which have been made at the outset 

of this thesis; these have informed how the research has been framed and designed. 

The assumptions are: 

1. MNCs have the power to influence government policy. 

2. National Sustainable Development Strategies (NSDS) are an important element 

of UK policy. 
3. MNCs will have an interest in sustainable development policy specifically 

NSDS and will play a role in its development. 

4. Business influence will have an impact on NSDS formation. 

To answer the research. questions and meet the objectives of this research the thesis has 

been structured into seven chapters. Following the overview provided in this Chapter, 

Chapter Two then goes on to discuss the background context in more detail, providing 

a discussion of the emergence of sustainable development, its underlying contested 

nature and the importance discourse has played in understanding, developing and 
implementing sustainable development in a real world context. In order to understand 
the current context of UK policy, a review of its implementation within policy at 
international, European and UK levels has been given. The second Chapter then 

concludes with a review of how MNCs have been involved in sustainable 
development. 

- 

The thesis then advances to discuss the need for a systematic evaluation framework 

and the subsequent development of the Actor Influence Framework (AIF). The AIF 

takes a synthesis position, drawing together elements of the power debate with the 
discursive nature of post-modernists and post-empiricists. It will discuss how an 
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evaluation framework can be developed within this research context and frame in 

order to holistically and systematically review the influence MNCs have in UK 

sustainable development policy. Initially, the need for a framework approach will be 

given along with the proposition that the framework should be located in a synthesis 

position. The discussion will then turn to the policy decision-making process with 

particular reference given to how different systems allow for actor interaction along 

with an overview of power/influence within this context. The wide-ranging debate on 

power has been very influential in the development of the AT as has, in line with the 

methodological consideration of discourse, the work of post-empiricists from the 

policy analysis tradition. 

With an understanding of the research context developed and the need, design and 
detail of the AlF discussed, Chapter Four goes on to develop the research design 

through which the research questions will be answered. The Chapter begins with a 
discussion of the research position taken within this thesis, focusing upon the question 

of construction, following which an overview of, and argument for a qualitative 

approach is given. This generic discussion then feeds into an examination of the 

specific research design which has been employed to collect and handle the data; in 

order to achieve triangulation of the data a multimethod approach, as espoused by 

Robson (2002) has been applied. Chapter Five outlines, through the application of the 

AIF, the data collected and analysis completed, within the research design outlined in 

the previous chapter. The analysis of the results is split into two broad sections, the 
first relates to the use of the AIF, systematically outlining the influence which is at play 

within the development of a new UK NSDS and in relation to UK sustainable 
development policy in a more general sense. 

Chapter Six will subsequently map the influence, which has been identified, relating to 
MNCs, developing the debate presented in Chapter Three, and will provide an 
evaluation of the application and appropriateness of the AIF. The chapter will then 

conclude by addressing the third research question, discussing what the influence 
found in this thesis means in broader terms and what the findings mean for MNCs- 
The discussion will reach its conclusion in Chapter Seven where the research aim of 
this thesis will be re-addressed, and a review of the research, along with a discussion of 
limitations will be given. This chapter will conclude by introducing some potential 
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areas for future work which can further develop the findings and the propositions of 
this thesis. 
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f ý) 

Background 

2.1 CHAPTER OVERVIEW 

This Chapter will provide the contextual setting upon which the thesis is based, 

initially a discussion of the emergence of sustainable development as a concept and a 

policy option is given. The widely accepted contested nature of sustainable 

development will then be explored, investigating the various discourses which have 

developed within such a debate. Following this, a more applied outline of the concept 

will be given, mapping its implementation as policy at international, European and UK 

levels. The Chapter then concludes with an exploration of the link which is developing 

between Multinational Corporations (MNCs) and sustainable development, again at a 

global level but more specifically within a UK context. 

2.2 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

The international community has played a vital part in the emergence of sustainable 
development as an'acceptable' policy option; therefore it is important to look, briefly, 

at the historical emergence of sustainable development in the international context. 
The UN Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment (1972) marks the first 

international meeting looking at how human activities are harming the environment 
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and putting humans at risk. In addition, this is the first time sustainable development 

was discussed by the international regime with the aim of reaching a satisfactory 

resolution to the environmental versus development dilemma. The Stockholm 

Conference led to the development of the United Nations Envirorunent Programme 

(UNEP). UNEP is still today the body which champions the global sustainable 
development agenda. 

Table 2.1 outlines the historical development of sustainable development in the 

international arena, since the 1972 Stockholm Conference, based an IISID ý1997). Tais is 

not a comprehensive list of all events relating to sustainable development, it merely 
outlines the major milestones and those most relevant to this thesis. 

The publication of the Brundtland Report 'Our Common Future' (WCED 1987) 

provides the most widely adopted and quoted definition of sustainable development, 

marking the birth of the current concept of sustainable development, as outlined below 

and the beginning of the current predominant discourse, ecological modernisation 
(Connelly and Smith 1999): 

"'Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present 
generation witliout compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
t1wir own needs" 

(World Commission on Environment and Development 1987: p43) 

An important aspect of the Brundtland report is the introduction of sustainable 
development as a legacy issue, highlighting long-term needs as well as the 
maintenance of current economic progress. Due to the wide acceptance and economic 
emphasis of the report, a significant achievement of "Our Common Future' and the 
Commissiorýs work is' that it moved environmental issues from the periphery to the 
centre of political debate (Korten 1992). The main criticism of the Brundtland report is 
that it is fundamentally based on contradictions, primarily the continued commitment, 
in fact stated need, to ever- increasing economic growth. This stance is discussed in 
Section 2.3. 
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2.3 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: A CONTESTED CONCEPT 

Alongside the development of international policy documents and discussion papers 

which have emerged relating to sustainable development, a debate over its meaning 

has also grown. It is broadly recognised that sustainable development is a contested 

term; Parkin (2000) identified that over 200 definitions could be found in various texts, 

with no real clarity being achieved since the publication of Parkinýs paper. An 

important element of this thesis is to investigate how the level of contestation and 

debate regarding the definition has led to difficulty in policy formation. The contested 

nature of sustainable development plays a significant role in shaping actors, 

understanding, and use, of the concept (Gidding et al 2002). Due to the all- 

encompassing nature of sustainable development, different actors bring to the table 

different experiences and worldviews. In this way sustainable development is unique 

in that it allows for different social and political orientations to gather under one 

umbrella. This is reflected in the work of Hopwood et al: 

"Dwre are so many interpretations of sustainable development that it is safe to say 

that there is no such thing as sustainable development-ism, in contrast to the schools 

of neo-liberalism, feminism, deep ecology or socialism. Rather, the existing 

worldviews of people and organisations J1070 into their conception of sustainable 
development" 

(Hopwood et al 2005: p47) 

The absence of a sustainable development-ism could potentially have both positive and 

negative implications for policy decision-making; it could allow for a policy 

environment which draws together actors from different, often conflicting, 
backgrounds and allows for some level of consensus. Alternatively, the lack of a firm 

ideological grounding may allow for the most dominant ideology to 'hijack' the 

concept. The latter stance is reflected in the work of McClosky (1999). 

"Yet if "the emperor has no clothes on" we must in the end acknowledge it. Viere 

was a day when we needed the high hope and the time inspiration represented by the 

concept. But today, we need a useable line of thought an operational reality. We 

need a line of thought which can be extended rationally into the detail of research 
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planning and application. And sustainability does not seem to be that t1tought. 

Mat we nowfear is that "sustainability" will prove to be no more than a boon to 

publicists who will paste new labels on old bottles and claim tIWt every project t1tat 

makes t1wir client rich is sustainable. In tIx absence of any operational dýflnition, 

who is to prove them wrong? " 
(McCloskey 1999: p159) 

The idea of actors 'hijacking' the concept will be discussed later in this chapter through 

the exploration of the role of multinational corporations in sustainable development 

amid general claims that business has too much power in today's society and that 

specifically that business is 'taking over' the idea of sustainability. 

This thesis takes the position that sustainable development is still a concept which is 

both needed and useful in order to achieve some level of change within modem 

society. This stance is in fine with the work of Daly (1995), who argues that: 

"For all the above reasons I believe that sustainable development, properly clarified, is 

an indispensable concept. All important concepts are dialectically vague at Me 

margins. I claim that sustainable development is at least as clear a concept as 
'money"' 

(Daly 1995: p54) 

The debate surrounding sustainable development is often divided along the lines of 
'fweaW and 'strong' sustainability, to a degree this debate is mirrored within the 

conflict of definition. Following Daly and Cobb (2000), Hopwood et al (2005) outline 

weak sustainability as seeing "'natural and manufactured capital as interchangeable 

with technology able to fill human produced gaps in the natural world. " (ibid: p40). In 

contrast, proponents of strong sustainability state that natural resources cannot be 

replaced by human-made capital (Rees 1998; Roseland 1998). For further debate 

around weak and strong sustainability see Ayres et al (1998); Turner (1992); Pearce et al 
(1989); Daly and Cobb (2000) and Naess (1986). 

The contested, ill-defined nature of sustainable development is an important 

consideration for this thesis. The thesis investigates whether the lack of definition 

and/or the multiple foci of sustainable development definitions affects the policy 
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decision-making process. The consideration here is two-fold; firstly the lack of a 

definition prevents action and secondly, the focus of a particular actor's definition 

affects the overall policy direction. The absence of an 'operational' definition has been 

'blamed' for a lack of real political action, particularly in relation to developing policies 

which present real solutions which can be implemented at either international, 

regional, national or local level. Burke (1999) demonstrates the usefulness, for some 

actors, of a loose definition: 

"Sustainable development is a wonderful phrase that, like democracy, ends up 

meaning all things to all people. " 

(ibid.: p3) 

The bias towards one of the three pillars of sustainable development, rather than'a 

definition which accounts for all of the pillars, is interesting within the broader 

discussion around definition, but also within the boundaries of this thesis, in so much 

as: Does a biased definitional starting point subsequently lead to a biased policy 

process? If so, who are the actors promoting such a definition? 

The seminal work of the Brundtland Commission, and it's definition of sustainable 
development as outlined in Section 2.2, has a clear economic and technical bias, with 

the emphasis being placed on continued economic growth. Such an emphasis has 

allowed for major actors to argue that current growth is acceptable as long as the 

ecosystem is used in an appropriate way, and in many cases there is no consideration 

of the 'social' beyond being left an ecosystem which can be used for production 

purposes. The impact of this technocratic bias is demonstrated in the stances taken by 

Burke, as outlined below: 

".. very simply then, the challenge of sustainable development is to somehOWdeliver 
those rising real incomes without declining the productivity of these systems 
[ecosystems] beyond tIze point of irreversible clwnge" 

(Burke 1999: p 3) 

The technocratic nature of the Brundtland definition is investigated in more detail later 

in this section in the discussion of ecological modernisation and the discourse of 

sustainable development. The emphasis on continued economic growth has been 
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criticised by many writers, for example, Redclift (1987) and Korten (1992). A 

contrasting definition, which provides more focus on the social and environmental 

concerns is given below. The introduction of quality of life is important in relation to 
the policy agenda followed in the UK in the 1990s; this is outlined in more detail in 
Section 2.6. 

"Sustainable development is a process which enables all people to realise their 

potential and to improve t1wir quality of life in ways which protect and enlwnce t1w 

earth's life support system" 
(Forum for the Future 2000) 

It should be noted that the aim of this thesis is not to establish a universally accepted 
definition of sustainable development. However, it is important to clarify what 
sustainable development is taken to mean within this thesis; to this end the working 
definition, outlined in Box 2.1 has been proposed. 

Development that promotes social and cultural growth, as well as 
economic growth, in a manner which is equitable and environmentally 

sound within current and future society. 

Box 2.1 Working definition of sustainable development 

The importance of the problems of definition and focus surrounding sustainable 
development is reflected in the use of discursive and deliberative theory as well as 
traditional assessments of power. The discursive nature of sustainable development 

wiR now be discussed. 

2.3.1 Discoursefor Sustainable Development 

As a result of the contested nature of sustainable development, discourse relating to 
the subject has become very important, with this being mirrored in the number of 
studies into the area. Discourse plays an important methodological and substantive 
role within this thesis; the methodological approach win be discussed in Chapters 
Three and Four. The contested nature of sustainable development means that the use 
of language is important, the debate and conflict which exists within the context means 
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it is vital to understand the impact this has had on agenda-setting and non-decision 

making. Therefore an important element of this thesis is an investigation of the 

discursive nature of sustainable development. To achieve this it is vital to identify the 

predominant discourse of sustainable development, and to be aware of the 

fundamental bias within this discourse. 

In his work Mw Greening of Knowledge' Jamison (2001), outlines that the discourse of 

envirorunentalism. and later sustainable development has moved away from the- 

apocalyptic tones of the 1960s and 1970s, through the course of the 1990s to "the 

encouraging, good-news rhetoric of sustainable development". He states that terms 

like 'limits to growth' have been superseded by "more upbeat messages and 

conciliatory slogans" which include "greening of industry" and "ecological 

modernisationý (Fischer and Hajer 1999). This shift is evident in the way that, 

environmental/ sustainable policy has been approached in the UK, a brief outline of 

which will now be given. 

Within the UK, environmental and subsequently sustainable development policy- 

making has been dominated by the idea that growth can complement the environment. 
This follows the technocratic approach of the Brundtland report (Connelly and Smith 

1999 and Hajer 1995). The approach has been espoused within the approach of 

ecological modernisation. Connelly and Sn-dth (1999: p57) state that, "the dominant 

interpretation of sustainable development is that associated with the idea of ecological 

modernisation". This stance has been reinforced in a number of texts (Weale (1992), 

Robbins (2001), Jamison (2001)), including that of Pearce et al (1989): 

"The modern sustainable development debate has tended to shift tlw focus 

away from growth versus the environment to one of the potential 
complementarity of growth and enviror-unent" 

(Pearce et al 1989: 21, as quoted in Connelly and Smith 1999: p57). 

To provide context to the discussion of the role of ecological modernisation in the 

discourse of sustainable development, a very brief overview of the theory of ecological 

modernisation has been given (For more details see Simonis (1989); janickle (1992); 

Hajer (1995); Mol and Spaargaren (1993) and Mol and Sonnenfeld (2000)). Ecological 

modernisation theory emerged in the early 1980s principally through the work of 
German sociologist Huber (1982; 1985; 2000). In contrast to the 'limits to growtY 
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debate at the time3, outlining the antagonistic relationship between economic 

development and environmental protection, Huber placed a large emphasis on the role 

of technological innovations in environmental reform (Mol and Sonnenfeld 2000). As 

outlined in Robbins (2001), Huber argued that industrial society develops through 

three stages; industrial breakthrough; construction of industrial society; and ecological 

shift of industrial system, through the process of 'superindustrialisationý linked to the 

development of new technologies. For Huber (1985) environmental problems should 

be addressed through superindustrialisation: 

".. tlw dirty and ugly industrial caterpillar will transform into a(n) ecological 

butterfly". 

(Huber 1985: p20) 

This idea provides the fundamental 'convictiorý of ecological modernisation, that "the 

only possible way out of the ecological crisis is by going further into the process of 

modernisationý (Mol 1995: p42). The theory further developed through the late 1980s 

and 1990s, expanding to recognise the role of the state and markets. Within ecological 

modernisation theory the contradictions, which exist between economic and 

environmental development, evolve and are subsequently integrated to produce a 

system in which growth and environment are complementary. Fundamentally, 

ecological modernisation suggests "that economic and environmental goals can be 

integrated within a framework of industrial modernity" (Gouldson and Murphy 1998: 

pi). Within a similar view Roberts (2006) defines ecological modernisation as seeking 

"to achieve sustainable development through adjustment to existing practices in the 

public, private and voluntary sectors at all spatial levels" (Roberts 2006: p521). This 

fundamental understanding has formed the basis of environmental policy making 

within the UK. 

Robbins (2001) states that ecological modernisation can be interpreted from three 

perspectives; institutional learning, technocratic project, and cultural politics. An 

understanding of these perspectives will provide additional insight into ecological 

modernisation as a discourse of sustainable development and subsequently as a 

3 The publication of The Limits to Growth' (Meadows D et al 1972) sparked the debate that envirorunental degradation 

is linked to economic growth and that dire consequences would result if growth was not limited/slowed. 
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concept for policy-making. In his investigation of corporate "greening, Robbins 

sununarises the perspectives: 

"'Ecological modernization as institutional learning suggests that corporate 

management responses are based on a type of incremental shift associated with 

overall societal processes of 'greening'. Ecological modernization as 
technocratic project maintains that corporate management responses are 
inappropriate response to socio-environmental crises because they support 

productive and consumptive relations that create and recreate environmental 

crises. Ecological modernization as cultural politics argues that corporate 

responses to environmental crises can transform the relationship between 

society and the environment, through the debate about thefuture construction 

of society. " 

(ibid. 2001: p29) 

The discussion of cultural politics is of most interest, as it is through this debate that 

the rules and norms of sustainable development are set. It is in this arena that some 

scenarios become thinkable or plausible whereas others are rejected as impossible; thus 

setting the agenda. 

Ecological modernisation has been criticised for the selective way it highlights 

industriall'Sation, rather than the capitalist nature of modernity, as being of ecological 

concern (Gouldson and Murphy 1998). As a result of this acceptance of capitalism, 

ecological modernisation is "essentially silent on issues of social justice, the 

distribution of wealth and society-nature relations" (ibid. 1998: p4). This criticism 

raises questions of the legitimacy of ecological modernisation as a vehicle for 

sustainable development. 

A more fundamental critique of ecological modernisation, is based on the argument, 
and the resulting inability to 'comprehend the complexity and interconnectedness of 

ecological and social relations' Connelly and Smith (1999) argue that; 

"Ecological modernisation is seen as legitimising and sustaining tIW vety 
political and economic institutions t1tat Itave caused tIW current levels of 
environmental degradation and developmental injustices. " 

(ibid. 1999: p58). 
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An important consideration, for the purposes of this thesis, again outlined by Connelly 

and Smith, is that: 

"Radical criticisms of ecological modernisation expose those who use the 

concept of sustainable developtnent for tIxir own ends, particularly t1tose 

groups and institutions whose very practices are at odds with the ideals 

inheren t within the concept" 

(ibid. 1999: p59) 

This stance will be acknowledged and further investigated as part of the discursive 

analysis of this thesis. 

Ecological modernisation illustrates the shift in language from 'doorrý to a positive 

spin. As a result of this shift, Jamison (2001) argues that environmental concerns are no 
longer seen as a problem or a threat and rather: 

"hy many influential actors in both business and government, [environmental 
.7 

concerns] as a contributor to economic recovery and rejuvenation, and , for 

some, even as an interesting source ofprofit. " 

(Frankel 1998; DeSimone and Popoff 2000, as quoted in Jan-dson 2001: 

p18) 

The transformation of ecological terminology has become commercialised and that 
"green business managers have all but reduced the quest for sustainable development 

to the sustainable growth of individual firms. " (ibid 2001: p25) 

A discussion of ecological modernisation has been important and significant in 

environment policy making in the UK, however, it is suggested that in fact the 
dominant policy discourse is moving towards something which is more corporate- 
centric, still keeping efficiency as a key ideal but more broadly adopting corporate 
language, which is reflecting the shift to a broader sustainability rather than one of just 

environmental protection. The significance now placed on CSR, as hinted at earlier, is 
an example of this and will be an important consideration for this research. Again, the 
issue of contested terminology is raised in relation to CSR (see Moon 2007), with the 
role of discourse in the policy decision-making process becoming even more 
important. 
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2.4 REALISING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: THE INTERNATIONAL 

CONTEXT 

The previous sections have provided an overview of the emergence of sustainable 
development along with a discussion of its contested nature and the importance and 

nature of sustainable development discourse. This section will now move on to 

looking at the actions which have occurred at the international, European and national 
levels in moves towards realising sustainable development. 

The 1992 Rio Earth Summit resulted in the production of the United Nations 

Commission on Environment and Development (UNCED) action plan, Agenda 21. 

Agenda 21 is one of the most important documents in the international arena, as 

outlined by the OECD; 

"Arguably, Agenda 21 has become, t1w most prominent and influential - but 

non-binding - instrument in t1w environment and development field and is a 

guiding document for sustainable development in most regions of the world. 
Its most important impact has been to focus attention on the core concept of 

sustainable development, providing policy-makers with a point of reference for 

linking environmental, social and economic issues. It stresses t1w importance 

of NSDSs [National Sustainable Development Strategies] and supporting 

policy instruments.... " 

(OECD 2002: p13). 

Agenda 21 sets out developmental and environmental objectives to be followed by 

participatory states and follows the 27 principles outlined in the Rio Declaration on 
Environment and Development. A significant outcome of Agenda 21 for UK policy is 

the production by Local Authorities of Local Agenda 21 strategies. An important 

aspect of Agenda 21 was the commitment by nation states to produce National 

Sustainable Development Strategies, as outlined in Section 2.4.1. 

In addition to the official work of the summit, the publication of the WBCSD's report, 
"Changing Course' (Schmidheiny 1992), is an important n-dlestone for this research. The 

publication of this work demonstrates the increasing interest of business, particularly 
MNCs, in sustainable development. It also demonstrates one of the tactics employed 
by business to influence the policy agenda. The World Summit at Johannesburg in 2002 
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was criticised for not securing any firm commitment to sustainable development and 
for again succumbing to corporate hijacking (Friends of the Earth 2002b, Munnik and 
Wilson 2002). A key outcome relating to this thesis was the re-comn-dtment of nation 

states "'to make progress in the formulation and elaboration of national strategies for 

sustainable development and begin their implementation by 2005" (UN 2002: pl), as 

this provides an important element of the research design, with particular focus being 

given to the production of a new UK sustainable development strategy. 

The growing emphasis placed on partnerships at the Summit, particularly those 

between government and business is also of significant interest for this research. More 

than 200 private-public partnerships were launched as part of the Summit's Plan of 
Implementation launched at the Summit (Friends of the Earth Europe 2002a). This 

figure is contradicted by numbers published by the UN, which states that "Faround 60 

partnerships were announced during the Summit by a variety of countries" (UN 2002). 

The difference in the figures is likely to be a result of a technical interpretation of when 

partnerships have been launched/ announced. 

2.4.1 National Sustainable Development Strategies 

NSDSs are important policy instruments for a number of reasons; firstly by their very 

nature the strategies are integrative, comprehensive and intergenerational. Secondly, 

they engage a wide range of stakeholders in both decision-making and decisions 

implementation (Silveria 2006) Bordhag and Tafiere (2006) also argue that NSDSs offer 

an effective way of achieving some of the Millennium Development Goals. These 

reasons, in addition to the UKs high profile in this area, demonstrate why it is 

important to focus on the UK NSDS when investigating the role of MNCs in UK 

sustainable development policy. 

As outlined earlier, Agenda 21 introduces the concept of National Sustainable 

Development Strategies, which "integrate and harmonise economic, social and 
environmental policies" (Tils 2007: p165). The 1997 UN General Assembly Special 

Session called for all states to implement NSDSs by 2002 whereas the OECD-DAC4 has 

OCED-DAC is the Organisation for Econornic Co-operation and Developmenf s Development Assistance Committee. 
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set a target date for implementation of 2005. The commitment to produce NSDSs was 

reaffirmed at the 2005 World Summit held in New York (Silveria 2006). As with the 

concept of sustainable development, interpretation of NSDS has varied between 

countries and institutions. - In the initial period following the 1992 Earth Summit state 

initiatives included: Environmental Action Plans; Conservation Plans; Climate Change 

Action Plans and Desertification Action Plans. The names of these initiatives 

demonstrate the continuing emphasis on the environmental aspect of sustainable 

development with social well-being largely remaining under-represented. Silveria 

(2006) states that there is no one way to carry out an NSDS, and there has been little 

guidance published for use by participating states, either in Agenda 21 or in 

subsequent documentation. Of the guidance that has been produced, key documents 

are OECD DAC (2001), UN DESA5 (2002) and OECD (2002). 

OECD DAC (2001); defines a NSDS as comprising: 

"A co-ordinated set of participatory and continuously improving processes of 

analysis, debate, capacity-strengthening, planning and investnwnt, which 

integrates the economic, social and environmental objectives of society, seeking 
trade-offs where this is not possible. " 

(OECD DAC 2001 as quoted in OECD 2002: p3l) 

f 
UN DESA (2002) has highlighted the following elements as being key to a NSDS: 

integration of economic, social and environmental objectives, and balance 

across sectors, territories and generations; 
broad participation and effective partnerships; 
country ownership and commitment; 
developing capacity and enabling environment; and 
focus on outcomes and means of implementation. 

(UN DESA (2002) as quoted in OECD 2002: p36) 
An important consideration for the purposes of this research is that of 'participation 

and effective partnership. Participation and partnerships continue to form an 
important stance for international negotiations and subsequent documentation. It will 
be vital to understand the extent to which this is employed by the UK Government and 
which institutions and groups of actors are involved. 

UN DESA is the United Nations Department of Environmental and Social Affairs. 
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Tils, (2007) provides a useful summary of the key guidelines and literature on the 

preparation of NSDS, see Table 2.2. 

UN principles for OECD principles for Core categories 
Sustainable Development Sustainable Development 

strategies strategies 

Comprehensive, balanced Comprehensive and Horizontal integration 
and integrated integrated 

Link national and local Link national and local Vertical integration 
priorities and actions, levels 
strong role of local 
government 

Public participation, Effective participation Participation 
communication 

Partnership with civil People centred 
society, private sector 
external organisations 

Shared strategic and Consensus on long-term Implementation 
pragmatic vision, link vision mechanism 
short to medium and long 
term 

Country-driven, multi- Country led and 
stakeholder 'ownership', nationally owned 
continuity process 

Strong political High-level government 
commitment, institutional comn-dtment and 
leadership, key role of influential lead 
government institutions 

Develop and build on Develop and build on 
existing knowledge and existing capacity 
capacity 

Build on existing Building on existing 
strategies, policies and processes and strategies 
processes 

Anchored in sound Based on comprehensive 
technical analysis and reliable analysis 

Monitoring mechanism Incorporate monitoring, Monitoring and 
learning and continuous evaluation 
improvement 

Table 2.2 Guiding principles for sustainable development strategies (Tils; 2007: 

p166) 
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This overview provides a useful context as a starting point to investigate the decision- 

making environment in the UK surrounding sustainable development. In more recent 

years the number of reviews of NSDSs in the literature has increased. One key finding 

is that the shift from environmental policy to broader sustainable development 

strategies has meant there has been a shift from single planning documents to more 

"flexible yet focused strategy cycles" (Steurer 2007: p205) Steurer also suggests that 

NSDSs often lead to new administrative systems and processes which form new policy 

governance structures. This is reflected in the complex governance structure as 

discussed in Section 2.6.1. This historical review outlines the intrinsic link between the 

activity and commitments made in the international arena and the nation state. It is 

also important from a UK perspective to briefly review the role of Europe in 

sustainable development policy making. 

2.5 REALISING SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: EUROPEAN CONTEXT 

It is not the purpose of this research to provide a comprehensive review of European 

politics and decision-making; however, it is important to understand the governance 

structure of the European Union (EU) and how this affects decision-making within the 

UK context. More specifically the emergence of sustainable development policy and 

related programmes is particularly relevant to this research. 

The supranational organisational nature of the EU means that the member states are 

committed to work together and, more interestingly, there are formal constraints on 

the actions of its members. In this respect the actions and judgements of the EU extend 
beyond the boundaries of other international organisations (Connelly and Smith 1999). 

In addition to acting as a supranational body the EU has capability as an independent 

actor; for example, it can be a signatory of international agreements in its own right, 
independent of the member states. Therefore, of importance to this research is that 

lobbying of the EU as a decision-making body can serve two purposes: to affect 
decisions and agreements made within the international environment and secondly to 

affect the Directives and policies which will trickle down into Member States. 

The EU has a history of developing enviromnental policies including Lead in Petrol 

1978, Environmental Impact Assessment 1985, Large Combustion Plants 1988 and 
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Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control 1996 (Connelly and Smith 1999). In more 

recent years, mirroring international and national shifts to sustainable development, 

the EU has turned its attention to sustainability. Currently at a European level 

sustainable development is described to be "an overarching long-term goal'of the 

European Unioný (European Cornmission dna) within which exist seven key 

challenges; climate change and clean energy; sustainable transport; sustainable 

consumption and production; conservation and management of natural resources; 

public health; social inclusion and global poverty and sustainable development 

challenges. 

2.5.1 Development of a European Sustainable Development Strategy 

Sustainable development in a European context was initially laid out in 2001 during 

the Gothenberg European Council in the document "'A sustainable Europe for a better 

world" (European Council, 2001). According to Steurer and Martinuzzi (2005 : p459) 
this was never formally agreed as a European strategy'but included "fourteen 

modestly ambitious paragraphs on SD [sustainable development] in Europe". The 

early document was split into two broad sections; one Outlining possible policy 
measures and objectives and the other calling for a change in the EU Policy process 
that "ensures that the EU's economic, social and environmental policies mutually 

reinforce each other" (European Commission 2007a : pl). 

The 2001 Gothenberg declaration until 2006 formed the core basis for sustainable 
development in Europe, along with complementary policies in related programmes, 
including the 2000 Millennium Development Goals and the 2002 World Summit in 
Johannesbury. However, in 2006, the declaration was superseded with a renewed EU 
SDS. This document was described by the European Council as being an 'ambitious 

and comprehensive' renewal of their previous work. (European Commission 2007a). 
The Commission set out the aim to produce a strategy with a "stronger focus, a clearer 
division of responsibilities, wider ownership and broader support, a stronger 
integration of the international dimensions and more effective implementation and 
monitoring. " (ibid: p2) 

I 
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The EU, like the UK Government, hold the position that it is the role of an members of 

society to try and move towards sustainable development, rather than just the role of 

national and regional governing bodies. 

"Bw EU and its Member States have a critical role to play, but they cannot - and 

should not be the sole guardians of the sustainable development agenda. Other actors 

will need to take action; businesses, regional and local authorities, NGOs, social 

partners, universities and schools - and individual citizens and consumers. Progress 

will rely on the enormous creative and market power of business, and of regional and 
local bodies and au thorities. " 

(European Conunission 2007b: pl) 

This quote demonstrates the multi-actor approach to sustainable development which 
involves business and highlights explicitly the importance placed on the market. 

2.6 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT POLICY IN THE UK 

In relation to sustainable development the UK. is seen by a number of international 

organisations, including the OECD as being innovative in its administration, tools and 

processes (Russel 2007). To provide context to the current status of the Ws national 

sustainable development strategy a brief historical overview is useful. Following the 

commitment to the production of NSI)Ss at Rio in 1992, the UK Government produced 
its first strategy in 1994; 'Sustainable development: Vie UK Strategy' (Department of the 

Environment 1994). The publication of this strategy was amongst the first to be 

published in the EU, and it was the first NSDS to be produced after the Rio Conference 

(Silveria 2006). Russel (2007) argues that what is more important is that the UK played 

a role in persuading other EU states to follow suit. He also argues, along with Niestroy 
(2005) and Swanson et al (2004), that the UK has been outperforming its EU neighbours 
and has indeed become an international leader with respect to this sustainable 
development policy tool. Such a reputation in the international arena illustrates why 
the UK NSDS is an important policy tool for this research to focus upon. 

In the period between the publication of the 1994 Strategy and the election of a Labour 

government in 1997 a number of administrative moves were made to create political 
bodies with some responsibility for sustainable development. Such moves informed 

the current governance structures which are outlined in more detail later in this 
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section. However, the focus largely continued to be on environmental sustainability, 

rather than the three pillars of sustainable development (Voisey and URiodan (1998) in 

Russel (2007)). With the change of government in 1997 the announcement was made 

that a new strategy would be prepared, resulting in the publication in 1999 of the 

strategy; 'A Better Quality of Life: A Strategy for Sustainable Developtnentfir tlx UK'. As 

outlined previously this research will investigate the role MNCs played in the review 

of this strategy which has led to the subsequent publication of the current UK NSDS: 

'Securing thefuture: Delivering the UK Sustainable Developtnent Strategy'. 

It is useful here to give an overview of the UK situation prior to the development of the 

'Securing the future' Strategy; thus providing the context in which the empirical 

component of this research was undertaken. At the onset of this thesis the UKs 

approach to sustainable development policy was through the use of an overarching 

Sustainable Development Strategy, A Better Quality of Life (1999), which provides the 

framework for the development of other strategies and programmes, such as the waste 

strategy (2000) and the climate change programme (2001). 

Developnwn t Process of 'A Better Quality of Life' 

To understand the network and modes of influence which were at play in the review of 

UK NSDS it is useful to review the development process for 'A Better Quality of Life' 

(the Strategy). It is important to note that this section provides an overview based on 

information supplied by Goverrunent agencies and is not a critique of the process. The 

development of the 1994 strategy was the responsibility of the Department of 

Environment, Transport and the Regions (DETR)6, under the control of the Deputy 

Prime Minister. Prior to the development of the Strategy a four-month consultation 

period was completed, in which a key component was the production of the document 

'Opportunities for Clwnge' (DETR 1999). This consultation document outlined the 

central themes and highlighted particular areas for comment. Fifty thousand hard 

copies of the document were distributed to identified stakeholders, with the document 

also being available on-line (DFID 1999). Supplementary papers, with sector-specific 

focus were developed outlining specific areas of sustainable development in more 

detail, including; sustainable business, sustainable forestry and sustainable tourism. A 

short summary leaflet was distributed to the general public, which included a, tear-off' 

6 Following reorganisation DETR no longer exists, and sustainable development now falls under the remit of the 
Department for the Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA). 
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questionnaire. To ensure that all geographical areas of the country were included in 

the consultation exercise, regional consultation events were organised. A number of 
NGOs organised these events, including the Sustainable Communities Action 

Network. In response to the consultation programme, 1100 written responses were 

received, broken down into: 315 from Local Authorities; 238 Individual responses; 126 

from environmental organisations and 88 from the private sector. Additionally 2900 

'tear-off questionnaires were returned by the general public (DFID 1999). On 

completion of consultation an intra-governmental steering group was developed with 
the remit to produce the Strategy. The practicalities of this meant that each "lead' 

department would draft the chapter referred to them, with subsequent consultation 

with other departments being completed before the text was finalised. 

Brief Review of 'A Better Quality of Life' 
A Better Quality of Life recognises the Brundtland definition of sustainable development 

and expresses it as "the simple idea of ensuring a better quality of life for everyone, 
now and for generations to come. " (DETR 1999: p 8). The Strategy recognises that 
"although the idea is simple, the task is substantial", outlining four strategic objectives: 

social progress which recognises the needs of everyone; 
effective protection of the environment, 

prudent use of natural resources; and 

maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and employment. 
(ibid. 1999: p8) 

It is the fourth object, 'maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and 
employment' ; which has received the most attention during a recent pre-consultation 
review of the Strategy. This issue and review will be discussed in further detail later in 
this paper. The discourse of ecological modernisation is reflected in this objective and 
can also be identified in other elements of 'A Better Quality of Life. 

'A Better Quality of Life' covers four main areas; sustainable economics; sustainable 
Communities; resources and environmental impacts; and international co-operation 
and development. The aim of the Strategy is to act as a 'catalyse for change, which 
identifies priority areas, indicators and targets, and provides a framework to guide 
Government policy (DFID 1999). A fundamental focus of 'A Better Quality of Life' is the 
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development of key indicators, by which progress towards the four strategic objectives 

can be measured. The Government undertakes an annual review of performance 

against these indicators. The Strategy outlines 150 indicators, which were produced 

through a review of 'Indicators of sustainable developmentfor t1w United Kingdom' and the 

consultation process outlined above. A subset of 15 key headline indicators has been 

developed as part of the Strategy. The aim of these indicators is: 

"'to focus attention on what sustainable developnxnt "wans, and give a broader 

overview of whetlxr we are achieving a 'better quality of life for everyone, now and 
for generations to come. "' (DETR 1999: p13). 

The headline indicators within the Strategy were: 
Gross Domestic Product (GDP); 

Investment (in public, private and business assets); 

Proportion of people of working age in employment; 

Success in tackling poverty and social exclusion; 

Qualification at 19; 

Expected years of healthy life; 

Homes judged unfit to live in; 

Levels of crime; 
Emissions of greenhouse gases; 
Number of days air pollution is regarded as moderate or high, 

Road traffic; 

Rivers of good or fair quality; 
Populations of wild birds; 

New houses built on previously developed land; and 
Waste arisings. 

'A Better Quality of Life'has been criticised for being a framework rather than a strategy 
and for its lack of "new targets" (ENDs 1999). Moreover, ENDs (1999) argues that 

"Nothing in the strategy suggests that the Government knows what it is 
'aiming for'l and there is no clear sense of priorities either. " 

(ibidl999: pl). 
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However, ENDs (1999) outline that the Strategy does include some new business 

initiatives and reflect the Government's stance at the time of 'joined-up' working. It is 

interesting to note that in an early review of sustýinable development in the UK 

(DEFRA 2003) "joined-up' thinking is one of the main tools for meeting the challenges 

of sustainable development. The 1999 Strategy was notable for the shift in policy 

emphasis on environmental sustainability, introducing a policy focus on "sustainable 

economy, sustainable communities and international co-operation and developmenr 

(Russel 2007: p190). It is interesting to note that Russel considers that: "As a policy 

instrument with the UK NSI)Ss have been considered to have failed to make any 

significant progress towards sustainable development (e. g. Jordan 2002, EAC 2004; 

SDC 2004; Ross 2005)" (ibid: p 190) 

2.6.1 UK Sustainable Development: Current Governance Structures 

Within the UK, sustainable development and policy making, in general, is taking place 

in a context which has seen a shift from government to governance, the related change 

in the power of MNCs as a result of this shift has been discussed previously. In an 

international context the increase of governance had developed alongside the growth 

of globalisation, with non-state actors playing increasing role in policy-making and 

public services. Knill and Lehmkuhl (2002) argue that how governance develops is 

dependent on the ability of the different actors to undertake public services. They state 

that nation states are not changing in the same way or at the same pace as global 

structures and are unable to meet public needs which mirror these changes. Therefore, 

other actors are taking on this role and thus increasing their governance capacity. 

Governance capacity is: 

"T7w formal and factual capability of public or private actors to define the content of 

public goods and to s1wpe the social, economic and political process by which these 

goods are provided" (ibid 2002: p 43) 

The idea of governance capacity is interesting, in relation to this thesis, as a concept by 

which to assess the role of MNCs in UK sustainable development policy. However, the 

term should only be used as an interesting guiding point for discussions as its lack of 
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consideration of the informal renders it a little limited in relation to this thesis. Knill 

and LehmkuhYs view of governance, which includes the activity of social actors, 

reflects that of the UK-focused work of Bevir and Rhodes (2003) who argue that in the 

UK the shift has been from a "government of a unitary state to governance in and by 

networks" (Bevir and Rhodes 2003: pl), although Bevir and Rhodes do place more 

emphasis on the informal. For more conventional discussions of governance see 
Czempiel and Rosenau. (1992). Bevir and Rhodes (2003) argue that the move to 

governance in the UK has occurred in three broad phases from the hierarchies of the 

welfare state, followed by marketisation by the Conservative governments to a system 
today which is based on networks. In a UK context Bevir and Rhodes argue that 

governance refers to: 

" the informal authority of networks as constitutive of, supplementing or supplanting 
theformal authority ofgovemment. 7"he conceptofgovemance those overlaps with 
those of the core executive, the hollow state and the differentiated polity, all of which 
point to a more diverse view of state authority as being located at the boundary of 
state and civil society" 

(ibid: p6) 

Governance and policy-making in the UK has been dramatically changed through New 
Labour's Modernising Government agenda which promotes joined-up governance which 
entails "collaborative working across organisational boundaries" (Cabinet Office 1999) 

and an increase in public-private partnership (Bevir 2005). Under New Labour, policy 
making and the delivery of public services is now undertaken by a combination "of 

government departments, special-purpose bodies, the voluntary sector, and the private 
sector. " (ibid 2005: p 48). In real terms this has meant that the role of the Cabinet Office 
has moved to encourage policy innovation and better implementation, along with the 
creation of therned units such as the Social Exclusion Unit, and by 2001 around three 
hundred taskforces (Seldon 2001). The specific government departments, agencies, 
groups and task forces relating to sustainable development will now be outlined. An 
exhaustive review has not been given, and it relates only to government-linked actors 
and not non-state actors. Although most Government departments play some role in 
sustainable development they have not been included in-depth here as the focus is on 
those which have a specific remit for sustainable development. However, the role and 
subsequent influence of these departments is considered in the full examination of the 
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policy decision-making process through the analysis and discussion of results within 

this thesis. Table 2.3 outlines the main administrative bodies which play a role in the 

governance for sustainable development within the formalised UK political decision- 

making. The table alone demonstrates the complex nature of governance for 

sustainable development, it also highlights that influence on sustainable development, 

by MNCs, can occur through a number of routes. 

The key actors to note at this stage are the Department of Environment Food and Rural 

Affairs (DEFRA), the Sustainable Development Unit (SDU) and the Sustainable 

Development Commission (SDC). All three organisations play a pivotal role in UK 

sustainable development policy, including the development and implementation of the 

UK NSDS. This said, sustainable development in the UK is led and championed by 

DEFRA, with all government departments and the Devolved Administrations being 

responsible for embedding sustainable development into their practices Oones 2006). 

In addition to Government groups there are other organisations which are involved in 

the Government's approach to sustainable development. As discussed earlier, UNED- 

UK completed the initial informal consultation process, Wwre Next for t1W UK on 

Sustainable Developtnent'. The United Nations Envirorunent and Development UK 

Committee (UNED-UK), replaced the United Nations Environment Programme, UK. 

It co-ordinated the official Earth Summit consultation process in the UK for the non- 

govermnent side, 

"'UNED-LIK's executive elected or appointed representatives of "lost of tlwse 

different major groups on to Ole Executive. It recognized in addition the 

media, education community, social groups and t1w religious community. To 

date over 120 organisations have joined UNED-LIK asfull members. " 

(UNED Forum 2003: pl) 
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UNED-UK objectives include: 

Helping to mobilise the UK political process, particularly through national and 
local government, the voluntary sector and the commercial and industrial 

sector, in order to promote sustainable development in the work of the UN 
institutions both nationally and internationally; 

facilitating input from the membership of UNED-UK to the policy-making 

processes of UNEP, UNDP, UNCSD and other inter-governmental. institutions 

contributing to the preparation and implementation of a national strategy for 
Agenda 21 and to support the work of UNCSD including its reviews of national 

strategy 

encouraging other activities that result in a multi-sectoral approach to the 

promotion of environmental protection and sustainable development 

(ibid. 2003) 
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This limited review of the UK governance system highlights the number of potential 

actors and the network decision-making structure involved in UK sustainable 
development policy. It also demonstrates the complex nature of the network of 
influence which needs to be considered in the methodological and analytical 

approaches employed in this thesis. . 

The impact that the move to a complex governance system has had at a regional level 

in the UK has been examined by Roberts (2006), he argues that 

"tlw allocation of power, resources for regional development is now more fragmented 

Own in t1w past, tIze public sector lias to secure tIx agreement of a wide range of 

organisations and actors in order to enable t1w generation of a meaningful and 
implementable regional sustainable development strategy 

(ibid: p 528) 

Roberts' statement is interesting in relation to this thesis in two ways; firstly it 

demonstrates how important state and non-state actors are in UK sustainable 
development policy and, secondly the regional actors through their involvement in 

regional strategy play a vital role in national strategy. Therefore, the relationships they 
hold and development at a regional level will impact upon the way in which they 
interact with policy at a national level. 

2.7 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND MULTI NATIONAL 
CORPORATIONS 

In order to focus on the overview aim of this thesis; to investigate the role of MNCs in 
UK sustainable development policy it is important to first understand the broader 

context in which MNCs are operating, how this links to sustainable development and 
then to focus on the MNCS and sustainable development in a UK context. 

2.7.1 The Power ofMultinational Corporations 

Corporations in today's globalised society play a gr. eater role and have more power 
than ever before. Corporate influence can be seen both in their size, geographical 
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coverage, turnover and the extension of their impact. As Henriques (2007) outlines, 

" corporations* clearly now have a huge impact on our lives". In terms of economic 

considerations, of the 100 largest economies in the world, 51 are now global 

corporations and only 49 are countries. The fact that MNCs are powerful organisations 

is not disputed; it is the extent to which this power has encroached into society which 

is contested. The increased power held by MNCs historically led to critical research in 

economic terms, but has also more recently led to activity by civil society groups, and 

anti-globalisation protests. One of the fundamental stances is that the extent of 

corporate power has led to a degradation of democracy; as highlighted by Korten 

(1995) that as the power of corporations and the organisations which are associated 

with them grows, the power of the general population reduces and therefore 

democracy becomes less meaningful. 

In contrast, proponents of corporations and the global economy acknowledge the role 

MNCs can play, but argue that this is actually more limited than some would suggest: 

"companies do Itave t1w power to invest, to direct resources and technology and 

skills but in reality that is t1w limit of t1wir power. Indeed that power is limited 

furtlier by competition, because t1wre's likely to be great competition for the best 

11 opportunities tlwt come up. 
(Browne 2002: p 219) 

It is questionable that the decision to invest and its relationship with technology and 

skills actually represents 'limited power. 

The increase in the power of MNCs within a globalised society is not only a result of 
their privileged economic and financial position but also as result of ", a long standing 

governance lacunae" which, as a result of either government inability or unwillingness, 

corporations are taking on social roles (Moon 2007). Such shifts have been reflected in 

the move towards a globalised neo-liberal market place and related governance 

structures. 

"Privatisation has been espoused over the lastfifteen years and we have seen valuable 

national assets shifted from the control of government to the private sector in the 
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name of efficiency. Thus the very role of government has been to transfer more and 

more power into tlx corporate private sector" 

(Welford, 1997: p1l) 

The move from government to governance, as outlined above, has resulted in a change 
in shift in the policy process resulting in an increased involvement of the number 
actors, both goverrunent and non-state actors, affecting decision-making. 

The growth of individual corporations has been mirrored by an increase in business 

groups and coalitions, such as the World Economic Forum (WEF); World Business 

Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) and International Chamber of 
Commence (ICC). As highlighted by Beder (2006) the president of the WEF, Klaus 

Schwab, takes the position that the "sovereign state has become obsolete and that the 

preference of the chief executives of large corporations is for national governments to 
become subservient to corporate and financial interests". (Machan 1999 quoted in 

Beder 2006). The development of these groups is important in general, and more 

specifically, in policy terms as one of the main objectives is to influence global and local 

agendas. For some this is seen as taking over too much public space and attacking 
democracy (see Beder 2006; Farnsworth 2004; Korten 1995; Monbiot 2001 and Klein 

(2001)). Notably, the WBCSD has the stated objectiVe "to participate in policy 
development in order to create a framework that allows business to contribute 
effectively to sustainable development" as one of its four objectives. In the UK one of 
the largest, and mopt notable business group is the Confederation of British Industries 
(CBI). Their role in lobbying government 

' 
is well recognised and is increasingly coming 

under scrutiny, even with some of their members criticising their hard-line approach to 
government regulation, this issue is discussed in more detail later in this Chapter. 

Such an increase in the power of MNCs and the change in governance structures 
means that their role in society has changed and therefore there is a link with the role 
MNCs play in sustainable development. This changing role is demonstrated in 
Browne's discussion of the argument that MNCs should play a greater role in 
sustainable development. He argues that "... a compelling case can be made that 
multinational companies have a key role to play as the 21-t century, begins to unfold" 
(Browne 2002: p. 218). 
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2.7.2 MNCs and sustainable development 

The views of the role of MNCs in sustainable development can be split in three main 

camps. The first being that corporations cannot play a positive role in sustainable 
development and it is in fact their actions which are creating a lot of the current 

problems (Korten 1995, Mayhew 1997, Welford 1997); the second being that MNCs 

play a vital role in achieving sustainable development due to the role and power they 

have in a globalised society (Ledgerwood and Broadhurst (2000), Lowe and Ward 

(1998). The third sits somewhere between these two extremes; holding that MNCs can 

p lay a role; however it must be in conjunction with wider society and some changes in 

activity are required. The differing stances broadly reflect the debates which were 
highlighted previously in this section in the discussion of sustainable development as a 

concept. 

The proposition that MNCs have no role to play in sustainable development has been 

proposed from two differing standpoints. The first that the role of business is to make 

a profit for its shareholders, whereas the other is that the agenda of sustainable 
development has been devalued by the actions of business. The first, classic argument, 

that the sole responsibility of business is profit maxin-dsation was captured in 

Friedmanýs (1970) New York Times piece "The Social Responsibility of Business Is To 

In I crease Its Profits". Interestingly, this stance has also been taken by commentators at 
the opposite end of the spectrum who argue that as the fundamental role of business is 

profit maximisation they, as organisations, cannot play a positive role in envirorunental 

protection and social justice, and subsequently have no role to play in sustainable 
development within the current economic system. Daly outlines what he sees as a 
basic contradiction: 

"Free traders [MNCs] seek to maximise profit and production without any real 
regard to the considerations that represent hidden social and environnwntal costs. 
In fact, they care little even when they are not so hidden. " 

(Daly 1993: p 50) 

The increasing power shift, as highhghted by Welford (1997), to the private sector and 
the subsequent increasing role of business in sustainable development, has led to much 
criticism from NGOs and civil society more widely. They have accused business (and 

government), particularly MNCs, of hijacking sustainable development and have also 
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questioned the role of international organisations such as the UN and the World Bank; 

criticising the level of responsibility and influence they have allowed to be taken by 

MNCs. Such condemnation has historically been most heavy immediately following 

the UN Earth Summits; particularly Johannesburg in 2002. The main criticism here is 

that business representatives are allowed too much control over the agenda of the 

meetings, having pushed for the use of market-based economic mechanisms and have 

pressured nation-states to agree on voluntary non-binding initiatives rather than using 

a regulatory framework. Bruno and Karliner (2002) argue that the first summit marked 

a great opportunity for environmental protection and social justice, however, it failed 

to achieve anything and indeed, this earth summit process is "a mere footnote to the 

dominant trend of corporate globalisationý (ibid: p 6-7). Although there are numerous 

claims of corporate hijacking, there is still a relatively small amount of investigation 

into how this influence has affected national approaches to sustainable development. 

Ironically, one of the main reasons for taking a negative stance towards the role of 

MNCs in sustainable development is the same argument for the importance of MNCs; 

that MNCs have power and ability to effectively make a difference towards achieving a 

more sustainable world. 

"Pirough international organisations the concept of sustainability will increasingly 

be extended into a social and ethical agenda. Historically this agenda has been 

allocated to government, but corporations play an ever-increasing role. Furthemore, 

electorates are increasingly unwilling to trust government alone with the power and 

resources essential to meet the enhanced performance expectations for products and 

environniental excellence" 
(Ledgerwood and Broadhurst (2000: p 5-6) 

The'emphasis placed on the role of MNCs in the success of sustainable development is 

often linked to their ability to take action and implement the policies introduced at 
both national and international level. 'This is reflected in the work of Lowe and Ward 

(1998); they argue that this ability, along with the potential for investment are the key 

factors as to why involving MNCs in relevant policies is important; 
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"Now that both the EC and UK Government recognise the importance of 
involving business in environmental policy formation, the prospect of getting 

practicable and cost-ýfttive solutions to priority problems look brighter than 

ever before. Of course, the real contribution of industry is in translating agreed 

policies and regulations into practice, via its investment and operating 

programmes. " 
(Lowe and Ward 1998: p170) 

The growing importance placed on business, along with its role in implementation, is 

also demonstrated in the following statement made by the then UN Secretary-General 

Kofi Annan: 

"And more and more 7ve are realizing that it is only by mobilizing the corporate 

sector that we can make significant progress. T'he corporate sector has the finances, 

the technology and the management to make this happen" 
(quoted by Wade 2005, p 186 in Moon 2007, p296) 

An important shift in this debate has been the intemalisation of sustainable 
development by the business community, along with Government and some parts of 
the academic community, discussing the business opportunity provided by sustainable 
development. "This is typified by the approach to environmental concerns that holds 

that 'sustainable development is a business opportunitY" (Dine 2001: p102 quoting 
Frankel (1998)). This has been reflected in the growth of business services and advice 
relating to sustainability and more recently specifically in relation to climate change. 
In the UK alone the environmental/ sustainability sector is now cqmparable to 
pharmaceutical and aerospace sectors with a projected growth of 42% by 2010. In 2005 
it was worth over: E25 billion employing 400,000 people, excluding internal corporate 
environmental teams, NGOs, charities and public sector organisations. (ENDs 2008). 
Most MNCs now have sustainability or corporate social responsibility (CSR) 
programmes; implementing policies and procedures to address or (at least) monitor 
their social, environmental and economic behaviour, producing annual corporate 
reports and to some degree or other engaging with their wider stakeholder community 
(see KPMG 2005). A notable change has been a general shift, and acceptance that CSR 
is the business contribution to sustainable development. The UK Government's stance 
on the issue is both enlightening and pertinent; 
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"The Governtuent sees CSR as t1w business contnbution to sustainable 
developtnent. Essentially it is about how business takes account of its 

economic, social and environmental impacts in the Way it operates - 
maxinusing tlW benefits and minimising tlW downsides. " 

(UK Goverrunent 2004) 

This increased activity by MNCs and the positive position taken by policy-makers has 

helped create a space for the more middle ground of the debate to emerge. Within this 

space, proponents argue that yes, MNCs do have a vital role to play in sustainable 
development. However, some changes, to varying degrees, are required to existing 
business processes and systems. A vital requirement here is that sustainability 
becomes a core business approach and that it (or related approaches) is not an add-on 
to business as usual and not a mere public relations (PR) exercise. Along such lines 

Zadek argues that in order for a corporation to be civil, i. e. be sustainable, it must "take 

full advantage of opportunities for learning and action in building social and 

environmental objectives into its core business by effectively developing its internal 

values and competencies. " (2007: p37) Zadek also stated that businesses should not 

only get their own 'house in order' but should work and lobby for a civil governance 
structure which aids a move towards the aspirations of sustainable development. 

Elkington (1997) takes a slightly less 'radical' approach promoting the concept of 
'Triple Bottom Line' reporting, in which the traditional financial accounting framework 

is expanded to include social and environmental performance. Again, calling for 

sustainability to become a core business issue, Zadek and Elkington both see the role 

of, and responsibility to, stakeholders, as being key to a business approach to 

sustainable development. 

2. Z3 Multinational Corporations and UK Sustainable Development 

More recently, occupying this middle ground is where we find third sector groups and 
think tanks conducting research on the role of business in UK sustainability. This has 
led to a handful of empirically based research initiatives; including the Janus 

programme and work by Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth. It is interesting to note 
in the context of this thesis that all of these studies, to a greater or lesser extent, have 
focused on the role of business in public policy relating to sustainable development; 
therefore, it is useful here to provide a brief overview of this work. 
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The Janus programme is run by SustainAbility7 with the aim to: 

.......... explore[s] t1w nature and implications of corporate influence on t1w politics 

and policy of sustainable development. " (SustainAbility: DNAa) 

The principal outputs of the Janus programme have been the publication of 'Politics 

and Persuasion: corporate influence on sustainable development policy' (2001); 

'Influencing Power: Reviewing the conduct and content of corporate lobbying' (2005); 

and'Coming in from the Cold: Public Affairs and Corporate Responsibility' (2007). The 

most relevant and useful to this research is the first report, 'Politics and Persuasion: 

corporate influence on sustainable development policy' which covers the following: 

0 the nature of corporate influence on politics and policy in Europe and the US; 

0 the links between the desired outcome - corporate influence - and actual 

decisions and functions inside companies directed at achieving it, 

how corporate influence has impeded effective policyrnaking in the climate 

change and biotechnology arenas; 

0 the positive role that companies can play in achieving sound policy making, 

how companies can begin to move towards a model of best practice in their 

political policy engagement. 

(SustainAbility 2001) 

It is important to note that the Janus programme is run by the consultancy/ think-tank 

SustainAbility in conjunction with consulting group, Government Policy Consultants 

(GPC) and more recently the NGO WWF. Both of the former organisations have the 

aim of researching in this area but also advising corporations on their performance. 
Therefore, the report is written from a business-centric perspective, with the explicit 

aim to; 

7 SustainAbility is an independent think tank and strategic consultancy which is "working at the interface between 

market forces and societal expectatiori, [whichl seeks solutions to social and environmental challenges that drive long. 

term values" (SustainAbility DNAb) 
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".. catalyse debate 
-on 

Iww companies can more closely integrate t1wir public 

policy activities with tIzeir public staternents on sustainable development. " 

(SustainAbility 2001: p2) 

The programme is, however, of value to this research as it outlines the strategies and 
tactics available to business and to a lesser extent highlights the business strategy 

process relating to public policy. 

The Janus report outlines 'myriad forms of influence, which require further 

understanding. These individual influence elements are discussed under the umbrella 
term of 'Corporate Public Policy Activity' (CPPA), with the aim to "describe the 

functions and individuals involved in making and implementing decisions that are 
intended to: 

0 influence the outcome or direction of proposed or existing legislation; 

0 influence how regulators apply or enforce the laws; 

0 support external organisations - either directly or indirectly - that seek to 
influence public policy; 

0 develop or improve the company's relationship with elected officials, civil 

servants, or the judiciary; 

0 influence the broad direction of government policy; and 

support political candidates or incumbents through, for example, monetary 
donations or other forms of support. " 

The myriad of influences outlined here will be outlined in more detail in subsequent 
chapters in the discussion of the Actor Influence Framework, which has been 
developed and employed within this research. 

The second major output of the research programme; 'Influencing POWer: Reviewing Me 

conduct and content of corporate lobbying' (2005) altered the' direction of the programme 
towards how corporations report on their lobbying activities rather than the actual 
nature of the lobby activities. The study was particularly interested in whether this is in 
line with core business values, particularly those which relate to "key corporate 
responsibility issues, such as climate change and human rights". This work provides a 
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useful model of linking reporting and corporate activity based on a generational 

concept see Table 2.4 below. 

Lobbying First Generation Second Generation Third Generation 

State of CR 'CR as PW CR as a way of CR as strategic 
managing differentiator 

reputation or 
operational risk 

Role of Lobbying Links between Transparency and Lobbying as an 
lobbying and CR consistency opportunity to 

are rejected supported drive stronger 
primarily as part of social and 
reputational risk environmental 
management policy in support 

of core business 

Table 2.4 Three Generations of Corporate Responsibility and Lobbying 

(SustainAbilty and VVM 2005: p 19) 

This model provides an interesting insight for this research in terms of the context in 

which MNCg' influence on UK sustainable policy is taking place and how it links with 

the broader corporate activity in this area. 

The latest work under the umbrella of the Janus programme represents a move to 

investigation of the relationship between corporate responsibility and public affairs 

agendas (SustainAbility 2007). Again it should be noted that the target audience for 

this work are corporate executives; however, the report provides useful context for the 

research. It highlights that there is an increasing shift in the scrutiny of the activity of 

corporations and public affairs, also highlighting that this scrutiny is no longer just 

coming from NGOs but also from investors. A discussion of the impact of 
technological changes on the policy process is given, arguing that the greater use of 
techniques such as on-line consultation allows wider input into the policy-making 

process. The shift in the emphasis of the Janus Programme is interesting as it mirrors a 

general shift in the business response to sustainability being corporate social 
responsibility. It also marks a shift anyway from assessing what business is actually 
doing in this area, and more towards how they are reporting on what they are doing. 
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The increased speculation and 'spotlighe on corporate activity in public affairs has 

been addressed further by civil society groups through the work of the Green Alliance8 

(Private life of public affair (Caulkin and Collins 2003)) and Friends of the Earth (Big 

Business at Bournemouth (2003) and Hidden voices the CBI, corporate lobbying and 

sustainability (McRae 2005). The main findings of this work are that corporate influence 

on UK policy and political activity is high, and maybe more insightful is the 

identification between the gap between what businesses say they are doing in public 

and what they are doing and saying in private. "Whilst leading companies have taken 

on board the language of CSR they have stopped short of turning it into commitment 

to put sustainability into actiorý' (Caulkin and Collins 2003: p6) This statement not only 

identifies this deficit but also highlights the importance which should be placed on 

language when looking at this debate. 

These differing views on the link between MNCs, a more broadly neo-liberal agenda 

and sustainable development are reflected in the differing discourse and definitions 

which exist in relation to sustainable development. The use of this discourse to 

promote a particular agenda and standpoint is an important consideration when 

looking at the role of MNCs in sustainable development within the UK, with the link 

between discourse and power informing the theoretical basis for the methodology 

employed here. The next section will review the existing discourses of sustainability 

along with their importance within policy decision-making. 

2.8 THE RESEARCH CONTEXT 

The review provided within this Chapter has developed a research context which will 

frame the investigation of the role of MNCs in UK sustainable policy within this thesis. 

The historical development of sustainable development as a concept and its 

implementation as a policy has been charted; the overview of the UK setting provides 

important information which has informed the current political context in which this 

thesis is located. By highlighting the contested nature of the concept in its wider sense, 

potential areas of conflict are demonstrated which may exist within the policy-making 

arena and the role of discourse in both a normative and a methodological sense is 

8 Green Alliance is an independent organisation which was established in 1979 with the aim of "working to make 
environmental solutions a priority in British politics. " (Green Alliance 2008) 
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highlighted. Finally, the review of studies into the political activity of MNCs in 

relation to UK sustainable development provides useful information which has been 

used in the development of the AIF. Before further discussion of the AIF is given the 
methodological considerations and research design employed within this thesis will be 

examined 
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3 
Development of the Actor Influence 

Framework 

3.1 CHAPTER OVERVIEW 

This Chapter will develop upon the arguments and the context provided in Chapter 

Two and outline methodological considerations which are further developed in 

Chapter Four. These Chapters have highlighted the growing questions surrounding 

sustainable development and what role MNCs should, and are playing within it. The 

argument for addressing these questions through a multi-disciplinary, largely 

interpretative method within a qualitative design will be presented in Chapter Four. 

This Chapter will discuss how an evaluation framework has been developed within 

this research context which enables a holistic and systematic review of the influence 

MNCs have in UK sustainable development policy. Initially, the need for a framework 

approach will be given along with the proposition that the framework should be 

located in a synthesis position. The discussion will then turn to the policy decision- 

making process in which reference is particularly given to how different systems allow 
for actor interaction along with an overview of power/influence within this context. 
The wide-ranging debate on power has been very influential in the development of the 

Actor Influence Framework (AIF) as has, in line with the methodological consideration 
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of discourse, the work of post-empiricists from the policy analysis tradition. The AT is 

unique in the way that it draws together wide-ranging debate on power/ influence and 

the policy process. The development of the AT provides the basis of the original 

theoretical contribution made by this thesis. 

3.2 THE NEED FOR A FRAMEWORK 

As Newell (2000) outlines, influence within the policy-making arena does not exist in a 

simple format, for him it exists in a web; in what he considers the web of influence. 

Therefore, from an analytical perspective it would be useful to have a mechanism by 

which the researcher can break down such a 'web of influence' in order to fully 

understand the context in question. The need for such a systematic approach is 

particularly required within this thesis due to the complex nature, as outlined 

previously, of both the policy environment (multi-governance) and policy subject 
(sustainable development). 

The AT has been developed, within this thesis, to draw together the wide-ranging 
debate on influence and policy; it has been influenced by the theories of power debate, 

post-modernist stance on the use of language and the argumentative turn provided by 

the post-empiricists. In addition, the study of pressure groups and business- 

government relationships have also been drawn upon. The drawing together of this 

literature provides this thesis with the theoretical basis of the AIF, which in turn is 

used as a lens to systemically investigate sustainable development policy in the UK in a 
way which allows for an interpretive approach as outlined in Chapter Four. At this 

point it should be noted that within this thesis the term "framework" has been used 

rather than "model". It is considered that "framework" reflects the nature of the AIF 

rather than "model", as the AIF is used as an analytical tool which can frame and 
describe the influence which occurs within the policy-making arena. However, it is not 
used a predictive tool; as the word model would suggest, there is no input-output 

exercise involved in the analysis employing the AlF. 

The AIF has a number of characteristics which demonstrate its innovative nature and 
progression of the study policy; these are the synthesis position it provides and its 

nested structure. The AIF inhabits a synthesis position within policy analysis 

bý 
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marrying the theories of power debate with the discursive focus proposed by the 

augmentative turn. This synthesis position is important as it allows for both direct and 
tacit influence to be accounted for whilst allowing for the importance of discourse to be 

recognised. Witi-iin this thesis the term tacit is used in its broadest sense to represent 
indirect (for example influence gained through the action of others) and tacit (for 

example influence which is unspoken, such as perceived power) influence, this stance 
has been taken to ensure no influence is missed as a result of the research focus. 

Newell (2000) identifies the importance of allowing for conceptual power to be 

accounted for whilst still acknowledging that it is important to account for direct 

action. The AIF builds on this position by taking an understanding of discourse which 
is more in line with the post-empiricist school (Hajer and Wagenaar 2003; Fischer 

2003)). However, it has been considered, within this thesis, that the tradition has taken 

the debate too far in favour of discourse and is in danger of ignoring other influences 

which occur. It is considered here that in order for an action to have influence it must 
have, at a point in history, had to be acknowledged through language; however, such 
direct actions still have consequences within a specific time and place, in this case UK 

sustainable development policy, and to ignore them would prevent a full 

understanding being achieved. This stance is supported by Schmidt (2002) who argues 
that discourse is important but it is not the only cause of political change. 

Hill and Hupe (2006) argue that accountability in UK policy-making which is located 

within the Third Way regime i, s highly complex policy environment. In response to 

this complexity they argue that the traditional staged approach to policy analysis is no 
longer appropriate, calling for a "multi governance framework' which accounts for 
decisions which are inter-related or 'nested'. The manner in which the AIF allows 
influence to be assessed, moves towards solving such problems as outlined by Hill and 
Hupe. Although a staged approach forms the primary level of the AN the subsequent 
levels are increasing in complexity, addressing the interrelationships which occur 
throughout the policy process, with each level being nested within the other. The 
concept of using a nested approach within policy analysis is not a new one; Ostrom 
(1999), Lynn (1981,1991) and Parson (1995) have all employed it in some guise in their 
discussion of policy-making. However, none have focused on the role of influence, per 
se, as proposed by the AIF. 
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As the AIF brings together the different elements, in an innovative, original manner, it 

provides a holistic reference point for the researcher; it aims to map the interactions 

which occur during the policy process to be accounted for, allowing for a fuller 

understanding of the influence at play in the policy process. The AlF does not see the 

process as a simple input/output process; with the use of the intermediate influence, 

recognising that influence does not just occur at the final point of the policy process, 

and such interactions can alter the way actors interact with the process. The AlF aims 
to account for influence which originates both within and outside of the formal policy 

process. 

Prior to giving a detailed discussion of the AT it is useful to provide an overview of 
the theoretical work which has informed the development of the AIF. 

3.3 THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE ACTOR INFLUENCE 

FRAMEWORK 

As the focus of the AIF is influence, the widely debated subject of power has been vital 
to its development. Power is one of the most contested topics in political science and 

sociology, and there are a number of fundamental questions which divide the debate; 

these include questions of distribution, intent, structure and agency (Hay 2002). A 

wide range of actors and influences, including those which are non-observable, are at 

play, and therefore in the development of the AlF a similarly wide range of literature 

has been accounted for. This overview will begin with a discussion of power within 

political systems. 

3.3.1 Power within Political Systems 

A discussion of pressure politics is a useful starting point in the development of the 
AIF as it provides a conceptualisation of power relationships between the state and 
groups through a range of theoretical traditions (Smith 1995). The main approaches are 
pluralism, corporatism and structuralism with particular reference to 
government/ business relationships and pressure politics. In addition a discussion of 
policy networks and international relations is given. 
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Pluralism 

Within a pluralist structure, power is dispersed and there is no one dominant group. 

As Smith (1995) outlines, there is a myriad of groups and organisations with no one 

ruling class or elite. A basic tenet of a pluralist system is that groups provide a 'means 

of representatiore which is more effective than that available through institutions. 

Under such a system the ability to join a group is a basic right within society (Kingdom 

1994). Pluralist theory does not hold that all groups are equal in influence, however. 

Checks will occur through the political system that will prevent well-resourced groups 

becoming too powerful. Smith (1995) outlines that such checks existing within a 

pluralist political system are; 

development of countervailing groups; 

overlapping of membership between groups; 

what a group may lack in financial resources it makes up for in other resources, 

e. g. organisation, 

government will ensure those with interest that are weakly resourced will be 

given a fair hearing, and; 

0 most groups limit their interest to certain focused policy areas. 

Within a pluralist system it is implicit that all groups will have some level of access to 

government and the policy-making process, and that groups can move freely in and 

out of the policy decision-making arena. Additionally, based on the theoretical model, 

pluralism produces policies, which are the products of bargaining and compromise 

and which tend to be moderate, fair to all and conducive to social stability (Kingdom 

1994). 

Wilson (2003) specifically discusses the relationship between business and government 

within a pluralist system, he states that individual businesses are dominant rather than 

trade associations9 or peak organisations'O. In such a system businesses decide to join 

organisations based on their perceived value for money and effectiveness. 
Subsequently, in a pluralist system the power of a trade association and peak 
organisation is limited by the possibility that if they upset even the minority of their 

9 Trade associations represent the coUective interests of business in the same industry 
10 Peak organisations represent the coRective interest of business as a whole. 
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members they can lose income and credibility. In this way the relationship between 

business and organisations; is one of customer-client. Wilson outlines that, 

"Indeed, in pluralist systems there is often competition between organisations 

claiming to be the more effective trade association or peak organisation. " 
(ibid. 2003: p9) 

Wilson (2003) extends the debate of the classic conceptions of the distribution of power 
to question the shifting balance of power, i. e. what is the relative power that is held by 

business? Within this debate, Wilson identifies a number of positions; orthodox 

pluralists and revisionist pluralists. 

Orthodox pluralists argue that 'there is nothing special about business as an interest I 
group' (ibid. 2003: p1O) and subsequently they have no more power than any Other 

' busm group. This stance holds that there is no such thing as i ess as a single group. 
Business is split into a number of different groups (i. e. individual corporations and 
business sectors) with a conflict often existing between them. 

Revisionist pluralist take a similar stance as orthodox pluralists in relation to the basic 
foundations of the system. However, they believe that business is not "the same' as 
other interest groups. Revisionist pluralists argue that business has an advantage; it 
does not have to solve the problem of collective action. Unlike other groups, such as 
environmental pressure groups, businesses do not have to convince members to join *i 

and stay (the group already exists as the corporation) and to find one common 'issue' 

stance. Revisionist pluralists believe that business also has the advantage over other 
interest groups as it; 

".. in fact possesses resources - and tizerefore enjoys power -far beyond other 
groups. Business dominates the interest-group system by employing more 
lobbyists, donating more money to politicians and so on than any otIzer 
interest". 

(ibid 2003: p12) 

An important stance of revisionist pluralists which wiH be considered in this thesis, is 
that business hold the ability to manipulate how issues are framed, using techniques 
ranging from advertising and funding think-tanks. This element is vital in the 
development of the discursive approach employed by the AlF, which will allow for the 
investigation of the role of agenda-setting in the decision-making process. 
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A common factor which exists across the orthodox and revisionist pluralist traditions 

is the stance that the power of business is more variable than it is constant. However, 
both groups have different reasons for the variation in power. The orthodox position is 

that business is just one of the contending forces, whereas for revisionists business 

power is reduced when "business lets down its guard, fails to mobilise adequately and 
is caught by a surge of criticism7 (ibid 2003: p14). 

The pluralist approach is said to place too much emphasis on the groups themselves 

and exaggerates the ease of access for these groups to the policy process. Importantly, 
from the perspective of this thesis, a pluralist approach concentrates only on 

observable behaviour, which leads to perceived influence being missed and often 
consultation is confused with influence. A key element of this thesis is developing the 
AT to include perceived influence as well as observable. Another problem with the 

pluralist stance is that many professional and business groups have an advantage over 
other groups. Professional groups are seen to have an advantage due to the 
knowledge they hold and produce, whereas business groups gain an advantage as a 
result of their importance in the economy. From an institutional perspective, Smith 
(1995) does not see how the concept of pluralism can be applied to Whitehall, as he 

argues that specific departments develop policy without consultation with other 
departments. 

Dahl (1961) has been one of the most influential writers within the pluralist tradition; 
taking the stance that power is evenly spread within the decision-making process, with 
all groups having access to power and no one group having more power than the 

other. Bachrach and Baratz argue that the empirical work of Dahl supports his 
hypothesis. However, this is due to the approach only accounting for power which can 
be observed and measured, and therefore is ignoring that which is readily observed 
(Parson 1995; Bachrach and Baratz 1970). The work and influence of Dahl and 
Bachrach and Baratz will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.2 where a more 
extensive examination of the theories of power is provided. 

Corporatism 

In contrast to a pluralist system, organisation within corporatism is structured and 
hierarchical and the concept of groups moving 'in and oue is rejected. In a corporatist 
system, policy discussions are held in closed committees through negotiations and 
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with little consultation between groups and their members being carried out. The state 
is not passive in this system; as in pluralism, it decides who shall be consulted and has 

clear views on policy. Unlike a pluralist system, groups do not fight for access, they 

are 'invited ie and some are created by government to represent interests it wishes to 

work with. There are usually a limited number of groups included in consultative 

networks and these tend to represent labour and capital, often creating a tripartite 

system of government, trade unions and employers (Kingdom 1994). An important 

aspect of corporatism is that the relationship is reciprocal, i. e. the government can 
influence the groups as much as the groups wiH influence the government. 

A formal model, of an organisation within a corporatist model, has been outlined by 
WiHiamson: 

0 "organised groups representing functional interests show a tendency towards a 
monopoly position, 

0 certain functional interests are granted privileged access to the state's 
authoritative decision-making process; 

0 membership of groups may cease to be wholly voluntary; 

0 groups may perform regularity functions over members on behalf of the state; 

0 groups enter into a closed process of bargaining over public policy whereby 
consciously or not, they do not fully pursue their immediate advantages but act 
in a'system-regarding manner" 

(WiUiamson 1989, as cited in Sn-dth 1995) 

In a corporatist systern the number of trade associations and peak organisations 
increases, subsequently the significance of individual businesses is reduced. Although 
individual business does still retain overall power over the trade association/ peak 
organisation, "the balance of power between them is less favourable to the individual 

corporation than in pluralist systems" (Wilson 2003: p9)., 

Smith (1995) argues that a corporatist approach often offers a poor analysis of the 
British political system. He argues that where business and trade unions have 
developed close links with government, there has been little evidence that either have 
had much influence on the policy outcome. Where corporatist relations existed, the 
closest being in the 1960s and 1970s, relationships were unstable and frequently broke 
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down very quickly. In addition, groups very rarely hold a monopoly of membership, 

which would create the level of 'power' needed in a corporatist system. A fundamental 

constraint of corporatism in relation to this thesis is that it does not reflect the shift to 

governance which is evident in the UK policy-making process, as discussed in Chapter 

Two. 

Structuralists: Business and Governtnent Relationships 

From a structuralist! s perspective, business is not in the position of a privilege interest 

group. Business in fact has more influence than any interest group, as it is ifentrusted 

with the vital task of investing for economic growth, prosperity and emPloyment" 

(Wilson 2003: p12). The main proponent of this stance is Lindblom (1977), he argues 

that businesses do not need to 'pressure' governments to change policy decisions as 

their role in economic success of the state is enough to gain the desired outcome. As 

with both pluralist stances business power from a structuralises point of view is not 

constant, with the level of power being dependant on the environment created by the 

government, e. g. if business tax is not beneficial a corporation may relocate, thus 

altering the power dynamic. 

Smith (1995) in his discussion on the relationship between business and public policy 

argues that although business, due to resources and role in the economy, does hold a 

'Fspecial positiorý in the policy process, the relationship with government is not fully 

integrated. He states that'they [relationships] vary greatly across sector and time and 

this suggests that the generalisations made by traditional approaches are too 

simplistic! (ibid.: p136). For this reason Smith (1995) is a proponent of business policy 

networks, as discussed in the following section, and even within this system of 

networks, relationships vary depending on: the institutions involved, the nature of the 

state in general and the current goals and capabilities of state actors. He argues that 

networks can vary even within subsections of the same policy area. This point has 

been considered within this thesis and more specifically within the development of the 

AlF. 

Policy Networks 

The concept of policy networks draws on the notion that within modern government, 

policy-making is fragmented. This reflects the highly specialised nature of many of 

today's policy areas, and more specifically the shift from government to governance as 
outlined in Chapter Two. As a result of such segmentation, policy networks draw on 
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elements of both pluralism and corporatism, in that some policy making is open and 

hence pluralist, whereas others are more corporatist and closed. The differentiation in 

access often correlates with policy type. For example, economic policy making is often 

limited to the relevant government department and keychos& pressure groups/non- 

state actors. Whereas, in theory, sustainable development policy is much more 'oper-e 

to all groups with a wide range of state and non-state actors being involved, see 
Chapter Two. The concepts introduced through the discussion of policy networks are 
important in terms of the development of the AIF as they highlight that the 

relationships involved in policy-making are not always straightforward and therefore 

any evaluation needs to consider this. As outlined previously in this Chapter and in 

the outline of the AlF, a nested approach is in order to reflect the multi-level 

governance structure which exists in the UK context. 

Marsh and Rhodes (1992) state that a "continuum of policy networks [exist] from very 

open, issue networks, to closed, policy communities". Issue networks are composed of 

many actors, pressure groups and government agencies, with access being relatively 

open and dynamic. There is often conflict and little agreement on policies, values and 

outcomes. In contrast, within policy communities the number of actors involved is 

limited, access is stable and limited and agreement over policy issues and agenda is 

high. Within a policy community the relationships are more dependent than in an 

issues network, with the government and pressure groups needing each other in order 

to develop policy. In this situation conflict is more likely to exist with other 

communities and networks rather than between themselves (Marsh and Rhodes 1992). 

Issue networks are more likely to occur within policy areas such as social, consumer 

and environment, whereas policy communities are more likely to be found in policy 

areas relating to economics, health and agriculture. In terms of power relations, 

(further discussion of the theories of power is given later in this Chapter), power 

within policy cornmunities is a positive sum, Le. both government and actors gain from 

policy outcomes. Again, in contrast, power with issue networks is zero-sum, that is 

winners and losers exist within the group. 

The use of the policy networks concept provides a flexible approach and helps to 
highlight the different arrangements and number of actors involved in distinct policy 
areas (Sn-dth 1995). Lowndes (2002) argues that 
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"Studies of policy networks show how informal mechanisms for policy making 

may exist alongsidefirmal arrangements as a parallel institutional framework. A 

focus on injbrmal as well as formal rules adds breadth as well as depth to an 

understanding of political institutions. " 

(ibid: p99) 

The institutional arrangements, linking the formal with the informal have been 

considered in the development of the AIF; ensuring that influences occurring from 

both the formal decision-making process and other sources are accommodated. This is 

achieved through the inclusion of concepts such as cross-departmental influence and 

agenda-setting; these concepts are elaborated upon later in this Chapter. The 

continuum suggested by Marsh and Rhodes (1992) has also been considered in the 

application of the AT in order to encompass all possible modes of influence available 
to business in the role of non-state actor. 

Pressure Groups 

The consideration of pressure groups, particularly those relating to the environment 
has also been useful in the development of the AT as they provide an insight into 

possible modes of influence which are available to non-state actors within the policy 
decision-making arena. The specific focus given to environmental pressure groups 
provides a degree of historical context in which sustainable development policy 
development has occurred. Firstly, it is useful to give a definition of a pressure group, 
as an "organisation that seeks to represent the interests of particular sections of society 
in order to influence public policy" (Smith 1995: p9). Smith provides an important 
distinction between pressure groups and other non-state actors. He argues that it is 
"important to distinguish between organisations that try to influence public policy 
from groups whose principal aim is to represent specific interest in order to influence 

policy" (ibid: p8). In line with this definition business, per se, is not seen as a pressure 
group. However, whilst undertaking lobbying, business will employ some of the same 
tactics (mode of influence) as pressure groups, therefore this literature provides 
noteworthy information for the development of the AIF. 

A distinction, which is often made in the study of pressure groups, is that of insider 

and outsider groups. Grant (1989) outlines that insider groups are regarded as 
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legitimate by Government and are consulted on a regular basis, unlike outsider groups 

who do not wish to become enmeshed in a consultative relationship with officials, or 
are unable. Again, although discussion here is related to pressure groups, a similar 

analysis of the relationship between government and other non-state actors can be 

undertaken and has been incorporated into the AT through the inclusion of the 

concept of accepted insider. Insider groups gain a number of benefits which are not 
experienced by outsider groups, as outlined by Smith (1995): 

a they receive government papers and information, often highlighting early 
intentions to change policy; 
have the opportunity to consult with goverrunent over proposed changes in 

policy; 

0 some groups are involved in the day-to-day making and implementation of 
policy; 

sit on advisory committees; and 

0a limited number receive government funding. 

In return for such benefits, insider groups have to offer governments something in 

return. For example this can simply be in the form of information and knowledge or 
something more subtle as increasing the goverrunent's authority in a given policy area. 
This can be in the form of information, authority; providing government with an 
alternative to election authority, simplicity; have knowledge of a group of insiders 

makes policy decisions easier and implementation and compliance. It is vital to 
acknowledge that even when groups are granted insider status, this does not 
necessarily equate directly to them having influence. As Connelly and Smith (1999) 

outline, that, 

"'.. in itself insider status says nothing about the level o influence that those 
groups enjoy, rather it simply nwans that they can be considered part of the 
department's policy community, " 

Obid 1999: p76) 

It is also valuable to note that very few insider groups have a universal relationship 
with all Whitehall departments. Connelly and Smith (1999) highlight that such 
differential access is likely to continue as departmental responsibilities become more 
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devolved through the creation of quasi-independent agencies; quangos. A move, as 

discussed in Section 2.6.1, which has been championed by the New Labour 

Government 

Smith (1995) *outlines that in the study of pressure groups it is viial not only to look at 

what they do and what resources they have, but also the context in which they operate 

and how they are perceived. Smith (1995) stresses the point that pressure groups are 

not inherently powerful, and influence changes according to the existing situation and 

the way in which they are perceived by government. This stance links to the 

discussion of the theories of power presented in Section 3.3.2. To efficiently review the 

context in which pressure groups work, the following elements should be considered: 

present political situation: i. e. what issues are important; 

historical context: what groups and issues have been important in the past 

and the ways in which they have affected the policy-making process; 

economic and social context: what are the impact of economic and social 

factors on the resources and perceptions of groups. 

Again, although Smith's work is considering pressure politics, the same approach can 
be applied to the broader study of non-state actors and therefore has been considered 

in the development of the AIF. Similarly, the work of Lowe and Goyder is also useful 

in this context. Lowe and Goyder (1983), state that a number of political channels, 

none of which are mutually exclusive, are available to environmental pressure groups. 
These include links with administrative agencies, including local government and can 
be used to affect the way policies and programmes are implemented. Environmental 

pressure groups may become involved in the earlier, formative stages of policy and the 

allocation of resources through access to civil servants and ministers. Support for 

pressure groups at a parliamentary level may lead to amending and occasionally, the 

initiation of legislation. Environmental pressure groups, like all pressure groups, 

utilise the media to gain the attention of government and the public. 

Table 3.1 outlines the types of action often employed by pressure groups and also 
includes an indication of cost, which is often the most important selection factor for 

pressure groups, particularly envirorunental ones. Selected actions (highlighted in 
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italics) can be utilised by business. However others are not appropriate; clearly, 

business will not enter into civil disobedience and demonstrations. 

Cost Type of Action 

Low - cost Responding to routine consultation 
Petitions 
Lobbying elected representatives 
Mass media publicity 
Testiffing before legislature 
Commissioning research and reports 
Continuous involvement in consultation 
Public campaigns 
Demonstrations and marches 
Attempts to obstruct policy implementation 
Non-co-operation with government 
Boycotts or non-compliance, including consumer boycotts 
Court action 
Strikes 

High - cost Civil disobedience, both non-violent and violent direct action 
(Adapted from Dunleavy (1991) and Uonnelly and Smith (1999)) 

Table 3.1 Pressure Groups: Types of Action 

Smith (1995) and Lowe and Goyder (1983) argue that business groups have a number 

of distinct advantages over pressure groups. As well as the obvious advantage of 
financial resources, business generally holds a higher status, operates within the 

context of don-dnant values of society, is important for the economy and more or less 

automatically works within the 'rules of the game. In addition to the role of business 

and other groups the study of the international arena is also of use to the development 

of the AIF. 

International Relations and Epistemic Communities 

Within the development of the AIF the concept of episten-dc communities froln 

international relations has been considered. An epistemic community is a "network of 
knowledge based experts" (Haas 1992). Within international relations the role of such 
networks of knowledge-based experts has increased to reflect the growing technical 

uncertainties and complexities of global problems, resulting in a broader governance 

structure. Such a move towards govemance, away from govemment, as discussed in 
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Section 2.6.1, has also occurred in a similar way at national level in UK policy-making. 

Examining the role of epistemic communities is also useful, as the international context 

of sustainable development has affected the policy-making agenda at a regional and 

national level. Indeed, understanding epistemic communities aids the understanding 

of how actors, state and non-state, set the agenda of sustainable development in their 

attempts to demystify the contested concept. 

Epistemic communities traditionally come into play when there is a degree of 

uncertainty in the policy decision. In such a situation policy-makers often turn to 

` experts' to provide information, and offer policy solutions. Haas defines an epistemic 

community as 

"A network of professionals with recognised expertise and competence in a 

particular domain and an authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge" 

(Haas 1992: p: 3) 

Epistemic communities can be drawn from a variety of disciplines but have the 

following elements in common; 
ea shared set of normative and principled beliefs which provide a value-based 

rationale for the social action of community members; 

* shared causal beliefs, derived from their analysis of practices leading or 

contributing to a central set of problems in their domain and which serve as the 

basis for elucidating the multiple linkage between possible policy actions and 
desired outcomes; 

e shared notion of validity, that is, intersubjective, internally defined criteria for 

weighing and validating knowledge in the domain of their expertise; 

*a common policy enterprise, a set of common practices associated with a set of 
problems to which their professional competence is directed, presumably out of 
the conviction that human welfare will be enhanced as a consequence. 

Haas (1992) also considers that what differentiates epistemic communities from other 
actors in the decision-making process is that if there are questions within policy 
knowledge which act to undermine the claims of the community, they will 
subsequently withdraw from the policy debate. In contrast, this is often the time when 
some actors increase their "pressure', by consolidating their stance and often 
'rexploiting' uncertainty, within the decision-making process. Based on such collective 
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agreement to withdraw from policy debates, and the emphasis placed on connection 

through values witnessed in epistemic communities, business is not considered, within 

this thesis, to represent epistemic communities. This proposition is in line with the 

stance taken by Haas in his discussion of professionals as epistemic communities, 

arguing that professionals seldom limit themselves to work that is closely congruent 

with their principled values. However, short term links between professionals and 

epistemiC Communities may occur, and therefore, influence through such links may 

occur. Hence, for the purpose of the developing the AT it was interesting to look at the 

different roles epistemic communities can play, as this provides examples not only of 

the modes of influence but also the structure in which these communities operate. This 

highlights a context which other actors, outside epistemic communities, can utilise. 

The work of Bernstein (2001) investigating environmentalism and economics, also 

supports the stance that MNCs are not classified as an episten-dc community. It is 

suggested within this thesis that as MNCs are essential economic bodies and frame 

their operations within an economic context, BernsteWs discussion of economists in 

the context of envirorunental policy links directly to a discussion of MNCs in a similar 

context, i. e. sustainable development policy. Bernstein argues that wiffiin the context 

of environmental policy economists do not act based on values which promote social 

change with a more environmentaRy sound focus. 

In addition, Bernstein outlines that although economists and scientists often interact in 

the policy process and occasionally work together on technical work, making the 
distinction between them seems arbitrary. He suggested that the two should be 

considered separately, with scientists being the episternic conununity, stating that 

"treating both equally as epistemic communities undermines the logical basis of 
the explanation that a single community is granted legitimacy based on its 

claim to authoritative and policy-relevant knowledge in a certain issue area. If 

more than one such community exists, the reason for adopting the position 

advocated by such a group could not be accounted for simply by looking at its 

privileged position owing to its knowledge claim" 
(Bemstein 2001: p125) 

Of use is Haag' outline of the roles which epistemic communities can play within 
uncertain policy environments; 
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* can elucidate cause and effect relationship, and provide advice on likely 

courses of action: 

shed light on complex interlinkages between issues and chain of events; 

can define self interýst of states or factors within it, 

* can help formulate policy. 
Haas also suggests influence can be gained through interactions between epistemic 

communities and the following bodies; think tanks, regulatory agencies and 

goverrunent policy research bodies. Although MNCs are not considered to be 

epistemic comniunities, sin-dlar roles and relationships outlined above are considered 

to be available to business, and therefore Haasý work provides Useful insights into 

policy-making which have been incorporated into the development of the AIF. 

As discussed above, the process by which epistemic communities operate within the 

policy process will be utilised in this thesis. In addition, the some of the 

methodological elements set out in the episten-dc community literature win be used. 
However, in this context MNCs will not be dealt with as an episten-dc community. 
Primarily, the approach outlined by Haas is too narrow to reflect the complex nature of 
the network of influence which is present in the policy process, as Newell (2000) 

outlines; Haas' work implies a one-way transfer of knowledge/power from expert to 

policy community. 

3.3.2 Theories of Power 

The debate on power, focusing around dimensions of power, is fundamental to the 

understanding of influence within policy decision-making and has been key in the 
development of the Alf. A comprehensive historical review of the power debate 

would include the works of Machiavelli and Hobbes. However, for the purpose of this 
thesis it is sufficient to begin with the work of Dahl and other pluralists. This review 
has split the debate into the "dimensions of power', and post-modernism and the work 
of Foucault. The 'dimensions of power', based on Lukes (1974), are split into three 
dimensions, as categorised below. 
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Dimension Characteristic Principle Proponent 

One Dimensional Decision-making Dahl (1961) 

Two Dimensional Agenda-setting Bachrach and Baratz (1962,1963, 

1970) 

Three Dimensional Preference-shaping 
I 

Lukes (1974) 

Table 3.2 Dimensions of Power 

Dahl's one-dimensional approach reflects a classic pluralist stance as outlined in 

Section 3.2.1, based on a practical, objective approach to the study of power. Such an 

approach can be explored through the simple A-B formation. Wifl-tin the pluralist 

approach an 'overt conflict of interest' has to exist between the two parties, i. e. A has 

power over B in order to get B to do something they would otherwise not. Crucial to 

the pluralist hypothesis is that they "concentrate their attention, not upon the sources 

of power, but its exercise" (Bachrach and Baratz 1970) and focus solely on the action of 
decision-making. 

Hay (2002) states there are four noteworthy elements to the one-dimensional approach 

to power: 
0 power is understood in terms of its effect; if Ns action has no effect on B then 

there is no power relation, 

a behavioural stance its taken, in which power is an attribute of the individual, 

exercised in relations with others; 

power is associated with domination or power 'over, i. e. it is not a capacity to 

affect outcomes, but to dominate others in so doing, 

0 power is unproductive, it is zero-sum, i. e. some gain only to the extent that 

others lose out. 

A key limitation of the one-dimensional approach, resulting from Dahl's behaviourist 

stance, that he and other pluralists provide no direct analysis of the question of 
intention. The one-dimensional approach is criticised as it is limited to observable 
actions and does not account for "less obvious ways in which the political agenda can 
be controlled in a political systemý (Lukes 1974: p57). 
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Pivotal work responding to the pluralist approach is that of Bachrach and Baratz, 

(1962,1963 and 1970). Bachrach and Baratz developed the two-dimensional approach 

to power" which includes. the key aspect, non-decision-making. Non-decision-making 

is "a decision which results in the suppression or thwarting of a latent or manifest 

challenge to the values or interests of the decision-maker" (Bachrach and Baratz 1970: 

p44). They argue that the assumption that power is "totally embodied and fully 

reflective in "'concrete decisions"" is wrong. 

".. power is exercised when A participates in t1w making of decisions that affect B. 

Power is also exercised Own A devotes his energies to creating or reinforcing 

social and political values and the institutional practices that limit the scope of the 

political process to public consideration of only those issues which are 

comparatively innocuous to A. To the extent that A succeeds in doing this, B is 

prevented, for all practical purposes, front bringing to the fore any issues that 

might in t1wir resolution be seriously detrintental to A's set of preferences. " 

ffibid.: p 7) 

Non-decision-making provides a mechanism by which critical issues such as 

mobilisation of bias, anticipated reactions and negative decision-making can be 

captured. Schattschneider (1960) demonstrates the idea of mobilisation of bias as: 

"All forms of political organisation have a bias in favour of t1w exploitation of 

sonw kinds of conflict and t1w suppression of otlwrs because organisation is the 

mobilisation o bias. Some issues are organised into politics while others are f 

organised out" 
(ibid.: p7l) 

The concepts of anticipated reactions, after Friedrich (1937), can be used to explore the 

situation where one actor anticipates the reactions of another and consequently does 

not raise an issue or alter their stance. Negative decision-making, as termed by Parry 

and Morriss (1974), refers to the case where those in power do not pay attention. to 

demands, or even if demands are considered, the issue becomes diluted through the 

11 Bachrach and Baratz used the term'second face of power' in their 1962 work'Two, Faces of Power. 
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processes of bureaucracy. As cited in Clegg (1989), Saunders (1979) surnmarises the 

argument in the form of a 'non-decision-making filter, as outlined in Figure 3.1. 

Potential cause for B to 
formulate a grievance 

Notformulated Formulated 
II 

Xkhwsafton of bias Potential articulation 
of demand by B 

I 

Not articulated Articulated 

fed reactions Potential resolution 
of demand by A 

Not resolved Resolved 
II 

Negative decision-making Decision 

FII 
Refusal Acceptance 

(Saunders (1979: p29) as cited in Clegg (1989: p77)) 

Figure 3.1 Non-decision-making filter 

Bachrach and Baratzs two-dimensional approach does not dismiss the central one- . 
dimensional notion of decision-making, but extends the analysis of power to cover 

agenda-setting. This allows for latent power and subsequent non-decisions to be 

considered as well as influence exhibited in the formal decision-making arena. The 

two-dimensional approach provides important aspects, which have been included in 
the AIF. 

The two-dimensional approach is often criticised for being more complex and 
subjective than the'assured approacW employed by the classical pluralists. This is one 
of the reasons why the AIF will draw on elements of this approach in conjunction with 
others. A further criticism of the neo-efitist approach is, the continued reliance on 
behavioural indicators. As in the pluralist stance, for power to ýe present there needs 
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to be an explicit conflict of interest; such an approach allows for no consideration of the 

less visible process by which preferences are shaped (Hay 2002). 

The problem of restricting power to the actual and observable conflict leads to the 

development of the three dimensional approach, primarily of Lukes (1974). As Hay 

states 

"his [Lukes] analysis suggests that the societal consensus which pluralists and 

elitists would take as evidence of the absence of systemic inequalities of power 

is, in fact, the consequence of highly effective and insidious mechanisms of 

institutionalised persuasion" 
(Hay 2002: 179) 

The key characteristics of Lukes' three dimensions are that of latent conflict and the 

affecting of interests. "Latent conflict exists when there would be conflict of wants or 

preferences between those exercising and those subject to power if the latter were to 

become aware of their interests" (Comelly and Smith 1999: p137). A key difference 

between the three-dimensional approach and the earlier dimensions is that power may 

have been exercised even when those affected are not aware of the existence of power. 

This raises the issue of "false consciousnesg'12, one of the main areas of criticism of the 

three-dimensional approach. The question of 'false consciousness' is a contentious one, 

however, even if Lukes' idea of power as a capacity is put to one side. Lukes' 

suggestion that "power is a capacity and not the exercise of that capacity" (Lukes 2005: 

p12) is still useful within this thesis as it opens up the idea that not only may actors not 
be aware that they are 'subjecte& to power, actors may also not be aware that they are 

wielders' of power. This use of Lukes' argument is supported by Dowding (2006), 

who argues more broadly in favour of Lukes' analysis but also in relation to this 

argument. Dowding argues that Lukee Po7ver: A Radical Vie7V"also makes distinctions 

between those who dominate knowingly and those who dominate without realising 
they do so" (ibid: p 136). Following such a position, it is vital that the AT does not only 
frame the direct actions employed by actors within sustainable development policy but 

12 Rosen (1996) concept of false consciousness describes a situation where the subject is incapable of perceiving their 
true interests, with the elite setting societies' acceptable norms. False consciousness, is a Marxist term which explains 
the presence of powerful ideologies, false depictions of the world, which make up a large part of the superstructure of a 
class society. 
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also allows for the non-observable, and indeed passive influence which may occur. 
This has been achieved by including elements such as anticipated reactions. 

Connelly and Smith (1999) provide a number of practical examples of the three- 
dimensional stance, two of which have been reproduced here. It is argued that the 
World Bank has considerable power, which includes "the way that it shapes the 

agenda of economic growth and development, insisting that certain approaches to 

national economies are not acceptable" (ibid. 1999: p114). At a national level, Connelly 

and Smith argue that power has been wielded which has also made alternative 

solutions to certain policy decisions not possible: 

"the British Road Federation has succeeded in capturing the mind of a 
department, its practical success consists in simply making alternatives 
unthinkable. For many years it has been 'obvious' that we need new roads and 
motorways, to think or say otherwise has been regarded as cranky and - 
absurd. " 

(, bid-1999: p114) 

Lukes provides this research with important methodological considerations, which the 
development and application of the AT has considered; 

1. strategies, struggles and practices that characterise the decision-making 

process; 

actions and inactions involved in shaping the agenda for the decision- 

making process; and 
3. actions and inactions similarly implicated in the shaping of perceived 

interests and political preferences. 

A key problem with the three-dimensional approach is the need to demonstrate that B 
acts in a way they would not otherwise have done, as a result of A. The main critics of 
this approach argue that it is extensively value-laden, with power also having negative 
impacts and the idea of the implied 'false consciousness, of which there are many 
critics. Hay (2002) argues that the key problem underlying Luk& approach is 

kkL 
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"his failure to differentiate clearly between analytical questions concerning 
the identification ofpower within social and political settings, and nomative 
questions concerning the critique of the distribution and exercise of power 
thus identifled. ' 

(ibid.: p184 emphasis as in original). 

This critique is also reflected in Clegg (1989), where in his discussion of the problems 

associated with Lukes' three-dimensional approach, he states 'certain consequences 

which flow from epistemological decisions which Lukes implicitly and explicitly 

makes in the course of constructing his'radical view. (Clegg 1989: p13). 

Although these critiques stand, Luk& identification of preference shaping will still be 

borne in mind in the development of the AIF. The aim is to combine the idea of 

preference shaping with that of agenda setting as outlined in Bachrach and Baratz 

(1970), and include a conceptual debate of power and policy which is linked to a more 
discursive approach. A similar approach was taken by Newell (2000) where he began 

to be more conceptual in his approach. However, this thesis will take this further 

primarily through the use of discourse (as outlined in Chapter Three). More detailed 
discussion on this element will be given in Section 4.4. The usefulness of the three- 
dimensional approach in relation to sustainable development has been highlighted by 

Connelly and Smith (1999). When looking at the interpretation of sustainable 
development from an ecological modernisation perspective, an alternative to current 
economic and consumption trends is impossible. The key to this interpretation is that 

sustainable development is seen in such a way which allows "for the continuation of 
economic growth and production and consumption patterns, which are modified to 

reduce their adverse environmental impact but remain otherwise unchallenged" 
(Ibid. 1999: p114). 

3.3.3 A Post-Modernist Perspective 

More recently the debates around power have moved away from the ideas that 
individuals are 'power seekers' and institutions are 'power wielders' and 'bearers, to 
the ideology of post-modernism (Goverde et al 2000). Key within the post-modernist 
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debate is the work of Foucault, and his emphasis on knowledge and discourse in 

relation to power. The importance of discourse and the influence of Foucault within 

this thesis has been introduced previously. 

For Foucault, power is both embedded in and effectuated through a crucial 

combination of knowledge and language, or what he calls discourse. Discourse is a: 

"complex mixture of ideas and expressions through which individuals both 

perceive and in turn try to explain social reality" and therefore "defines the 

paramete . rs and criteria people use to ascertain and calculate their potential 

course and action and choose particular courses of actions in certain 

circumstances". 

(Goverde et al 2000: p14) 

In this way discourse is primarily a means of both understanding and action, which 

operate in a circular fashion. In terms of approach, discourse is "a window or filter 

through which a whole range of offier concepts and understanding must be mediated in 

human action. " (emphasis as in original) (ibid. 2000: p14). 

Foucault moved away from the traditional A-B approach to power. 'As highlighted 

above, he does not see power as something which is possessed by an individual or 

institution over another. Rather, he sees power as something more of a strategy; 

"power must be analysed as something which circulates, or as something 

which only functions in the form of a chain..... Power is employed and 

exercised through a net-like organisation ... individuals are the vehicles of 

power, not tlw point ofapplication" 

(Foucault 1980: p98) 

Within Foucault's analysis of governmentality13, he sees the employment of power 

relations with the aim to achieve total don-tination as unsuccessful. He sees power as 

relational rather than emanating from one source, i. e. government. Here Foucault is 

13 Foucault describes the term governmentality as the analysis of who can govern and who is governed but also the 

means by which that shaping of someone else's activities is achieved (Foucault 1991). 
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introducing the idea of diffuse power, where power is dispersed throughout all social 

relations rather than being imposed from above (Mills 2003). The notion of diffused 

power can be linked with the current system of governance, rather than government, 

which is one of the main institutional backdrops to this research. According to 

Foucault, diffused resistance mirrors diffused power. Mills (2003) argues that this can 
been seen in the anti-globalisation movement, where activist groups are diversifying 

their tactics and agenda and focusing demonstrations on a wide range of organisations, 
including the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and MNCs. 

As stated earlier, in a Foucauldian approach to power, it is essential to look at 

embedded knowledge and language. A significant characteristic of Foucault's early 

work, as demonstrated in The Arcluzeology of Knowledge (1972), is his review of the 

historical conditions which allowed knowledge to be configured and organised in a 

certain way and provided justifications which were "deemed acceptable to support 
that knowledge" (Darier 1999: p9). This work provides an important basis for any 
discursive analysis. However, it is in his later works that he demonstrates more 

pertinent links between the use and production of knowledge and power. 

As outlined by Mills (2003), in Power/ Knowledge, 'Foucault describes knowledge as 
being a conjunction of power relations and information-seeking, which he terms 
'power/ knowledge' (Foucault 1980a)'. In highlighting this conjunction, Foucault states 
that "it is not possible for power to be exercised without knowledge, it is impossible for 

knowledge not to engender power" (Foucault 1980b: p52). For Foucault a key aspect, 

of the link between knowledge and power, is the importance of the process of 

exclusion. By this, reference is being made to the exclusion of certain knowledge and 
language which leads to certain discourses rather than others. In his work 
PowerlKnowledge (1980), "Foucault explores the way that, in order for something to be 

established as a fact or as truth, other equally valid statements have to be discredited 

and denied. " (Mills 2003: p67). Based on this approach, the evaluation of sustainable 
development can be undertaken by investigating both the process of the development 

of the concept and the current policy decision-making, i. e. which rules and norms 
have/are being used to frame the debate. A Foucauldian approach is useful in this 

research as it provides a mechanism by which "the power to assert frames of 
i nterpretation and meaning upon problems, and the power to create expectations and 

organise preferences" (Newell 2000: p35) can be examined. Discursive analysis will be 

utilised in this way to investigate preference shaping, after Lukes, as outlined earlier in 
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this paper. The aim of this approach is to overcome the problem of demonstrating 

'effect'. 

Discourse is also the cornerstone of the Habermasian concept of conununicative 

rationality. Through communicative rationality the different actors involved in 

decision-making become aware of problems with current approaches and are able to 
develop, and agree upon alternative actions through communication and collective 

reasoning (Gouldson and Bebbington 2007, Habermas 1984). Discourse plays a vital 

role within this concept as it is through discourse that agreement is reached and action 
taken, rather than as a result of the power of different actors. HaberMas argues that 
interaction between the different actors is driven by communication rationalities rather 
than by institutional concerns, suggesting as Gouldson and Beddington outline, that 
"the power of a good argument can transcend the power of the different actors, actors 

who can engage in discursive struggles can still be influential even if in political 

economy terms they might be seen to be marginal" (ibid: plo). This statement 
highlights the optimistic nature of Habermas's communicative, which lies in contrast 
to the work of Foucault. It is this optimistic nature which underlines the main 

criticism of communicative rationality, stating that although changes in governance 

structures have, to some degree, allowed for a more open debate, however, prevailing 

powerful actors and institutions still lead and shape the debate and decide who takes 

part (see Rydin 2003). This thesis holds with the concerns raised here, subsequently 
Habermas's discussion of the role of deliberation has been considered. Indeed such an 
emphasis on deliberation through communication is championed by Policy analysts 
such as Hajer (1995), Dryzek (1997) and Fischer (2003), and the relevant works of such 
authors is discussed in the subsequent section. However, in line with these 

considerations the AIF has been developed to provide a synthesis position to allow for 
both the structural and deliberative elements of discourse. Again, as Gouldson and 
Beddington (2007) argue, discourse can have a structural element which enables 
actors to. engage in debate which is "preconditioned by the prevailing power 
structures" (ibid: p 11). 

3.3.4 Postempiricism and an Argumentative Turn 

In more recent times the policy analysis has taken an argumentative turn, progressing 
further the link between discourse and power within the policy environment, as 
outlined above, moving towards a Habermasian tradition. The main proponents of 
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such an argumentative turn are the postempiricists such as Fischer (2003), Fischer and 
Forester (1993), Hajer (1995) Hajer and Wagenaar (2003). 

The postempiricist discursive approach employs a fundamental view of language &Iýd 
discourse; seeing them as having a "'more underlying role in structuring social action" 
(Fischer 2003: p4l). This approach views language in a wider sense than just its 

linguistic element, with emphasis being placed on the language of different kinds of 
discourses and how these shape world views, rather than simply mirroring them 

(Fischer and Forester 1993). The stance taken by postempiricists builds on and has 

evolved alongside theoretical traditions outlined in this thesis; those on social 

constructionism, post-modernism and pluralism, in addition to the work of critical 
theorists and neo-insitutionalism (Fischer 2003). Within the postempiricist approach 
Fischer argues that "social meanings, in short, cannot simply be aýstracted and treated 

as one of the various variables explaining institutions" (Fischer 2003: p45). This 

perspective is not questioned within this thesis, however it is argued that although 
institutions - and in this case actors- are largely created historically through discourse, 

they can also take the form of direct action within this specific policy context affecting 
the policy type and process. Therefore it is important that such actions are not ignored 

in favour of the purely discursive approach. 

The analysis of discourse within the realm of the environment/ sustainable 
development has been applied in a number of studies (see Dryzek 1997, Jamison 2001, 
Hajer 1995) DryzeWs work is based on the presumption that language has a key role to 

play in understanding the decision-makig surrounding the environment as he argues 
that %the way we construct, interpret, discuss, and analyse environmental problems 
has all kinds of consequences" ( Dryzek 1991: p9) 

Within this thesis discourse is seen as itself a 'medium of power', but this power is 
intrinsically linked to how discourse is employed, and encouraged, by specific actors 
(state and non-state) and therefore how these actors subsequently influence the policy 
decision-making process. This stance moves away from the proposition taken by 

postempiricists such as Hajer and Fischer that discourse theory moves away from "the 
ideas of actors influencing or shaping the play of interest in institutions to an 
understanding of discourse itself as a medium of power". (Fischer 2003: p44). 
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Influence and policya-making has been discussed from a number of perspectives, each 
of which has something to offer in the understanding of the role of MNCs in UK 

sustainable development policy. These perspectives have often proposed within a 
context which has a sole or limited focus of the idea of power, as outlined by Hindess 
(2006) in his discussion of Lukes' "'but like other contributions, it focused on one 
configuration of power to the neglect of several others. " (ibid: p122). Therefore, this 
thesis is arguing that a synthesis position is required which draws together elements of 
the debate as a whole rather than from one 'school of thought'. This next section will 

outline how these elements, along with the contextual discussion given in Chapter Two 
have been drawn together within the AIF. 

This discussion of the debate surrounding influence and Policy-making has 
highlighted a number of mechanisms by which influence can occur. In addition, the 
review of the involvement of business activity in public policy has also demonstrated 

ways in which influence is gained in UK policy-making. To summarise the power 
debate, the following forms of influence have been identified and outlined in Table 3.3. 
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Direct Choice of location/ relocation 
Undertaking and commissioning research 
Taking part in consultation 
Making political donations 
Undertaking lobbying activity 
Membership of advisory committees 

Tacit (Indirect) Employing a dual stance 
Membership of QUANGOS 
Support of external organisations 
Undertaking secondments 
Membership and activity of trade associations 
Revolving door relationships 
Affecting policy timescales 
Presence of cross-departmental influence 

Tacit Presence of agenda-setting 
Increase in status 
Presence of perceived power 
Gaining business insight 
Marketing activity 
Non-decision-making 
Affecting the negotiating position of others 
Anticipated reaction of others 
Accepted discourse 

Table 3.3: Summarising the power debate 

As stated previously the term tacit has been used within this thesis to encompass 
indirect and tacit influence, however, within Table 3.3, tacit influence has been labelled 

tacit and indirect as this demonstrates how the different literature has been drawn 

together to form this summary table. The influences outlined in this table forms the 
basis of the secondary level of the AIF and will be discussed in more detail in Section 
3.4-2, where the distinction is made between modes of influence and intermediate 
influence. 
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3.4 THE ACTOR INFLUENCE FRAMEWORK 

The aim of, and the reason for developing, the AT is to provide an evaluation 
framework which allows for a systematic and robust review of MNCs influence which 
allows for a synthesis approach to analysis to be taken. The AlF is an original 

evaluation framework which has been informed by the literature but provides a new 

way of representing influence and provides a new mechanism for evaluating the 

relationship between influence and actors, with the focus on MNCs, within the policy- 
making environment. As discussed in previous chapters, both sustainable 
development and the UK policy governance structure are complex and dynamic, 

therefore the AT needs to reflect this; allowing for all the different actors and modes of 
influence to be accounted for. In order to capture all these considerations, the AIF has 
been designed as a nested framework, consisting of three levels; with each level the 
level of complexity increases. Figure 3.2 outlines the overall structure of the AIF; it 
provides a pictorial representation of the individual levels which will be discussed and 
expanded upon in Sections 3.4.1,3.4.2 and 3.4.3, fitted together in the overall structure 
of the AlF. The primary level relates to the broad policy-making process, the secondary 
level outlines the possible modes of influence and the potential relationship with 
intermediate influence, and finally the tertiary level allows for a specific decision- 

making context to be assessed by breaking down the generic relationships introduced 
in the secondary level. 
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As noted in Section 3.2 the AT has been developed as a framework rather than a 

model; however, it is still important to acknowledge the contribution models have 

made to the policy analysis literature and how this literature has in turn influenced the 

development of the AlF. 

Numerous models of the policy process have been developed within the field of policy 

analysis; the majority of these, particularly the earlier models. - are focused upon 

outlining the policy life cycle (see Easton (1953), JenkdnS (1978) and Hogwood and 

Gunn (1984). An overview of such models, along with a discussion of their critics is 

given in the following section. Although these are important, and have informed the 

development of the AIF, the AIF is focused on a specific analytical question; framing 

the influence which occurs within the policy process. Therefore the role the AlF plays 

is slightly different to that proposed by these models. 

3.4.1 Primary Level: The Broad Policy Decision-Making Context 

As discussed above, each level of the AIF increases in complexity; the primary level 

serves to outline the broad policy decision-making context. In order to fully 

understand the role of all actors within the policy process it is important to be able to 

identify all the stages of policy development; therefore the influence can be examined 
in a systematic manner, covering the whole life cycle of decision-making. The primary 
level of the AIF is also useful as an analytical tool as it allows for a boundary to be set 

around the policy-making process and therefore provides some ease of analysis. Such 
division of the policy process into stages, or elements, as in this case, has been 

recognised to be useful from an analytical perspective (Hill 2005 and Parsons 1995) as it 

provides a mechanism for breaking down what are often complex processes. 

One of the most prominent systems-based models is that which has been proposed by 
Easton (1953,1965); essentially this model represents an input-output model which 
sees the actual decision-making process as essentially a black box (Hill 2005). Such an 
emphasis on input-output does not allow for the complexities of the process to be 

examined, and is exposed to the problem of over-simplification. Other models have 

extended the work of Easton and proposed more complex systems, such as that offered 
by Jenkins (1978) and Hogwood and Gunn (1984), in which concepts of feedback and 
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elements of decision-making are introduced. Even though these 'staged' models are 

more elaborate than that proposed by Easton, limitations to such approaches have been 

highlighted (see Lindblom and Woodhouse (1993) and Sabatier and Jenkins-Smith 

(1993)), the main issue being that of over-simplification and the creation of an artificial 

view of the real-world setting. The case of where policy discussions begin and end is 

raised, in many cases it is difficult to pinpoint the exact starting point of a policy 

discussion. In addition, it is argued that the different 'stagesý can often occur 

simultaneously, a situation which is not represented in some of the models previously 

proposed. Although the AT is designed to frame a specific issue within policy- 

making, that of influence, such consideration raised regarding a staged approach to 

outlining the policy process has been considered; to a certain extent the issue of where 

the policy begins and ends is counteracted by the inclusion of modes of influence such 

as cross-departmental influence, thus allowing for the assessment of the impact of 

other policy discussions outside what is formally framed. In addition, the primary 

level is taking a staged appToach, but it is the widest level of the AIF, setting the scene; 

the more complex decision-making elements are subsequently covered in the 

secondary and tertiary levels of the AlF. 

In developing the specific elements which make up the policy-making context of the 

AT the work of Adler and Haas (1992) which investigates the role and influence of 

epistemic communities, and Newell (2000), have been considered. Again, as the key 

focus for this research is influence, neither approach has been taken in its entirety. 

Adler and Haas (1992) split the policy process into policy innovation, diffusion, 

selection and persistence. Within these elements are sub-sections, which can be seen as 

avenues for influence. For example, policy evolution is split into; framing of issues; 

defining state interest and setting standards. Newell (2000) breaks the policy process 

into three distinct categories; agenda-setting; negotiation-bargaining and 

implementation. Other writers have adapted similar categorisation models, see 
Boehmer-Christiansen (1989), Young (1989) and Osherenko and Young (1993). 

Within the AT the policy-making process is divided into four elements; mode of 
influence; political context, intermediate influence and finally the policy outcome. It 

should also be noted that all this takes place in a wider political environment, with the 

political context referring to the individual context of the specific policy under 
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decision. A cyclical relationship exists between the first three elements, as shown in 

Figure 3.3. The cyclical relationship between mode of influence, political context and 

intermediate influence continues until a final policy outcome is reached. 

Tacit 

Mode of Political Intermediate Policy 
Influence Context Influence Outcome 

Direct 

............................... . ............................... 
CyclicalRelationship 

Figure 3.3 Primary level: The broad policy decision-making context 

The mode of influence is the method which is employed by an actor to influence/ interact 

with the policy decision-making process. The use of a concept such as mode of 
influence is similar to that of 'channels of influence' as provided by Dryzek et al (2002) 

These modes can be either in the form of direct or tacit action. The inclusion of both 

types of influence is vital if a comprehensive analysis of influence is to be achieved, 

particularly in the case of tacit influence which is often not observable. As Newell 

(2000) argues, in some cases it is difficult to identify influence; however this does not 

make it anY less significant. He highlighted this with interview extracts, "industrial 

lobbyists themselves emphasise the difficulty of tracing the direct effects of their 

activity and the importance of influencing that is 'done quietly" (Newell 2000: p101). 
The individual modes of influence are discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.2, during 

the discussion of the second level of the AIF. 

The political context relates to the immediate context in which the specific policy 
discussion is occurring. Thus this can relate to any institutional level: international, 

regional or national and is linked specifically to a policy-making example. Within this 
thesis the political context is UK sustainable development policy and the development 

of the new UK NSDS. It is important to note that the policy-making also occurs in a 
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broader political environment, in this case one which is influenced by European and 

International policy and one which is firmly rooted within the New Labour regime. 

Notwithstanding this, it is important to consider the specific political context in 

question as this affects the modes of influence available to the different actors and 

indeed the accessibility and involvement of the different actors. 

Interniediate influence is the element of the AN which is the most interesting in terms of 

theory; as it allows for the impact of influence to be outlined throughout the policy 

decision-making process, mirroring the continuous nature of policy-making, rather 

than just at the end point of the production of policy and seeing the process as a simple 

causal A affects ý model. An intermediate influence is the result of the interaction 

between the mode of influence and the political context. As outlined above the 

intermediate influence can affect both the political context and the mode of influence 

which is available to the actors, therefore it has the potential to alter the decision- 

making context before the final policy outcome is agreed upon. The intermediate 

influence does not only have an impact within the policy decision making process; it 

also has the potential to affect the wider context and the actors themselves, for example 

it may result in actors beginning to be seen as 'experts' within wider society. This 

relationship will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.2. 

Once the agreement has been reached and this policy is ratified this represents the 

policy outconw element of the AlF. Policy outcome may include the publication of 

strategies, implementation plans, the development of new government or quasi- 

goverrunent groups. 

3.4.2 Secondary Level: Generic Mode of Influence and Intennediate Influence 

Relationships 

The secondary level of the AT expands the ideas of mode and influence; it represents 

the intermediate stage of the AlF, giving specific details of the possible modes of 

influence and potentially related intermediate influence. Figure 3.4 outlines the 

possible relationships which can occur between the mode of influence and 
intermediate influence, these are representative of the possible intermediate influences 

which may result from specific modes of influence being used;, not all intermediate 
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influences will occur in every policy decision. This level of the AlF provides an 

overview of the generic relationships which are subsequently investigated in a specific 

policy context through the application of the tertiary level of the AIF. 

A key element of the AT and contribution of this thesis is the identification of both 

direct and tacit influence; therefore, as shown in Figure 3.4, the modes of influence 

have been split within the AT along these lines. 

Direct: refers to modes of influence which are employed in order to have a specific 

effect on the policy process. For example, may relate to a non-state actor holding 

discussions with government officials in order to have an impact on a stated policy. 

Tacit: refers to modes of influence which, unlike direct, can either allow actors to 
influence policy through other organisations or activities, for example trade 

associations. Alternatively, tacit modes of influence can include influence which is not 
consciously exerted by actors themselves or on their behalf, for example perceived 

power. Furthermore, tacit influence may occur as a result of wider activity which can 
be both purposeful or 'accidental' in a wider context, such as agenda setting. It is the 
inclusion of these tacit modes of influence which draws in the interpretative/ social 
constructivist stance of using discourse and subscribing to the link between power and 
knowledge. 14 As noted in the early stages of this thesis the term tacit has been used in 
its broadest sense in a way which incorporates indirect and tacit influence. 

The individual modes of influence will now be outlined before a discussion of the 
relating intermediate influences is given. 

14 Hay (2002) follows lines to conceptualise power using the terms indirect and direct. 
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Lobbying 

Bernhagen and Brauninger define lobbying as "influencing the formation of public 

policy, its passage through the legislature and its implementation, by means of 

contacting and pressurizing policyrnakers... " (Bernhagen and Brauninger 2005: p 44- 

45). Lobbying can be either carried out by MNCs or on their behalf by a "hired gUI17 

(Keffer and Hill 1997) i. e. through the use of a professional lobbying organisation. 

Lobbying can be seen to be any activity through which an individual or an 

organisation is trying to proactively affect government policy. Within the AIF it has 

been given a smaller remit and refers to the direct discussions of MNCs (or their 

designated representative) and other non-state actors with Government, to attempt to 

influence policy-making. Other specific elements such as involvement in consultation 

and committees have been listed separately. This is to allow for a more systematic 

picture of where and how influence occurs to be created. 

Political donations 

Financial donations to political parties was highlighted by the Janus programme (as 

outlined in Chapter Two) as one of the mechanisms by which corporations can 
influence sustainable development in the UK. Damania (2002) argues that political 
donations can influence government decision, as the resources can be used for a 

number of purposes; which include funding political campaigns and retiring debt frorn 

past elections. In the period April to June 2008 the political parties in Great Britain 

received 00.7 millions (Electoral Commission 2008). 

Consultation 

Consultation within the AIF refers to the formal process undertaken by Government 

(and other governance bodies) to gain comment on proposed policies, often referred to 

as 'Public Consultation' (Sinclair 2002). Consultation in a-ds sense includes action such 
as attendance at consultation-focused meetings and response to briefing documents. 

Consultation has played a vital role in the field of sustainable development, with 
governance bodies such as the EU and national governments having formalised. 

consultation periods built into the development of their sustainable development 

strategies. Within the UK the review of the UK NSDS has been subject to formal 

consultation guidelines (DEFRA 2004a). 
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Adviso? y Committees 

Advisory committees are independent bodies which are set up to advise Ministers and 
departments on specific issues; UK advisory committees include the Advisory 
Committee on Releases to the Environment (ACRE). 

Task Forces 

A task force is a group which usually has a temporary status and is instigated by 

Government to address a specific problem. Task forces have played a significant role 
in the New Labour Government by 2001 around 300 new task forces had been created 
(Seldon 2001). The influence business can achieve through task forces is highlighted by 

the appointment of business leaders to the sustainable consumption and production 
task force (ENDs 2006). 

Quangos 
Quangos are quasi-autonomous non-governmental organisations; which at a national 
level are described as non-departmental public bodies (NDPBs). Although quangos are 
funded by government they do not belong to a specific department and therefore have 

a degree of independence. (Coxall et al 2003). Corporations, and other non-state 
actors, can gain influence on policy through lobbying and working closely with 
organisations such as Quangos. Indeed there have been claims that the increase of 
such groups has eroded the power of elected officials in the UK (Skelcher 1998) Since 
the Thatcher Government business representatives have played a significant role in 

quangos (Coxall et al 2003). 

Staff secondnwnts 
Staff secondments relate to the 'loarf of staff for a specified time scale. SustainAbilitY 
and WWF (2001) in their investigation of corporate influence and sustainable 
development found that MNCs used staff secondments as a mechanism to build 
reputation with Government departments. Through staff secondments the cultures 
between government and business become similar; Dreiling (2000) argues that this 
leads to solidarity and agreement between the two organisations. 

Revolving door 
The phenomenon of revolving door (see Newell 2000, Beder 2006, SustainAbihty and 
WWF 2001) occurs when former business executives, particularly those in senior 
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positions leave companies to take up offices with goverrunent, European Commission 

or associated groups and vice versa. . 
This movement of personnel provides for a 

continual exchange of ideas and principles between institutions, often in a more open 

and effective way than when individuals are seconded on a limited timeframe. The 

existence of the revolving door can cause cultural similarities (Dreiling 2000) as 

outlined above. 

Trade Associations - 

Trade associations (TAs) can be used by MNCs as a form of collective action 
(SustainAbility and WWF 2001 Wilson 2003). In the field of sustainable development 

TAs are seen, in general terms, to be there to prevent or weaken legislation which will 
impact on the economic or competitive performance for their membership 
(SustainAbility, dna) TAs are often less progressive on issues surrounding 

sustainability than the leading business organisations. Such a lack of progressive 

thinking is often classed as the 'lowest common denominator effect', where the views 

of the slowest member of the TA are represented and taken as the collective view. 
MNCs in recent years have been criticised for allowing such an effect to occur, using it 

as a deliberate tactic to negatively affect policy whilst still being able to take a more 

positive individual stance within wider society. (SustainAbility dna: plo) 

Agenda setting 

Agenda-setting is the method by which the boundaries and language which frame the 

policy decision-making context are set. Newell (2000) argues that by setting the 

agenda of national policy discussion the scope of negotiation is reduced. Therefore, 

importance of discourse, as an analytical tool, is vital in the discussion and 
identification of agenda-setting. Agenda-setting is closely linked to the intermediate 

influence of non-decision-making, (see Schattschneider 1960 and Cobb and Elder 1972). 
In contrast to the stance of other authors, within this thesis agenda-setting has been 

addressed as a mode of influence rather than as an outcome. Newell (2000) discusses 

agenda-setting as a stage within the policy process, although this thesis agrees that 

agenda-setting does occur at the early stages of policy-making focusing on the scope 
and problem to be discussed; here it is argued that discourse is constructed and 
manipulated throughout the life of the decision-making process and is a vital 
mechanism by which actors can gain influence. 
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Marketing strategy 
Corporations can 'set the scene' for the discussion of sustainable development outside 
the policy process through their marketing strategies. Sustainability issues, 

particularly climate change, have become increasingly important within corporate 

marketing, covering a broad range of sectors such as motor vehicles and household 

products. The inclusion of marketing strategy as a mode of influence demonstrates 
how the AT draws on influence which occurs outside the 'formal' decision-making 

process. 

Cross-departnxntal influence 

The complexity of sustainable development means that as a policy issue it is 

susceptible to cross-departmental influence. In this case, other departments within 

government counteract the policy decisions and discussions. This is particularly 
pertinent to the more "powerful' departments such as the Treasury and the Department 
for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR). It is no coincidence that these 
departments have strong links with business groups, a relationship which is 

recognised by businesses themselves, as highlighted in Newell's work, where an 
industrial representative stated that their influence goes further because the trade 

minister is more powerful that the environment minister (Newell 2000). The inclusion 

of this as a mode of influence in the AIF is useful as it allows for the boundary of study 
to go beyond formalised policy boundaries, again accommodating the not so 
observable influence. The idea of cross-issue influence is closely linked, to the stance 
taken here on cross-departmental influence, Newell outlines cross-issue influence, in 

relation to his work on international negotiations surrounding climate change, to refer 
"to direct and tacit power of organised industry in areas of policy-making other than 
the environment, which nonetheless conditions the available negotiating space in 

relation to climate change" (ibid: p37). In relation to the UK policy-making regime 
cross-departmental influence is likely to play an increasingly important issue operating 
withýn New Labour's 'joined-up' governance approach, as outlined in Section 2.6.1. 

Perceived P07ver 
Lukes (1974) and Dowdings (1991) both deal with the concept of perceived power. 
Perceived power occurs when the power of a certain actor is such that other actors 
(non-state or state) act in a way to 'second guess' what their policy stance would be 
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and choose their own policy position reflecting this. Perceived power can lead to both 

supportive or challenging stances to be taken by the 'less-powerful' actors. For 

example, a NGO may decide what they think is going to be the stance taken by 

business and take a more extreme approach; alternatively they may take a position 

which is more aligned with their perception in the hope of securing an agreed outcome 
(Ellis 2007). The link between perceived power and status and legitimacy of the actors 
is important; the increase in the status of an actor within the policy process may also 
lead to a change in the perceived power which is associated with them. 

Research 

Research can be undertaken directly by MNCs or can be commissioned on their behalf 

(SustainAbility dna). The impact of research may be most evident in the climate 

change arena, with significant backing, particularly by oil companies for anti-climate 

change research and groups, see Rowlands (2000) and The Ecologist (2003). 

Support ofexternal organisations 

External organisations such as think tanks are important sources of policy knowledge; 

although they are independent of government their aim is to undertake work which 

will influence policy (Smith 1995). Other external organisations include business 

groups such as the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD). 

The power of external groups is argued by Beder, who proposes that the aim of such 

groups is to "exert collective pressure on policy-makers to ensure that policies increase 

the power and autonomy of those [involved in the groups] corporations. " (Beder 2006: 

p4). 

Business locationlrelocation 

A key source of business influence is their economic power, and specifically their 

ability to move/remove their economic input from state boundaries. This mode has 
been included within the AlF for two reasons. Firstly, it is a mode which is not 
available to the other non-state actors involved in the policy process, and secondly 
there has been a long debate regarding environmental legislation and the 'race-to-the 
bottom! (see Vogel 1995; Wheeler 2001), therefore a specific relation to sustainable 
development exists. 
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3.4.3 Intermediate influence 

The AIF provides an original way for investigating influence within the policy process 

through the inclusion of intermediate influence. Intermediate influence, as its name 

suggests, occurs before the final policy decisions are achieved. It occurs as a result of 

the interaction between mode of influence and the political context. Figure 5.4 outlines 

the potential relationships which could exist between the mode(s) of influence and the 

proposed intermediate influence. The inclusion of intermediate influence in the AIF is 

considered to be innovative and important as it allows the AIF to be used to trace 

influence which occurs throughout the process and how these complex interactions 

alter the policy decision-making process and the options considered within it. 

Therefore the AIF is allowing for the complex nature of policy-making and moves 

away from linear models, as discussed previously, addressing some of the concerns 

previously aired by Hill and Hupe (2006). The intermediate influences will now be 

outlined individually in the following sections, starting with non-decision-making. 

Non-decision-making 

As discussed in Section 3.3.2 following Bachrach and Baratz, non-decision-making is a 
"decision which results in the suppression or thwarting of a latent or manifest 

challenge to the values or interests of the decision-maker" (ibid: p44). The impact of 

non-decision-making in the policy process is highlighted in Figure 3.1. The concept of 

non-decision-making also links with the work of Crenson and his idea of politically 

enforced neglect, which he sees as "politically enforced limitations upon the scope of 
decision-making" (ibid: p178). 

Accepted discourse 

The inclusion of accepted discourse within the AIF is important in relation to gaining 
the synthesis position proposed at the outset of this chapter. Including a discursive 

element in the intermediate influences allows for the influence of discourse to be 

identified alongside the more direct actions. The concept of accepted discourse links 

with the ides of dominant discourse and policy discourse (Fischer 2003), and is a 

mechanism by which the effect of tacit influence can be framed. Within this context the 

accepted discourse represents an accepted understanding and articulation of 
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sustainable development recognised by the majority of actors involved in. the policy- 

making process. 

Anticipated reaction 
The stance of one actor leads to others changing their policy requirements. A strong 
link exists between the mode of influence of perceived power and the resulting 
intermediate influence of anticipated reaction. The inclusion of anticipated reaction 
follows the work of Friedrich (1937) and Clegg (1989), as discussed in Section 3.3.2. 

Dual Stance 

The membership of an external group such as a trade association (as discussed in 

earlier) can potentially allow an actor to take different individual and collective 
stances. The membership organisation of the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) is 

often criticised for taking an ultra-conservation position on proposed Policy initiatives, 

and providing economic-based arguments against environmental policy which are too 

extreme in their discussion of impacts. 

Policy Preference 

Policy preference refers to a situation when the activity of one actor changes the policy 
preference of other actors, including those which are associated with the state. This 
intermediate influence differs from anticipated reaction as it occurs as a result of a 
mode of influence directly affecting the policy options which are available to the 
different policy actors. Policy preference can also be discussed using the term 
negotiation position, where the negotiation position of actors (state and non-state) is 
altered due to the employment of a mode of influence being used. 

Timescale 

The intermediate influence of timescale refers to a situation when the policy decision is 
either delayed or accelerated. For example, lobbying by MNCs may encourage policy- 
makers to delay policy decisions, or conversely they may push a piece of policy 
through and thus reduce the potential for operi dialogue with all actors. 

Increased Status 

Increased status reflects the perception of actors both within the policy process and in 
wider society. This intermediate influence demonstrates that an investigation of policy 
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formation must allow for influence outside the immediate formal process, as achieved 

through the political context element of the primary level of the AIF. Increased status 

often occurs when actors are seen as "experts' as a result of their involvement/ input 

into the policy process. 

Mobilisation of Bias 

Mobilisation of bias (Schattschneider 1960) confines the policy discussions to 'safe 

issues' which do not chaRenge the dominant position of the most powerful. 

Accepted Insider 

Following the concept of "insider groups, as discussed in previous sections, accepted 

insider is the intermediate influence through which actors are given legitimacy by 

policy-makers, and other actors, and are subsequently consulted on a regular basis. 

The terminology of accepted insider has been used in preference to insider group as it 

can refer to individual actors as well as actor groups. It should be noted here that as 

outlined by Connelly and Smith (1999), being an accepted insider does not, on every 

occasion, equate to having influence, it means that an actor has become part of a policy 

community. However, this is not always the case and therefore accepted insider has 

been incorporated into the AIF. 

Cross-issue Influence 

Cross-issue influence occurs when an actor influences other policy areas, with this 

action having a subsequent effect on the policy being discussed (Newell 2000). Cross- 

issue influence is similar to cross-departmental influence; however, there is a subtle 
difference in that cross-issue influence relates to the situation where actors are involved 

in other policy-making discussions and are not acting to influence the specific policy 
which is under scrutiny. In contrast, cross-departmental influence requires a 

government department to actively take part in policy discussions. Cross-issue 

influence can be seen as a two-way intermediate influence, with for example, influence 

which is occurring within sustainable development policy affecting the formulation of 

other policies and vice versa. Again, demonstrating that influence is not always 

confined to the formal policy-making boundaries. 
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Business insight 

A small number of the intermediate influences which occur in the AT have an impact 

outside the policy process, business insight being one of them. This reflects to the 

situation where MNCs have gained knowledge that they would not already have been 

privy to by being involved in the policy decision-making process. This for example 

may give them early indications of policy or legislative moves which will affect their 

business. 

Leadership 

Leadership is an intermediate influence which occurs within and outside the policy 

context under analysis. Leadership refers to the position of an actor within a given 

context, in this case sustainable development; involvement in policy discussions helps 

corporations to take the lead on specific issues, for example Marks and Spencer's 

involvement in sustainable fisheries initiatives. 

Clash of ministerial powers 
Clash of ministerial powers occurs when an issue cuts across the remit of different 

ministers; it can be closely linked to cross-departmental influence. 

3.4.4 Tertiary level. Specific Policy Context 

The tertiary, and final level of the AIF, addresses the inter-relationships which exist 
between the mode of influence used by MNCs and the intermediate influence which 

subsequently occur. At this level the AT reflects policy-specific context, within this 

thesis this is UK sustainable development policy and the review and production of the 

national sustainable development strategy. The activity and influence which occur in 
the decision-making process is represented visually by drawing direct links between 

modes of influence and resultant intermediate influence. By using such visualisation it 
helps to break down the influence which is occurring but also to demonstrate that one 
mode of influence may result in multiple intermediate influence. 

b, 
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Political Context 

Intermediate 

Influence Mode of Intermediate 
Influence Influence 

Interi iediate 
Influence 

Figure 3.5 AIF Tertiary Level: Specific Policy Context 

Figure 3.5 highlights a situation where a mode of influence had resulted in numerous 

intermediate influences. However, it should be noted that it may be the case that only 

one intermediate influence occurs. 

3.5 CONCLUDING SUMMARY 

The AT has provided this thesis with an analytical frame which is nested and 

interrelated and which allows for understanding at a broad level (primary level) at a 

specific policy context (tertiary level). It therefore allows a systematic and holistic 

understanding of the complex nature of sustainable development policy-making which 
is located in a multi-governance environment. 

Chapter Five will use the AN to organise and understand the influence of MNCs 

which was at play in UK sustainable development policy-making. The usefulness and 

authenticity of the AlF will be then reviewed in Chapter Six. At this point this thesis 

will assess whether the AT has been able to achieve the aims set out at the beginning 

of this chapter. 
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Methodology 

4.1 CHAPTER OVERVIEW 

The context and the broad research problem has been outlined in Chapters One and 

Two. This Chapter will now outline how this problem, and the specific research 

questions will be investigated. The Chapter begins with a discussion of the research 

position taken within this thesis, focusing upon the question of construction, following 

which an overview of an argument for a qualitative approach will be given. This 

generic discussion then feeds into an examination of the specific research design which 

has been employed to collect and handle the data; in order to achieve triangulation of 

the data a multimethod approach, as espoused by Robson (2002), has been applied. 

4.2 RESEARCH POSITION 

An important question for any researcher is how do they see the world? As Wetherell 

et al questions: "Do es t1w world simply exist or do we create it? " (2001: p 5). In the 

following section, and within this thesis as a whole I will argue that within any 

research context certain things exist and certain things are created, therefore, as a 

researcher both must be taken into account. 
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This thesis is located within a subject, sustainable development, and context; policy 

making, which is both complex and contested (Runhaar et al 2005); therefore the 

research approach and design have to be ones which reflect this and allow for 

investigation into such an environment. Influence has been drawn from a range of the 

social sciences; policy analysis and political science and multi-disciplinary 

investigation into sustainability. Power and influence is the fundamental peg upon 

which my research is hung; to investigate the role MNCs have in the policy process it is 

essential that their power and influence is addressed. Therefore, theories of power 

have been instrumental in the development of the theoretical position employed within 

this research. It is important to note that the "amount' of power is not being measured 

in quantifiable terms, rather the way in which power is available, and exerted by 

MNCs is the focus. 

As discussed in previous Chapters, in the investigation of the role of MNCs in UK 

sustainable development policy the fundamental contested nature of sustainable 

development itself is vital to the understanding of the role non-state and state actors 

play in the policy decision-making process. Furthermore, the decision-making process 

is located in a complex governance structure which witnesses the interplay of state, 

quasi-state and non-state actors at a national level with the added influence of regional 

and international bodies and research which relates to sustainable development. The 

governance structure in which this research is located fits with the research approach 

employed by the constructivist school, as argued by Marsh ad Furlong: 

"Constructivis 
, 
ts argue that, if there is a problem of increasing complexity of decision- 

making associated with the decline of the nation stateý this complexity must be 

understood as an intentional social construct on the part of decision-makers, part of a 

set of political. projects associated with response to perceptions of external and 
internal constraints. " 

(Marsh and Furlong 2002: p39) 

The fundamental approach taken within this thesis is one which allows for a synthesis 

position of analysis to be held; elements of deliberative policy analysis and traditional 

power politics have been combined to allow an assessment of both the structure and 

agency at play within UK sustainable development policy. Major influence has been 

drawn from the social constructivist (Foucault 1972,1980,1991) and interpretive 
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traditions (Bevir and Rhodes 2003), and the policy analysis approach of the post- 

empiricists (see Fischer 2003), thus allowing for the importance of how we construct 

our world views through the use of discourse to be incorporated within the research 

philosophy and design. A more in-depth discussion of how this synthesis approach 

has been developed and deployed was given in Chapter Three in the discussion of the 

development of the AlF. 

Taking a research position which draws upon multiple schools of thought is not 

unique; in their discussion of globalisation Hay and March (2000) demonstrate how 

there is often such an interaction between research philosophies: 

"There may be 'real' processes at work, but they way they affect ou tcomes is mediated 
by the discursive construction(s) of these processes. This argument has both realist 

and intrepretist elements., There is an appeal to a real world, but the emphasis is on 

the discursive construction of that world. This position illustrates It= realist and 
intrepretist positions in terface. " 

(Marsh and Furlong 2002: p35) 

The argument proposed here by Marsh and Furlong is adopted within this thesis; 

although greater emphasis has been given to discourse and how it links the ideas of 
interpretist and social constructivists, the individual roles of actors within a social 

setting cannot be ignored. Actors are operating within a system where rules and 

norms exist, where direct action can occur which affects the overall outcome of a 
decision-making process. Therefore, the construction through discourse cannot be the 

sole theoretical lens which is employed in the investigation of the role of MNCs in UK 

sustainable development policy. This is reflected in Bevir and Rhodes' discussion of 
the extremes of postmodernism and post-structuralism, where they state that this 

perspective has come "dangerously close to embodying an analysis of the subject as 

autonomous and an analysis of reason as pure and universal. They prompt us to 
decentre traditions and practices. [ ......... I we might evoke a subject who is an agent 
but not an autonomous one, and local reasoning that never becomes universal" (Bevir 

and Rhodes 2003: p151). 

The importance of the construction of world views in the sustainability arena is not a 
new one, and is discussed in further detail is Chapter Three. However, it is useful at 
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this point to relate to the work of Rydin (2003) and her research stance taken in the 

investigation of conflict and consensus in environmental planning. Rydin argues that 

in order to understand the relationships at play in environmental planning and related 

decision-making it is vital to assess how the debate and process have been constructed. 

"77iis review of various approaches from within sociology, political science and 

environmental planning studies has highlighted the benefits of 'revealing the hidden' 

and conclusively demonstrates the need to take into account how issues are 

constructed, how agendas are built and how broader discourse within society 
influences policy processes. In particular, it has pointed to the importance of 
discourses of rationality within legitimization processes. " 

(Rydin 2003: p37) 

In her discussion of the use of discourse in the policy process Rydin argues that actors 

will employ discourses which lead to the most 'successfuY outcome for them and this 

in turn will create a "reinforcing mechanism at work that encourages reliance on 

particular strategies" (ibid: p52). This demonstrates the importance of integrating the 

use of discourse into any assessment of influence within the policy decision-making 

context, an approach which has been taken within my research. Discourse has been 

vitally important in order to undertake a multi-disciplinary approach, in which the 

"real' and the 'constructed' can both be accounted for. Wetherell et al (2001) describes 

the study of discourse as "discovery and theorization of pattern and order" and this 

study means that the researcher "'enter[s] into debates about the foundations on which 
knowledge is built, subjectivity is constructed and society is managed" (ibid: p5). 

No discussion of discourse can ignore the work of Foucault linking discourse with ,, 

knowledge and power. Foucault's focus on discourse was one which looked at "the 

rules and practices that produced meaningful statements and regulated discourse in 
different historical periods. " (Hall, 2004). To Foucault, discourse is "a group of 
statements which provides a language for talking about -a way of representing the 
knowledge about -a particular topic at a particular historical moment. Discourse is 

about the production of knowledge through language. But since all social practices 
entail nzeanings, and meanings shape and influence what we do -our conduct - all 
practices have a discursive aspect" (Hall, 1992: p 291 reproduced in Hall 2001 p 72). 
What is important, in relation to this thesis, in Foucault's understanding of discourse, 

1ý 
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is this link between understanding and doing. Foucault argues that discourse 

constructs the topic and in doing so it controls how a topic is talked about, and most 

importantly here, how it "influences how ideas are put into practice and used to 

regulate the conduct of others" (ibid: p72). 

This thesis will investigate the dominant policy discourses (Fischer 2003) which are at 

play within the policy decision-making process and it will investigate how these 

discursive formations are linked to MNCs and what is their influence on the policy 

process. Counsins and Hussain (1984) define discursive formation to occur when a 

particular discourse is used to "refer to the same object, share the same style and ... 

support a strategy ... a common institutional administrative or political drift and 

pattern. " (ibid 1994: p84-85). 

Finally, Foucault's link between power and knowledge is also important within this 

thesis. This link between the use of knowledge and power highlights a crucial 

mechanism by which non-observable power operates, and more specifically in my 

research, how knowledge and thus power can be linked to the modes of influence 

available to MNCs within the policy decision-making process. Foucault's proposition is 

that knowledge does not work in a vacuum and that it is used as parts of different 

strategies in specific situations and institutional regimes. In this case we are 

investigating the use of deployment of knowledge, through discourse, within the 

governance setting for UK sustainable development policy. Further discussion of 

Foucault's work in relation to power and its use in the AT developed in this thesis is 

given in Section 3.3.1. 

Discursive formations are seen to play a vital role in maintaining and creating "'regimes 

of truth" (Herman and Chomksy 1998). With regard to my research it will be 

interesting to note if such formations have been used to create/sustain a policy 
decision-making process in which MNCs have influence. In the discussion of 
hegemony Herman and Chomsky discuss the role of discursive formation. "One major 
function of dominant discourse is precisely to manufacture such consensus, acceptance 
and legitimacy of dominance" (Herman and Chomsky 1998 quoted in Van Dijk 1996: 

p302). The dominance being discussed here is that of hegemony which the likes of 
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Gramsci see as the dominance of the powerful in persuading others to act in "the 

interest of the powerful out of their own free will. " (Van Dijk 1996: p 302) 

As stated earlier, a purely constructivist approach as espoused by Foucault has not 
been taken within this thesis. To develop a synthesis position to reflect the importance 

of both structure and agency, the major critique of Foucault's work, that it does not 
consider material, economic and structural factors, must be taken into consideration, 

and has been done so in the development of the AlF. This stance is again reflected in 

the work of Rydin, who also argues that existing approaches such as that taken by 

Foucault are too focused towards the structuralists and do not take into account the 

role of agency. Therefore, the research design of this thesis reflects these 

considerations in the use of discourse and the AIF as methodological approaches; in 

order to employ these methods a qualitative approach has been employed. 

4.3 RESEARCH DESIGN: A QUALITATIVE APPROACH 

"... qualitative researclzers study things in t1wir natural settings, attempting to nwke 
sense of, or interpret, plzenomena in terms of tIw meanings people bring to t1lem,, 

(Denzin and Lincoln 2005: p 3) 

Reflecting the research position taken, a qualitative research design has been 

employed. As stated earlier it is not the purpose of this research to measure the amount 
of influence MNCs have within the decision-making process, therefore the use of 
quantitative methods is largely redundant. Moreover, this research is essentially 
focusing on social interaction and settings and therefore qualitative methods lend 
themselves more readily to the study (Flick 1998). Flexibility is vital here as the 
research context and focus are both complex and often seen differently by the multiple 
actors involved (Runhaar et al 2005), therefore, it is important that knowledge and 
information is not excluded as a result of methodological design. Qualitative design is 
recognised for its flexibility (Robson 2002) and therefore should effectively address this 
concern. This need for flexibility will also be discussed in later sections, relating to the 
use of the researcher as the analyst for the data. Also, qualitative approaches, as 
highlighted in the previous quote from Denzin and Lincoln, allow for the research 

kkký 
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topic to be considered within the 'nature' setting, therefore a greater understanding of 

the relationships and processes can be gleaned. 

4.4 RESEARCH SCOPE 

As discussed previously the focus of this thesis is investigating the role of MNCs in UK 

sustainable development policy. In order to frame this focus the following research 

questions have been chosen: 

1. How is influence exerted in UK decision-making relating to sustainable 

development policy? 
2. How do MNCs influence UK sustainable development policy? 
3. What does this influence mean for policy-making and MNCs? 

Empirically, this thesis has considered two foci; the broader context of UK sustainable 

development policy and more specifically the review and development of the new UK 

National Sustainable Development Strategy (NSDS). Within these policy settings the 

main unit of investigation is MNCs. Although, MNCs are the focus of the research it is 

still important to note which other non-state and state actors are involved in the policy 

process in order to understand the full context of the decision-making process. This is 

also important in the investigation of tacit modes of influence such as cross-department 

influence (Chapter Three provides more detail on this issue). The assessment of other 

actors will go no further than providing context and understanding of MNCs in the 

decision-making process. As outlined in Chapter Two, the growth and power of 

MNCs is debated by many sections of society. In addition, MNCs' interest and activity 
in sustainable development is growing; for these reasons the analytical focus of fl-ds 

thesis is MNCs. 

4.5 RESEARCH DESIGN 

"The selection of a method or methods is based on what kind of information is sought, 
from whom and under what circumstances. " 

(Robson 2002: p 223) 
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As outlined by Robson the methods used to collect and analyse research data need to 

be appropriate for the specific research questions posed and the context in which the 

research is being carried out. To address the questions posed, and to ultimately 
investigate the role of MNCs in sustainable development policy it is important to 

observe how actors engage u4t1i, Mink about and talk u4tilin the policy decision-making 

process. The research design must allow for the investigation of influence within the 

context of policy-making which promotes findings which are relevant and of interest to 

the policy context. The research position taken sets the context for the overall research 

strategy (qualitative research), the methods to be used and the modes of data collection 

to be employed. The boundaries between these elements are often blurred and they 

are very much interlinked, as shown in Figure 4.1. Runhaar et al (2005) argue that the 

research strategy is more general than methods, and also distinguish between methods 

and data collection, where data collection is a specific way of gathering empirical data. 

Research questions 

Research strategy 

Method Method 

Answers 

Data Data Data 
collection collection collection 
technique technique technique 

Empirical data 

Figure 4.1 Research design (Runhaar et al 2005: p4) 
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In addition to outlining generic approaches to research Runhaar et al suggest five 

themes within which research questions can be framed when investigating sustainable 

development policy; this thesis fits with the theme of 'policy process'. The five themes 

are outlined in Table 4.1; a brief description of each will be given here. Theme one: 

'Policy Content' refers to the analysis and looks at questions such as: What are the 

policy objectives? What are the assumptions which underlie these objectives? Theme 

two: 'Policy Process' investigates issues surrounding influence within the policy 

process and looks at how the process has changed over time. Theme three: 'Policy 

Organisation' is focused on questions such as: How have European Directives been 

implemented in member states? Theme four: 'Policy Effects' is focused oii t1le 

outcomes of the policy, questioning issues such as: Have the original objectives been 

met? Finally, theme five: 'Policy Context' investigates how policy is affected by 

political, economic and cultural developments. (Runhaar et al 2005: p5). Runhaar et al 

highlight five methods of policy analysis which link with these themes, as outlined tn 

Table 4.1. The use of discourse and stakeholder analysis to investigate sustainable 

development policy fits with the discussion provided by Runhaar et al (2005). 

Reconstruction 

of policy 
theory 

--Stakeholder 

analysis 
Impact 

assessment 
Cost-benefit 

analysis 
Discourse 
analysis 

Table 4.1 

et al 2005: p6) 

Theme 1 Theme 2 Theme3 Fheme 4 Flionle 5 
(Cor (process) (organisation) '(efft (Context) 

Policy themes addi essca L-)y ti ve methods of policy analysis (Runhaart 

This thesis is aligned to the suggested methodological framework as outlined in'Table 

4.1, as it employs both stakeholder and discourse analysis as methods withiii tile 

overall research design. However, stakeholder analysis is only beiiig, employed in its 
loosest sense. Identification of the different actors involved in the process has been 

made with some of the relationships between the actors exanlin0d. I iowever, reflecting 
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the research questions, this has been limited to the relationships between MNCs and 
other actors. The identification of the actors involved along with an examination of 
their activities takes into account, loosely, Haag' (1992) approach to epistemic 

community which can be broken down into the following stages, with the early stages 
being of the most relevance to this thesis: 

" Identification of community members; 

" Determination of members' principled and causal belief; 

" Tracing of activity and demonstrating influence; 

" Identification of alternative credible outcomes that were stopped as a result of 
influence; and 

9 Exploring alternative explanations for the actions of decision-makers. 

As discussed previously, reflecting the interpretative approach taken, discourse 

analysis is playing a key role in this thesis. In addition to the methods suggested by 
Runhaart et al, the AIF has been developed and used as an additional methodological 
tool to allow for the organisation of the data to reflect the research focus of 
investigating and outlining the modes of influence at play in the policy process. This 

methodological approach links together the theoretical backgrounds of power and 
policy analysis. It also allows for an understanding of the specific context but also 
provides findings which are useful to the policy world. The development and use of 
the AT is discussed in Chapter Four and an evaluation of the use of the AIF is given in 
Chapter Six. 

As will be outlined subsequently in this chapter, this thesis has employed a number of 
data collection methods which link to the use of discourse as a lens through which to 
analyse the data. Figure 4.2 provides an overview of the research approach, framed in 
the context provided by Runhaar et al. 
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How is influence exerted in UK decision-making relating to 

sustainable development policy? 

How do MNCs influence UK sustainable development policy? 

What does this influence mean for policy-making and MNCs? 

Qualitative research strategy 

Discourse Stakeholder AN 
analysis analysLs 

Research 
findings 

Semi-structured Non-participant Document 
interviews observation review 

(think about) (engage with) (tal about) 

Review and UK sustainable 
production of new UK development policy- 

NSDS making 

Figure 4.2 Overview of research design (adapted from Runhaart et al (2005)) 

A multimethod approach is in alignment with the discussions of Newell (2000) and 
Elliot (1992) surrounding the construction of an analysis of the political dynamics at 

work in environmental politics. This body of work highlights the limitations of using 

purely theoretical data sources such as interviews and questionnaires, Newell cites 
Elliot (1992): 

"Assessment of influence and success often rely on t1w perceptions of NGOs 

which may overstate tlw case, or of governments which may Wish to play 
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down NGO influence or to claim successful NGOs initiathrs jbr 

themselves" (ibid: 2000: p1O) 

In I response Newell suggests that the limits of questionnaires and interviews should be 

made clear and that issues and responses should be explored "through conceptual and 

theoretical lenses in order to obtain a broader picture' (ibid: p1O). The conceptual and 

theoretical approach applied by Newell, is based on frameworks provided by Bachrach 

and Baratz (1962), Crenson (1971) and Lukes (1974). His approach integrates direct 

observation with conceptual analysis to 'address issues of non-participation, exclusion 

and agenda setting. (2000: p1O). This approach looks at why and how preferences 

come to be formed, rather than the positivist stance of taking individual preference as a 

given (Marsh and Stoker 2002); highlighting the constructivist basis employed by 

Newell. Such an approach allows for a deeper understanding of the 'web of influence' 

and links with the dimensional approach to power. This type of constructivist - 
approach will be further developed using discursive analysis, influenced by the post- 

modernist and post-empiricist schools, as discussed in Chapter Four, moving it 

towards a more interpretist position as outlined earlier in this Chapter. 

4.6 DATA COLLECTION 

As illustrated in Figure 4.2 data collection has been completed using a multimethod 

approach (Robson 2002) namely: non-participant observation (observe), semi-structured 
interviews (think about) and document review (talk within). The utilisation of different 

methods has allowed triangulation to take place, more specifically as classified by 

Denzin (1989), methodological triangulation. Such triangulation of methods has been 

beneficial, for this thesis, in two ways. Firstly, it allows validation of data by usIng 
different sources to gather data relating to the same research proposition and secondly 
it produces a richer source of knowledge. In this vein Flick (1998) argues that 
triangulation "systematically extend[s] and complete[s] the possibilities of knowledge 

production ....... [and] increases scope, depth and consistency in methodological 

proceedings. " (ibid: p230). Therefore, by following such a research design the findings 

presented in this thesis provide a more consistent and in-depth narrative of the chosen 
context, the policy-making process, and add to the validity of the overall thesis. 
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4.6.1 Interviews 

Interviews represented an important data source within my research. The focus of 

these interviews was two-fold: firstly to investigate UK sustainable development policy 

in general and secondly to examine the specific example of the review and 

development of the new UK sustainable development strategy. In broad terms the 

interview aims were to collect data which aided the understanding of the intervieweeg, 

own experience and approach to interacting with UK policy and how they see other 

actors being involved in the policy-making process. 

Interviews can be conducted in a number of ways; fully structured, semi-structured 

and unstructured (Robson 2002); semi-structured interviews have been chosen for my 

research. Sen-d-structured interviews are considered to be the most appropriate in this 

setting as the interviewees come from different backgrounds and hold contrasting 

views on the policy process, therefore it is important that the research design allows for 

all the viewpoints to be collected and considered. Semi-structured interviews are 

recognised as being efficient data collection vehicles under such consideration, as 

outlined by Flick, 

"Semi-structured interviews, in particular, have attracted interest and are widely 

used. This interest is linked to the expectation that tlw interviewed subjects' 

viewpoints are more likely to be expressed in a relatively openly designed interview 

situation than in a standardized interview or a questionnaire. " (Flick 1998: p76) , 

Semi-structured interviews were all chosen as they allow for flexibility but all ensure 
that certain information can be collected from each interviewee, for example, all 
interviewees in my research were asked for bibliographical information. 

InterviUv Approach 
Interviews have been conducted in two ways; face-to-face and over the telephone. The 

different approaches were used for practical reasons. Although face-to-face interviews 

are considered to be more preferable in theoretical terms, Robson argues that there is 

the possibility for a lack of rapport and less opportunity to clarify misunderstanding in 

the use of telephone interviews. However, these issues were not evident within my 

research, and the use of telephone interviews offered flexibility to the interviewee and 
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increased response rate. Notwithstanding these points, where possible, face-to-face 

interviews were undertaken. It is worth noting here that the quality of the outcome of 

the interviews is not considered to differ between the two approaches. 

Recording the interview data 

All interviews were recorded on mini disc or directly on to an MP3 player. The face-toý 

face interviews were recorded using a conventional microphone and the telephone 

interviews were recorded using an 'in-the-ear' microphone. All interviewees were 

aware that the interview was being recorded. All interviews were subsequently 

transcribed; an example of the interview transcriptions can be found in Appendix Il. 

The interview transcriptions were then used as the basis for data analysis as discussed 

in later in this section. 

Interview Schedule 

The purpose of the interviews was to gain an insight into the policy process by sharing 

personal experience and perceptions of the actors involved in the process. Therefore 

the interview schedule had to be focused enough to keep the interviewee within the 

boundaries of this research but also flexible enough to account for the different 

experiences and perceptions which may accompany the actors. An example of the 

interview schedule is given in Appendix I. The content and focus of the interview 

schedule was based on an initial literature review and the development of the original 
AIF; in addition, where new issues were identified from data collection as the research 
developed, the interview schedule was altered according. This did not result in any 

major changes but altered the focus slightly. Initially the interviews focused on 
informing the interviewer about myself and the research. This helped set the scene and 

relax the interviewee into the conversation before detailed information was requested. 
The interviewee was informed that none of the information given would be directly 

attributable to them as individuals or to their specific organisation. Biographical 

information was then requested from the interviewee, including organisation, position; 

also, if they had previously been involved in the policy process in different 

circumstances, what these were. Following these direct close questions, more open 
questions were asked regarding their involvement in the policy process relating to 
sustainable development; these open questions included examples of influence 
included in the AIF. The interviewees were also asked how they thought they 
influenced the policy process ando how others, particularly MNCs, influenced 
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sustainable development policy. Interviewees were asked to provide specific examples 

and also to discuss what other actors they were aware of in the policy process. The 

interviewees were asked if there was anything more they would like to add that they 
felt was relevant to the research questions outlined and the discussion which had 

occurred. Snowballing, discussed more in the next Section, was used to identify 

interview participants, therefore the interviewees were asked if they could recommend 
other people whom they thought it would be appropriate to interview. Interviews 

which took place in the later stages of my research also included a discussion of the 
findings so far. The aim of this was to see if the findings that had been taken from the 
data fitted with the experience of the policy process held by the actors. 

Interviewee Selection 

As discussed previously, in Chapter Two, MNCs are seen as being just one non-state 
actor making up the complex governance structure of UK policy-making. Therefore, it 
is important that data is collected which reflects such a multi-actor decision-making 

process. To achieve this, a range of state and non-state actors were selected for 

interview. Interviewee selection essentially employed a snowballing approach, where 
a small number of interviewees were selected from the population of interest, and were 
then subsequently asked to identify other members of interest (Robson 2002: p 265). 
Selection of the interviewees was undertaken based on theoretical sampling, therefore 
the interviewees were selected based on "their relevance to [my] research questions 
[and my] theoretical positions" (Mason 1996: p93). Theoretical sampling, unlike 
statistically based approaches, means that selection is made based on the potential 
insight which can be provided by a interviewee/ participant into the development 
theoretical area of study (Flick 1998). The key point here is that within theoretical 
sampling the "'process of data collection is controlled by the emerging theory" (Glaser 

and Strauss 1967: p45). This links to the idea of 'theoretical saturatiore (ibid 1967) and 
how to draw boundaries around sampling. Saturation point occurs when the data 
ceases to provide any new insights relating to the research questions set. Saturation 
has been employed in setting the boundaries of data collection within my research. 

Practically, selection of the interviewees was initially made based on information 
available in the public domain, for example government websites and lists of task force 
attendees etc. Interviewees were also asked, following the snowballing approach, if 
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they were aware of actors who they felt were instrumental, or indeed just purely 
involved in the decision-making process, and whom it therefore would be useful to 
interview. In addition, if any actor was identified during the consultation meetings 
follow-up interviews were scheduled. A fist of interviewees can be found in Table 4.2, 

along with the date of interview and its length. 

Interviewee Type Interviewee Date of interview Interview Approach 

Position and Length (mins) 

Central Head of unit 27th July 2004 TeIe Fh-o-n ýe 

Government 45.03 

Regional Regional Policy 30th July 2004 Telephone 

Government Advisor 50.15 

Regional Regional Policy 23rd March 2005 Face-to-f ce 
Government Advisor 63.23 

Regional Business 1st September 2004 Telephone 

Government Advisor 62.10 

Central Head of 30th May 2005 Face to-fac`e-ý 

Government Sustainable 80.48 

Development 

Central Head of unit 30th May 2005 Face to--fac-e-ý 

Government 59.10 

MNC Director of CR 25th August 2005 Telephone 

42.35 

MNC Senior CSR 1st March 2004 Telejh-o-ne---ý 

Manager 61.04 

MNC Head 0f 4th March 2004 Telephone 

Corporate 55.05 

Relations 

MNC Director 101h December 2005 Face-to-face 

52.10 

MNC Senior Manager 8th December 2005 Telephone 

32.24 
MNC Director 23,, d November 2005 Telephone 

35.22 
Business and policy Senior Manager I 7th December 2005 Tel-ephon-e 

bký 
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consultant 1 1 32.40 

Business Senior Advisor 28th June 2004 Face-to-face 

Association 43.42 

Business Policy Advisor 8th November 2005 Telephone 

Association 36.06 

NGO Policy Advisor 29th July 2004 Telephone 

42.15 

Think Tank Senior 25th March 2004 Telephone 

Researcher 71.04 

NGO Policy 8th November 2005 Telephone 

Researcher 32.10 

NGO Head of Policy 14th December 2005 Telephone 

50.23 

Trade UrlIon National Th November 2005 Telephone 

Secretary for 61.03 

Business, 

Community 

and 
Environment 

(Task Force) 

Table 4.2 List of Interviews 

In total 20 interviews were completed, resulting in 17 hours and 18 minutes of 

recording. 

Pilot interviews 

In order to test the interview approach, the interviewer's technique and some of the 

assumptions made based on the literature review, pilot interviews were conducted 

with a representative from a MNC and NGO. These interviews demonstrated that the 

approach being taken was working and it allowed the interviewees enough freedom to 

explore the subject in a way which was suitable for them whilst still being focused on 

the research questions and aims. The pilot interviews provided an opportunity to test 

the equipment and to allow the researcher to become more competent in using new 
technology, specifically the telephone microphone. The interviews were also useful as 

they highlighted that each interview would last around one to one and a half hours 
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and that this was an appropriate length. This meant that when arranging future 

interviews, interviewees could be made aware in advance what time commitment was 

required. 

Intemiew data handling 

The AIF has been used to organise the data gained from interviews. The AIF outlined 

the possible modes of influence and relationship between these modes and the political 

context. In addition, analysis of the interview data took the form of coding, themes 

were identified from within the data and along with consideration of the literature. 

Coding of the data followed an 'editing approach' (Crabtree and Miller 1992), which 

outlined by Drisko (2000) and Robson (2002) is interpretative and flexible in approach, 
begins with no, or few a priori codes, with the codes being based on the researcher's 
interpretation (Robson 2002: p458). This interpretative approach is in-line with the 

approach taken by Rydin, which is outlined in Section 3.7 where a further discussion of 
data handling is given. Coding was completed by hand with each theme being colour 

coded; Appendix III an outline of the data handling process along with examples of 

coding and notation. The two approaches to handling the data have allowed for the 

production of two sets of findings, as outlined in Chapter Six, applied and theoretical. 

Reflection on interviews 

In general the interviews were successful, however, some practical considerations were 
noted. Two of the face-to-face interviews were undertaken in open, public spaces 
which meant that subsequent transcription was more difficult due to the background 

noise on the recording. In future I would try to avoid conducting interviews in such 
settings. An additional practical consideration when recording interviews was that it 
was noted that recording was very difficult if telephones on 'hands-free' were used by 
the interviewee, again this led to increased background noise which made 
transcription more difficult. Having background in the private sector was extremely 
helpful for me, particularly in the early stages of the research, in gaining access to 
business-related interviewees. 
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4.6.2 Non-participant Observation 

As outlined in Section 4.4 observation of how MNCs as actors engaged in the policy 

decision-making process was important in order to gain a complete picture of their 

role. Observation is important as a methodological tool as it allows for the production 

of a reality (Flick 1998) rather than relying on the interpretation of others through 

interviews and documents. 

As the focus of this thesis is the role, essentially the influence of MNCs in the policy 

process, it was important from a methodological perspective that my presence as 

researcher had the least impact on the discussion as possible, therefore non-participant 

observation was considered to be the most appropriate approach to choose. Therefore, 

non-participant observation was undertaken. Adler and Adler (1994) outline the non- 

participant observer as following "... the flow of events. Behaviour and interaction 

continue as they would without the presence of a researcher, uninterrupted by 

intrusion7 (ibid: p378 as quoted in Flick 1998: p137). 

Observation was undertaken in an "'unsystematic" way, following Flick; this means 

that the observation approach was flexible and responsive to the process being 

observed and no fixed scheme of observation was set at the outset of the research. 

Observations were made in a mixture of settings, large group meetings which were 

largely based on presentation and question and answer sessions, and smaller more 
interactive workshop type settings. A list of the meetings attended is given in Table 4.3. 

The format of the meetings/events was set by the organising body and therefore the 

researcher had no control over the setting. The organisers of the meetings were aware 

of my presence and research focus prior to my. registration and attendance at the 

events, however not all the participants were aware of my presence. In the larger 

group settings participants were not made aware of my activity, largely for logistical 

reasons, whereas in contrast my activity was made clear to the participants of the 

smaller workshop sessions. My presence as a non-participant observer did not appear 
to change the behaviour or focus of the participants, this position was checked and 

verified by one of the meetings' organisers. It is recognised that this is not a 'perfece 
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check on the research design. However, it was the only real option available and did 

provide some level of external verification of the process. 

Meeting Location Date Attended 

DTI 13th May 2004 

South East 28th June 2004 

Yorkshire and the Humber 1st July 2004 

London 13th July 2004 

North West 15th July 2004 

East 29th July 2004 

Table 4.3 Consultation meetings attended 

Recording t1w data 

Due to practical constraints and the possible impact on attendees, written records of 
the consultation events were taken, rather than audio recording as was the case for the 

interviews. From a practical perspective a number of the events were held in large 

spaces and therefore it was not possible to record the discussions to a satisfactory 

quality. This approach relied on the researcher taking accurate records, but unlike in 

interviews the researcher was not directly interacting with the dialogue of the event, 

therefore it was a more straightforward task. In order to gain consistency the same 
format for note taking was used at all of the events, this included noting who was 

speaking and what actor-group they represented. Immediately following each event a 

summary of the main points resulting from the observation were made, this aided 

subsequent more detailed analysis of the field notes, which was especially important in 

the absence of audio recording. 

Data handling 

As in the case of the interviews, when presenting the findings of my research no data is 
directly attributed to specific individuals or organisations, notation relating to the actor 
group is given. The same process of coding the observation data based on the main 
research themes identified, as outlined in the previous section was followed. 

Appendix III outlines this process in more detail and provides examples of the data 
handling. 
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4.6.3 Document Review 

The final method employed within the approach of 'observe, think about and talk 

widiin' is that of the review of relevant documents. Such documents, like the overall 
focus of this research design, have addressed UK sustainable development policy in 

the broader sense, and more specifically the development of a new UK National 

Sustainable Development Strategy. 

Document Name 

DETR (1999) A Better Quality of Life. A Strategy for Sustainable Development for 

the United Kingdom 

DETR (1999) Opportunities for Change UK 

DEFRA (2003) Achieving a Better Quality of Life: 2003 Annual Report 

SDC (2004) Shows Promise. But Must Try Harder 

SDRN Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 16th Dec. 2004 

Taking it on: List of Consultees 

Taking it On: Partial Regulatory Impact Assessment (2004d) 

Taking it on: A Consultation Paper (DEFRA 2004a) 

Taking it on: Involving The Business Community, DTI Conference 

Taking it on: Involving The Business Community: Speakers Biographies 

Taking it on: Involving The Business Community: Delegate List 
Taking it on: Yorkshire and The Humber: Delegates List 
Taking it on: Yorkshire and The Humber: Briefing Document 

Taking it on: Yorkshire and The Humber: Regional Dialogue Paper 
Taking it on: Yorkshire and The Humber: Draft Submission 
Taking it on: Yorkshire and The Humber: Final Submission 
Taking it on: South East: Regional Dialogue Paper: Briefing 
Taking it on: South East: Panel Report 

Taking it on: South East: Delegate List 

Taking it on: Go London: Consultation Feedback 
Taking it on: Go London: Consultation Questions 

- LTak 
ing it on: Consultation on International Dimensions of a New UK Sustainable 
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Development Strategy 

Action for Sustainability. The Regional Sustainable Development Framework for 

the North West 

Taking it on: North West Consultation Response 

A Sustainable Development Framework for the East of England 

Taking it on: East of England Briefing Note 

Taking it on: The East of England, Final Report 

Taking it on: Climate Change Business Breakfast Report (Futerra) 

Taking it on: Refining the Prosperity Objective 

Taking it on: Full list of respondents (as published on web) 
Taking it on: Information from On-line Consultation 

Taking it on: Interim Summary of Responses from'Virtual PaneY Participants 

Taking it on: Summary of Responses from'Virtual Paner Participants 

Taking it on: Summary of Responses from On-line General Access Consultation 

Taking it on: Summary of responsýs 

Taking it on: List of Response (as provided by SDU on CD ROM) 

Taking it on: Individual and Organisational Responses (as provided ýY SDU on CD 
ROM) (302 documents) 

DEFRA (2005a) Securing the Future: UK Government Sustainable Development 

Policy 

DEFRA (2005b) One Future - Different Paths. The UK's Shared Fr-axn-e-w-oýrkfor 

Sustainable Development, HMSO 

Table 4.4 List of Documents 

Undertaking a document review, in addition to the other methods employed, has a 
number of benefits. It allows for an unobtrusive study which requires no interaction 

with the actor producing the document, and in addition provides an important source 
of validation to the data collected during observation and interview (Robson 2002). 

Following the interpretative bent of my research, documents provide a useful 
mechanism for identifying 'social reality, as constructed by the actors involved in the 
policy-making process, as outlined by Atkinson and Coffey (1997): 
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"In paying due attention to such material, lwwever, one must be quite clear about 

what tIxy can and cannot be used for. T7wy are 'social facts'. in that tlwy are 
produced, shared and used in socially organized ways. " 

(ibid 1997: p47 as quoted in Silverman 2000: p 128) 

The document review provided useful context to the development of the interview 

strategy both in terms of institutional background and in aiding the identification of 
potential interviewees. The 'Taking it on' consultation documents, along with previous 
strategies provided some discussions of the government departments involved in 

sustainable development in the UK. From this, contact points could be identified and 
followed up through the use of Government websites. In addition, descriptive data 

was gleaned from the documents which allowed for further understanding of the 

actual process in which policy decision-making occurs as well as more substantive 
information relating to the analysis and discussion presented in Chapters Five and Six. 
For example, the formal consultation design was outlined in the "Taking it orý suite of 
documents, this information was then clarified and added to, through the interview 

process in order to provide a complete picture of the decision-making process. 

Data handling 

When handling the documents it was important to be mindful of the context as well as 
the content of the individual pieces. For example it was noted whether the documents 

reviewed were available in the public domain or whether they were 'private' 
documents. Specific discussion of data handling is given in the subsequent Section 4.7 

and is outlined in more detail in Appendix III. 

Reflections on t1w use of docunwnts 
Access to relevant consultation documents and previous strategies was easy as these 
are public documents, most of which are available for download from the relevant 
websites. However, it was only through networking, and to a certain degree luck that I 
was able to obtain some documents, namely the electronic copy of all the consultation 
responses sent to the SDU. By luck, I mean I was conducting an interview with a 
representative of the SDU at their offices at the time that the responses were being 
analysed. I am not sure if I had not been there at the time whether I would have had 
access to such insightful data. Access to additional documents was also gained 
through being present at the consultation events. As I registered to attend these events 
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I was given all relevant discussion documents, before, during and after the events 

which included drafts and the final response submitted to government. 

4.7 DATA HANDLING 

Following the multimethod. approach outlined above, three types of data sets were 

produced; interview transcripts; observational field notes and documents. The data 

was analysed in a general sense following the 'guide' set out by Miles and Huberman 

(1994), as outlined below, and more specifically using the AIF and discourse analysis, 

Appendix III provides more details and examples on this process. 

Wes and Huberman's classic set of analytic moves 

1. giving codes to the initial set of materials obtained from observation, 

interviews, documentary analysis etc.; 
2. adding comments, reflections, etc. (commonly referred to as "memoe); 

3. going through the materials trying to identify similar phrases, patterns, 
themes, relationships, sequences, differences between sub-groups, etc.; 

4. taking these patterns, themes, etc. out to the field to help focus the next 

wave of data coRection; 

gradually elaborating a small set of generalisations that cover the 

consistencies you discern in the data; 

linking these generalisations 

to a formalised body of knowledge in the form of construct or theories. 
(Mfles and Huberman 1994: p . 9) 

Box 4.1 Miles and Huberman's analytical moves 

Although Miles and Hubermanýs guide is firmly grounded in realism it does provide 

suggestions for handling the data set and in some respects guiding the overall research 
design process. It is particularly useful as a frame of reference in multimethod studies, 
as employed here, as it allows for an internal validation process within and between 
data types. In addition to following this guide, discourse analysis was used as a 
method of analysing the data with the AIF providing a theoretical lens through which 
to view the data. The AIF is used as a lens to analysis the data; this is done in two 
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ways. Firstly assess whether any of the direct influences are present and secondly, 

whether more tacit modes of influence are at play, it is in this case that discursive 

investigation becomes particularly important. The development and use of the AIF was 
discussed in more detail in Chapter Three; however, it is useful at this point to outline 
that within my research the AlF is used in two, connected but slightly different, ways. 
Firstly, it provides a systematic way of understanding and outIft-ting the modes of 
influence at play within the decision-making process, relating to MNCs and secondly, 

and most relevant to this immediate discussion it provides a way of organising the 
data. 

Discourse analysis is understood and used in many different ways (Wetherell et al, 
2001 Howarth et al 2000) ranging from those originating in the linguistic tradition 
focusing on the language of different social groups (Robson 2002, Milroy 1980) to the 

work of the social psychologists (Potter and Wetherell 1987) which undertakes a 
detailed analysis of discourse within a context which requires a "good understanding 
of the theoretical framework for the analysis". (Robson 2002: p365). Within my 

research the approach to discourse has been one which is flexible, focusing on the role 

of language in creating knowledge within a social and cognitive context (van Dijk 1996) 

and has followed the approach employed by Rydin in her investigation of conflict and 
consensus in environmental planning, which involved "close reading [of the data] to 
discern trends and patterns" (ibid: appendix). In contrast to the use of the AT to 

prganise the data, the more general themes were developed from the data itself. Seven 

themes were identified as being relevant to the specific research questions posed; 
within these, supporting extracts from the narratives were taken with the actor group 
and context recorded, for example MNC: Meeting, or Government Department: 
interview. This follows the guide for handling qualitative data set out by Miles and 
Huberman, outlined above. In respect to developing the data themes, the work of 
grounded theory has been useful in informing the approach taken. Although 

grounded theory has not been followed as a strict methodological approach, the work 
of Glaser and Strauss (1967) has been helpful in providing a logical framework in the 
identification of the themes. Silverman (2000) outlines Glaser and Strauss's three 
stages for analysing observation data: 
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1. An initial attempt to develop categories which illuminate the data 

2. An attempt to 'saturate' these categories with many appropriate cases in 

order to demonstrate their relevance 

3. Developing these categories into more general analytic frameworks with 

relevance outside the setting. 
(Silverman 2000: p152) 

Box 4.2 Three stages for analysing observation data 

An example of the thematic notation and coding, along with a further explanation of 
the data handling process is given in Appendix III. 

The approach employed to data handling has allowed for a systematic review of the 

modes of influence employed by, and available to MNCs but has provided a broader 

understanding of the sustainable development decision-making context. With 

reference to the overall aim of investigating the role of MNCs in UK sustainable 
development policy, this approach has allowed for the understanding of the role of 
MNCs in the development of a new UK NSDS, and also the role they play in 

constructing the wider debate and context of sustainable development in the UK. 

4. ZI Potential Problems 

The approach employed to data handling has been very much one which is reliant on 
the researcher, as a human analyst, rather than the use of computerised software. This 

approach is in line with the flexible, interpretative stance taken, however, it is not 
without its potential problems. Robson (2002) provides a useful summary of the 
potential issues involved; 
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1. Data overload: Limitations on the amount of data that can be dealt with; 

2. First impressions: Early inputs make a large impression so that subsequent 

revision is resisted; 
3. Information availability: Information which is difficult to get hold of gets 

less attention that that which is easier to obtain; 
4. Positive instances: There is a tendency to ignore information conflicting 

with hypotheses already held, and to emphasize information that confirms 

them; 

5. Internal consistency: There is a tendency to discount the novel and unusual; 
6. Uneven consistency: The fact that some sources are more reliable than 

others tend to be ignored; 

7. Missing information: Something for which information is incomplete tends 

to be devalued; 

8. Revision of hypotheses: There is a tendency either to over- or to under- 

react to new information, 

9. Fictional base: The tendency to compare with a base or average when no 
base data is available; 

10. Confidence in judgement: Excessive confidence is rested in one's judgement 

once it is made; 
11. Co-occurrence: Co-occurrence tends to be interpreted as strong evidence for 

correlation, 
12. Inconsistency: Repeated evaluations of the same data tend to differ. 

(Robson 2002: p 460, adapted and abridged from Sadler 1981. p 27-30) 

Box 4.3 Potential issues in qualitative research 

The potential deficiencies were avoided, or minimised, by firstly being aware of the 

potential problems and therefore constantly reflecting on the methodological approach 
in order to make an internal check. Secondly, as the multimethod approaches allowed 
for triangulation of the data and as discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 this allows for a 
consistent approach and provides a mechanism for crosschecking the findings between 
data sets. Most importantly, the data was collected and handled in a consistent and 
systematic way, using the AIF as a framework for ordering the data and the systematic 
categorisation to develop the broader thematic findings. 
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The assumptions and findings from the data analysis were introduced into the later 

interviews as a way of providing some level of validation for the findings. In this way 

the actors themselves considered whether they agreed with the findings from their 

own perspective and experience of the decision-making process. This process of 

validation was a positive one, with two general responses; yes straight-forward 

agreement with the statements, and more reflective stances in which the actors noted 
that although they had not previously considered that stance, upon reflection they 

could see how certain influences were occurring. This was particularly true in the case 

of the growth of a corporate-centric discourse as the dominant policy discourse, see 
Chapter Six. 

4.8 OVERALL REFLECTIONS ON THE RESEARCH EXPERIENCE 

Both direct and tacit influence has been captured within this thesis; however, it is still 
felt that not all modes of influence were recorded to their true extent. Although 

interviewees acknowledged that individual conversations with government officials do 

take place, it is impossible as a researcher to get a record of these private conversations. 
This reflects the stance of Henriques: 

"Transparency on the part of those lobbied is also important. Official records of 

government consultations are typically published, painstakingly capturing every 
document which hasformed part ofa consultation exercise. Yet there is very rarely a 
routine obligation on government to declare the personal encounters they have had 

with company representatives, and it is often during such Meetings that the real 
business is done. Without such transparency it is difficult to discern the pattern 

of influence to which government has been subject. It is sometimes possible to 

obtain information about such meetings by making use of freedom of information 

legislation, but of course this presupposes that the enquirer knows what to request. " 
(Henriques 2007: p154 emphasis added) 

Notwithstanding this problem, through the acknowledgement of such activities my 
research has been able to at least outline that this mode of influence is at play within 
the UK policy decision-making process. 
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At the onset of this work I had expected it to be quite difficult to recruit representatives 

of MNCs/business as interviewees; however, this did not prove to be a problem. The 

main reason for the relative ease of recruitment was due to my background in the 

private sector. This not only provided me with a ready-made access to a network of 

relevant actors but it also provided some level of confidence in the individuals that I 

was not a 'mad greenie' who wanted to throw mud at them. I am not sure securing 
interviews would have been as 'easy, particularly at the initial stages of the research, if 

I had not held such a background. In contrast, securing interviewees representing the 

NGO section was more difficult. Many of those from NGOs did not agree to interview 

for two main reasons; either lack of resources, particularly time, or they felt they did 

not have the appropriate knowledge to be included in this research. 

As the timing and order of data collection was largely governed by the design of the 

Government! s consultation exercise around the new UK NSDS, the different data 

collection methods were carried out in parallel. Although this approach was 

undertaken through necessity rather than choice, I would follow this parallel approach 

again in the future as it provided constant internal checks of the data and helped avoid 
the problems outlined earlier in Section 4.7.1, such as the issue of first impressions. 
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5 
Results and Analysis 

5.1 CHAPTER OVERVIEW 

Previous chapters have outlined the justification for this study and provided the 

context in which it is located. A discussion of the development of the AlF, outlining its 

use as an evaluation framework which provides a synthesis position to analysis has 

been presented, along with the methodological considerations and approach to be 

taken. Subsequently, this Chapter will present and provide analysis of the data 

collected within this thesis. Firstly, the primarily analytical focus of the review and 

production of the UK National Sustainable Development Strategy (NSDS); 'Securing the 

future'will be outlined using the AT as proposed in earlier chapters. This is followed 

by a broader review of sustainable development policy decision-making, outlining 
data gathered through interviews with various actor groups, which acts to compliment 
the analysis of the UK NSDS. 

This Chapter will begin with an overview of the process of the review and 
development of the new UK NSDS; 'Securing tlx future'l along with a review of the 

participation of the state and non-state actors in the review process. The AT is used to 

overview the policy-making context and to frame the influence at play within this 

process. 
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5.2 REVIEW OF THE UK NATIONAL SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

STRATEGY 

The review of the UK National Sustainable Development Strategy (NSDS) represents 

the political context element of the AlF. By outlining the process it can be seen that 

political context is an important part of the evaluation of the influence at play in 

sustainable development policy. The first three elements; mode of influence, political 

context and intermediate influence, along with the interaction between them will also 
be investigated. This will be done for the whole review process, however particular 

emphasis is placed on the "Taking it on' element, as this represents the main formal 

stakeholder consultation exercise. 

Taking it on 

Review of NSDS 

---------- 

Taciti 

Mode of Political Intermediate Policy 
Influence Context Influence 

Outcome 

Direct' 

............ ----------- 
----------------------------- ---------------------------- 

Feedback 

.................................................................................. 

Figure 5.1 AIF primary level in the context of 'Taking it on' 

As represented in Figure 5.1 the immediate political context of this element of the data 

analysis is the review of the UK NSDS. In broader terms the political landscape was 
one of newly devolved decision-making structure and a governance structure which 
was heavily focused towards inter/ intra-agency and departmental co-operation. 
Devolution was a particular new challenge for DEFRA in developing a new NSDS. 
Jones (2006) states that this was one of the most demanding challenges faced in the 
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development of a new strategy for the UK. More discussion of the background and the 

wider political landscape and governance under New Labour is given in Chapter Two. 

Figure 5.1 also highlights where the "Taking it on' consultation exercise fits within the 

AIF and therefore, demonstrates how the AN has been used as an evaluation 

framework to organise the data collected within this thesis. Prior to the more detailed 

presentation and analysis of this data, the overall process for the review and 

development of the NSDS will be given. 

5.2.1 The Review Process 

In order to evaluate the influence at play in the development of the UK NSDS it is 

important to understand the review process. The importance of the process itself has 

been highlighted by Jones (2006); in her review of the development of the NSDS, she 

states; "The process for reviewing or creating a SD strategy can - indeed should - be 

part of the outcome" (ibid. p127). Jones also highlights the importance of participation, 

stating that it was one of the main aims of the Sustainable Development Unit (SDU) in 

the review and production of the new NSDS. Jones outlines that, "Our key aims for the 

process were to encourage participation and discussion on SD, and to improve 

delivery. We therefore tried to design the process with these objectives in mind. " (ibid. 

p127) 

The review process was broken down into a number of different stages and employed 

various consultation methods, see Figure 5.2. The main consultation exercise; 'Taking it 

onp was preceded by an initial 'fact findine activity: Wwre Next for t1W UK on 
Sustainable Developnient? 'I which ran from 6th December 2002 until 16th January 2003. 

This exercise consisted of an on-line forum, written consultation and a subsequent one- 
day seminar, with the aim of identifying the main priorities to be focused upon within 
the review and was run on-behalf of DEFRA by UNED-UK, (UNED-UK 2003). In 

addition to this fact-finding process, the ministerial and stakeholder sustainable 
development Task Force commissioned three stakeholder's papers addressing the 
following questions: 

15 The stakeholders are: 'Sara Parkin, Sally Nicolson and Ian Christie, Real World Coalition; Graham Wynne, RSPB and 
Dieter Helm, New College Oxford University! Oones 2006 p126) 
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a "Mwt t1w current strategy has delivered in tems of sustainable developtnent in the 
UK, 

Mwre has itfailed to deliver and why; and 

o What the challenges for the next strategy in the light of WSSD outcomes are, and how 

these should be addressed. " 

Gones 2006: p126) 
The use of stakeholders to give specific guidance highlights that influence in the 

decision-making process begins long before the consultation period, but yet still is in a 
formalised enviromnent. Using the secondary level of the AIF, the mode of influence 

and intermediate influence can be assessed. The original AIF does not specifically 

cover this mode of influence, although it is closely linked with advisory committee and 

consultation and the tacit mode of influence of research; these modes do not cover the 

specific selection and invitation nature of this scenario. It is suggested that a new 
mode of influence be included in the AIF to reflect such activity. Alterations and 
amendments to the AT will be discussed later in this chapter. 

Subsequent to the completion of the stakeholder reports a workshop was held, with 
sustainable development officials from the different government departments. These 

early workshops and reports, along with a review of the implementation of the 1999 
Strategy, were used by the DEFRA to develop aims and principles which were to guide 
the review process. These aims and principles are outlined below: 

"Ilte aim of t1te strategy review will be to achieve, by early 2005, a revitalised strategy 

which will produce a step change in tIze delivery of sustainable development in the UK. 
7'he principles guiding the review will be that the review process and the new strategy 
should: 

9 Increase awareness of, and engagemen t with, sustainable development 

9 Build a sense of common purpose across t1w UK, but support devolved, regional 
and local diversity; 

e Embed sustainable development more effectively within government action and 
policymaking; 

* Improve delivery of sustainable development outcomes, and sustain a focus on 
delivery in t1w longer tem; 

9 Build on what Ims already been done but challenge ourselves and otlzers to do 
more, 
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0 Be inclusive, involving stakeholders and those responsible for delivery at all 
levels; and 

* Provide leadership, through a clear vision and priorities". 
Gones 2006: p127) 

The main consultation exercise, "Taking it on: developing UK sustainable 
development strategy together'. was launched in April 2004. The 'Taking it on' process 

consisted broadly of four approaches (DEFRA, 2004c): 

1. Circulation and request for comment on one main consultation paper, which 
included specific questions to be considered by stakeholders. This document 

was sent out to 1,735 invited participants as well as being openly available on 
the internet, 

On-line consultation consisting of a virtual panel for invited participants and a 

general access space; 

3. Organised events and meetings, including one meeting in each devolved 

administration and English Region (9). In addition to regional meetings, issue- 

and actor-specific (themed) meetings were also held, made up of 9 events which 
encompassed 23 workshops, with 6 workshops being organised with local 

authorities and local strategic partnerships; 
Informal dialogue and subn-dssion of opinion. 16 

The main consultation paper, 'Taking It On: developing UK sustainable developinent 
strategy together. outlines that the consultation process was formed around four main 
pfiority areas: 

"Climate change and energy; 
Sustainable consumption, production and use of natural resources; 
Environment and social justice, and 
Helping communities to help themselves. " 

(DEFRA 2004a: p19) 

16 Figures taken from DEFRA (2005a) An Evaluation of the 2004 Taking It On" Consultation on the UK's Sustainable 
Development Strategy supplied by DEFRA/SDU 
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These priority areas demonstrate the importance which has been placed on 
consumption and production and therefore economic considerations and business 

activities. The importance of business is also highlighted in the same document in the 
discussion of particular areas where progress is required. The document also sets out 
that "to make progress in these areas we [the UK Government], and others need to take 

action to; help change behaviour; take forward sustainable development 

internationally and in Europe; get the structures and tools right so that we have the 
institutional capacity and leadership in the UK from the national to the local level, and 
increase the business contribution to achieving sustainable development. " (ibid: p1q). 

The priority areas outlined above linked into the other elements of the 'Taking it on' 
process by providing a degree of structure for the related workshops and events. To 

understand the influence wifi-iin the consultation process it is important to review the 
format of the workshops and events. 

Each English region was asked, by DEFRA, to hold a 'regional dialogue event. 
Although suggestions for the format of the event were supplied, each region had the 

power to conduct the event as it wished. All of the events, to differing degrees, were 
multi-stakeholder, however, the format of the events varied. A number of the events 
were based loosely along the same theme, with key regional institutions/ individuals 

providing keynote addresses; these were followed by break-out sessions for the 
discussion of specific issues. At one meeting these issues were identified in the earlier 
session by the audience and did not necessarily mirror those set out by DEFRA in the 
consultation document. Others followed the consultation document; in one meeting it 
was a n-dxture of the two approaches. The North West region held quite a different 

style of event. Prior to the event delegates were asked to submit questions which could 
be put to a panel; these were reviewed and a limited number of questions were tabled 
at the event. The event then consisted of a panel of regional representations, including 
large business, being posed these specific questions. This question and answer 
approach was accompanied by an on-line survey. Subsequent to the events each 
region produced a specific consultation report which was sent back to DEFRA for 
consideration. 
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The therned workshops often worked along similar lines to the regional events, with 

the focus of the therned events including; business engagement, the 'prosperity 

objective'; behaviour change; international dimensions and community development. 

These events were run by both government departments and by other groups such as 

NGOs, think tanks and other government sponsored groups. Again, as with the 

regional events, reports reflecting the discussions were produced for consultation 

purposes and submitted to DEFRA. An important consideration, from a multi-actor 

analysis perspective, is that the majority of the delegates at these regional events, and 

indeed the issue-specific events were selected and invited directly by the organisers. 

Although the meetings were open, it seemed few delegates had 'approached' the 

organisers for places. 

In the wider context, as a basic requirement the 'Taking it on' process had to foUow the 

Government's six criteria for public consultation, as surnmarised below: 

0 "allow at least 12 weeks for formal consultation, 

0 clearly set out the questions asked and the timescale for responses; 

0 make sure that the consultation is clear, concise and accessible; 

0 let people know what responses we receive and how they contribute to 

developing new UK sustainable development strategy; 

0 monitor how effective the consultation is; and 

0 check that the consultation follows the principles of better regulation 
(Cabinet Office 2004: p4) 

The responses resulting from all methods of consultation, once received and collated, 

were passed on to working groups, each of which focused on a specific theme, see 

Figure 5.2. In addition to government representatives, these groups also included 

external stakeholders. The groups worked within the remit of identifying the key 

issues and proposing possible policy responses to them. These issues and responses 

were then fed into a draft strategy which was then submitted to a high level 

programme board for consideration. The programme board consisted of senior 

managers from key government departments, in addition to representatives of the 

Devolved Administrations and the chair of the Sustainable Development Commission 

(SDC) Uones 2006). As discussed in this Section of the thesis, and outlined in Figure 

5.2, the overall review process consisted of a number of stages and approaches. The 
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impact of process design will be discussed later in this Chapter. However it is 

noteworthy at this point to highlight how the design of the process has allowed certain 

actors to have influence outside the mainformal' consultation exercise. For example, 
in the early stages in the development of a new UK NSDS, selected stakeholders were 

used to develop the fundamental aims and objectives of the process and then in the 
final stages inter-departmental influence is evident through the use of the high-level 

prograrnme board. It could be argued that such influence is of key importance as it has 

occurred at vital stages in the process, when the boundaries are set and the final 

decisions are made. 

The following sections will now go on to provide basic analysis of responses submitted 

and participation within the NSDS review process. In addition, as outlined in Chapters 

Three and Four, influence will be assessed in more detail through the application of the 
AIF. The AIF will be used to analyse the influence at play within review of the NSDS, 

including the "Taking it on' consultation exercise. 
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5.3 APPLICATION OF THE ACTOR INFLUENCE FRAMEWORK 

As discussed in Section 5.2, the primary level of the AIF provides a lens through which the 

context of the review and production of the new NSDS can be examined, as it represents 

the broad policy decision-making process. As stated previously the political context is that 

of the review of the NSDS (see Figure 5.2), essentially the production of the UK 'Securing 

the future' Strategy, with the narrower focus being located with the 'Taking it on' 

consultation process. 

The data indicates, as discussed in the previous Section, that in addition to actors exerting 

influence, either directly or through tacit means, the political context itself is creating, and 

is subject to intermediate influence. Subsequently, the secondary level of the AIF can be 

used to examine in a systematic way how the process outlined in Figure 5.2 has created an 

environment within which certain modes of influence are more prevalent, and this has 

subsequently resulted in intermediate influence being present. Furthermore, the AIF 

secondary level has been employed within this thesis to look at the non-process-related 

influence; with the mode of influence and intermediate influence being discussed in turn, 

within this Chapter. In each specific example, the mode of influences and intermediate 

influences will be represented using the tertiary level (specific policy context) of the AIF 

as outlined in Chapter Three. It is useful at this point to re-visit the pictorial representation 

of the tertiary level as outlined in Figure 5.3. As discussed in Chapter Three it is at this 

level that a specific policy decision-making process can be examined, through breaking 

down the influence which occurs throughout the decision-making. Thus thesis uses the 

tertiary level to break down the production of the UK NSDS, each influence has been 

represented within the subsequent section using Figure 5.3 as a template. 
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Political Context 

Intermediate 

Influence 
Intermediate Mode of 

Influence Influence 

Inte ediate 

Influence 

Figure 5.3 ATF Tertiary Level: Specific Policy Context 

5.3.1 Direct Modes of Influence 

As outlined in Section 3.4.2 the secondary level of the AIF outlines the possible modes of 

influence whic h are available within the policy-making environment. In addition the 

secondary level outlines the possible intermediate influence which relates to each mode of 

influence. This Section will now frame the review and development of the new UK NSDS 

within the secondary level of the AlF. 

Figure 5.4 has reproduced Figure 3.5 outlining the modes of influence and intermediate 

influence (highlighted in bold) which have occurred in the development of the NSDS- 

Each of these, within the context of the data will now be discussed individually. As in the 

secondary level of the AIF the discussion is split into tacit and direct modes of influence. 

The direct modes of influence identified within the review of the UK NSDS are; Lobbying, 

Consultation, Advisory Committees, Task Forces and Expert Stakeholders. Each of theses 

modes of influence will now be discussed in turn. 
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Lobbying 

As lobbying occurs outside the formal consultation process it was difficult to see 

evidence of it through the document review and observational elements of this thesis. 

However, interview data shows that lobbying does occur, and did relate to sustainable 

development shaping the context of the NSDS. However, this was not necessarily the 

explicit aim of the lobbying activity. 

Consultation 

As discussed in Section 5.2.1, consultation has been integral to review of the UK NSDS, 

the main 'formaY consultation element was the 'Taking it on' process, but it is evident 

within all of the stages of the process, as highlighted in Figure 5.2. 

The 'Taking it on' process represents the government's formal consultation exercise. It 

was covered by Cabinet Office consultation guidelines and under its umbrella, formal 

documentation was produced for comment by stakeholders/ consultees. More 

importantly, it is this stage in the process which was named by the government as the 

consultation process. Due to the importance placed publicly on this element of the 

"Taking it on' process it is important to investigate participation both in terms of who 

was invited and who actually participated in this process. 

Involvenwn tin "Taking it on' 
As outlined previously the 'Taking it on', exercise consisted of a number of components; 

production of consultation documents posing specific questions to consultees; regional 

and themed events, on-line forums and community events. The design of the process 
itself has created a more conducive environment for certain modes of influence to 

occur and the subsequent creation of intermediate influence; these will be discussed in 

more detail within this chapter. However, prior to this discussion a review of the actors 
involved in the process will be made. 

Initially it is beneficial to evaluate invitation to, and participation in the 'Taking it oil' 

process. By scrutinising the invited consultees in addition to those who have been 

actively involved in the process it is possible to examine tacit influence. This is a 
fundamental constituent of the AIF and vital if a comprehensive framework for the 

assessment of influence is to be developed; to this end, a list of invited DEFRA 
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consultees (DEFRA 2004b) has been analysed. It is important to note at this stage that 

this analysis only represents those actors who were invited to participate, not those 

who actually did. Analysis of those actors participating in the process is given later in 

this section. 

The list of invitees was developed by using existing databases held by DEFRA and 
Sustainable Development Unit (SDU) and in conjunction with other government 

departments (Interview: Central Government: 30th May 2005). Within what seems a 

straightforward decision process, in which a common-sense approach has been 

adopted, a number of intermediate influences have become apparent. The impact of 
influence outside boundaries of the specific decision-making context is important in 

this situation. For example, an actor who has exerted influence through being involved 

in consultation or working groups in the past with government department will have, 

in some cases, gained insider status and even if this intermediate influence has not 

obviously occurred, the actor will subsequently be present on the appropriate 

databases, and will therefore, in this situation be specifically asked to respond to the 

'Taking it on' consultation documentation. It is interesting to note that DEFRA/SDU 

did not complete an evaluation of those invited to be involved in the consultation, 
focusing their official evaluation on the final list of consultees. It might have been 

enlightening, for them, from a policy-making perspective to have at least compared the 

two. 

Cross-department influence also came into play at this early' selection stage of the 

process; not only did other departments have influence in who was invited to respond, 
the intermediate influence of tiniescale was also evident. This is demonstrated in the 

extract below: 

".... t1wre was an inter-departnwntal delay in sending out tlw official invitation to 

participate.... " 

(DEFRA 2004c: p9) 

This type of delay has been important within the review, as feedback on to the 

consultation process has stated that timescale was one issue taken into consideration in 
the decision on whether or not to respond. Due to such delays, for some actors, the 

allocated response time in reality, was shorter than the 12 weeks suggested in the 
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Cabinet Office code for consultation, outlined earlier in this chapter. Figure 5.5 gives a 

pictorial representation, using the tertiary level of the AlF, of the interactions at play 

within and outside (represented by the dashed lines) the formalised boundaries of the 

consultation process. 

--------------------- 
Previous 

WorkingGroups 
Consultation 

------------ ; --------- Timescale 

Insider status 

'Taking it on' 
consultatiorc 

selection of consultees 

Cross- 
depaitmenW 

influence 

Figure 5.5 AIF Tertiary Level: Influence relating to the selection of consultees 

In addition to investigating the process by which invitees were chosen it is important 

to evaluate the breakdown, by actor type, of these invitees: invitations to take part in 

the 'Taking it on' process along with a copy of the consultation document were sent to 

1152 consultees, of these 218 (19%) were business and 108 (9%) were business-related 

organisations. Therefore, just over a quarter of those invited to take part in this 

consultation were related to business. Such a significant proportion of the invitees 

being linked to business and business-related actors demonstrates the emphasis placed 
by govermuent on business being involved in the consultation. 

Response rates 
The invitees have been evaluated in relation to business. It is important also to look at 

which actors have actually responded within the process. An analysis of the response 

rate and of business-related responses has been completed. This analysis has been 

based on publicly available data (DEFRA 2004(b), 2004(d)), an evaluation report of the 

consultation exercise (DEFRA 2004(c), and a CD-ROM containing responses subn-dtted 
to DEFRA17. 

17 This CD-ROM was supplied directly from DEFRA and is not publicly accessible. 
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A breakdown of all written responses (on-line, virtual panel and response to 

consultation document) received by DEFRA is given in Table 5.118. Table 5.1 provides 

a simple break-down of consultee involvement, showing NGOs and individuals as the 

actors with the highest response rate, at 28% and 22 % respectively. With business 

having a total response rate of 11%, the response rate of professional associations 

should also be added to this figure in order to give a true representation of business 

responses. This produces an overall response rate of 17%, which is still lower than that 

of NGOs and individuals. Superficially, this would suggest that NGOs have had more 

influence within the 'Taking it on' consultation process. However, involvement does 

not necessarily equate to representation. Therefore, these figures and analysis need to 

be handled in conjunction with the analysis data resulting from observation, document 

review and interviews. This point will be discussed later in this chapter, where a direct 

relationship between involvement and influence will be challenged. It should also be 

noted that responses from individuals may include responses from individuals who 

are active in, and are representing a business stance. However, no clear relationship 
between individual responses and business organisations could be made within this 

thesis. To understand further the business involvement in this process it is useful to 

break down the written response into business type; as shown in Table 5.2 below. 

Business response: On-line consultation 
A high proportion of responses from business, at 76%, were made on-line. Similarly, 

professional associations have a high on-line response rate at 66%. Therefore it is 

useful to break the on-line response down into type of business representation, with 

particular reference to MNCs. 

18 The total number of invited consultees presented in this table is slightly different to that outlined previously. The 
table is based directly on an evaluation paper prepared by DEFRA and the figure of 1152 (given in text) is taken from 
the published list of invitees. 
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MNC Professional Association Others 

Marks and Spencer ABI Andersen Construction 

Ltd 

Shell International Ltd ACCA DHERA 

Parson Brinckerhoff British Cement 

Association 

COMOS-UK 

Lafarge Cement UK British Stainless Steel EnAct Consulting 

BT Chartered Institute of 

Purchasing and Supply 

Euro Environmental 

Containers 

Slough Estates 

International 

Chemical Industries 

Association 

Levett-Therivel 

Sustainability Consultants 

Severn Trent Water Confederation of Paper 

Industries 

Scottish Water 

Procter and Gamble Construction Product 

Association 

UPM-Kymmene-UK Country Land and 

Business Association 

EEF 

Food and Drink 

Federation 

House Builders Federation 

Institute of Chartered 

Accountants 

Institute of Directors 

IEE 

Institution of Structural 

Engineers 

Manufacturers 

Organisation (The) 

Quarry Products 

Association 

9 18 

Total Responses 443 

Table 5.2 Business actors involved in the Taking It On process 
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Business response: written responses 
As with the on-line responses above, the written submissions have also been broken 

down into; MNCs, professional associations and others, see Table 5.3 below. Table 5.3 

is based on a copy of responses supplied by DEFRA. 

MNC Professional Association Other 

British Sugar Country and Land CAG Consultants 

Business Association 

Hendersen Global Institute of Chemical CITB construction + skills 
Investors Engineers 

RWE Power UKBCSE Co-operative Financial 

Services 

Slough Estates CBI Nirex Radioactive Waste 

International Management 

Thames Water Environmental Law 4LG + Sustainability 

Foundation Practitioner Network 

Balfour Beatty National Energy Sustainability Practitioner 

Foundation Network 

Marks and Spencer Environmental Services EAGA partnership 
Association 

Ove Arup and Partners House Builders Federation Future Perspective 
Ltd Cooperative ltd 

Severn Trent Water Institute of Structural Scottish Water 

Engineers 

Rolls Royce plc Chemical Industries 

Association 

Glaxp Smith Kline plc Confederation of Paper 

Industries 

Aviva plc Institute of Directors 
BT Institute of Environmental 

Management and 
Auditing 

Biffa Institute of Chartered 

Accountants in England 
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and Wales 

Food and Drink 

Federation 

ACCA 

14 16 9 

Total Responses 344 

Table 5.3 Written Consultation Responses: Breakdown of business-related 

organisations 

Based on this data the responses submitted by business can be seen as limited, with 

only 4% coming directly from MNCs and with 12% in total coming from organisations; 

with a business interest. It is noteworthy that a significant number (5%) of the total 

business responses have been submitted by professional associations, demonstrating a 
tacit mode of influence as a mode of influence, as outlined in the secondary level of the 

AIF. 

When looking at the on-line and written responses outlined above the total response 

rate of MNCs is 3%, with 4% coming from professional associations and 2% from other 
business-related organisations. In total only 9% of the on-line and written responses 

came from organisations with a specific business focus. Again, the analysis of total on- 
line and written responses shows that a significant proportion of the business-related 

response is coming through trade/ professional associations. This is an important 

mode of influence outlined in the AIF and one which is regularly discussed within 
literature as mechanism for business to influence government policy (see McRae 2005). 

It should be noted that this data set does not include responses which have been 

submitted as part of group-specific responses; for example, regional response or 
therned workshop. Although these figures should be handled with care, an indication 

of the formal engagement within the review of the UK NSDS can be seen. The 

importance of engagement by business in the formal consultation process, and to some 
degree perceived importance of business engagement in sustainable development in 

general, was highlighted at the initiation of the process in the consultation 
documentation and design, with a specific section being included in the main 

consultation report, and a specific business engagement workshop jointly organised by 
DEFRA and DU to launch the "Taking it on' consultation process. 
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Written Consultation: 7he Importance of Business 

The importance placed on the involvement of business is clearly stated in the 'Taking it 

on' document (DEFRA 2004a). Firstly, the involvement of business is given a dedicated 

section in the report; no other actor-specific group has been singled out in such a way. 

The extract below is taken from this section and demonstrates the importance placed 

on the role of business activity in the goal of sustainable development within wider 

society. 

"Government has an important role to play through active economic, social and 

environmental policies that support or stimulate action. But ultimately it is tIW 

action taken by businesses t1wmselves that will deliver a supply of products and 

services that are clean, resource-efficient, andfair to employees and communities. " 

(Consultation Documentation: DEFRA 2004a: P34) 

The importance placed on the role of business in delivering sustainable development 

and contribution to the NSDS is further highlighted in the same consultation 
document, through the questions posed for response, as outlined below: 

"Mat more needs to be done to improve tIw business contnibution to delivering 

sustainable development? " 
"What actions should 7ve take to support, enable or require a higher level of business 

contribution? " 

(Consulta tion Documentation: DEFRA 2004a: p34) 

Again, the role and importance of business in developing and delivering policy around 
sustainable development was present in the debate within the regional meetings and 
therned workshops. The following quotes are taken from business-focused meeting 
which, as outlined above, launched the Taking it on' exercise; 

"Business is critical in implementation and delivenj" 

(Therned Meeting: DR 13th May 2004) 

"Business is clearly t1w most important to get on board" 

(Themed Meeting: DTi:, 13th May 2004) 
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"Responsibility falls on corporations that deliver sustainable values operating in a 
sustainable world" 

(Therned Meeting: DR 13th May 2004) 

More significantly business, specifically MNCs, has been noted as 'knowing best' and 
understanding sustainable development more than any other, by both state and non- 
state actors, in the decision-making arena. The following quotations, have been taken, 

again from the consultation meetings within the "Taking it on' process. It is notable that 
the first quote is from a non-business actor. The emphasis which has been placed on 
business within the policy-making process provides evidence to reject the stance, as 
outlined earlier in this thesis, taken by Orthodox Pluralists that as an interest group 
there is nothing special about business (Wilson 2003). 

"Links with business, responsible business, are vital, because business understands 
more' 

(Regional Event: South East: 28th June 2004) 

"Business does delivery well, can explain to government how to do this"" 
(Therned Meeting: DTi: 13thMay 2004) 

Some disagreement with this stance that business knows best, was present during the 
consultation meetings (as shown in the quotation below); however, this was Imuited 

and appeared represent the minority view. 

" it's notjust businesswe need to recognise, t1wre is a role for t1w public sector' 
(Regional Event: South East : 28thjune 2004) 

The perceived understanding held by business and the importance placed on business 

organisations is also evident in the consultation evaluation documents, with the 
suggestion that in future exercises businesses could be used to help complete the 
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financial assessment of the regulatory impact assessment19, as highlighted in the 

quotation below. 

"77w Department [DEFRA] needs to consider Iw7v best to engage individual 

businesses in consultations. For example, businesses could Itelp to identify tlw costs 

and benefits of sustainable development to assist tIw regulatory impact assessment. " 

(DEFRA 2004d: p20) 

In this case the suggestion is going beyond merely engaging business in the review 

process, but having them* actively involved in the regulatory review which 

accompanies the process. 

During interviews undertaken following completion of the consultation process, 

interviews with government officials highlighted that there was general 

disappointment with the level of formal engagement with business and that they felt it 

could have been higher, as highlighted below: 

"We were disappointed with the final level of business engagement in the process. 
This is always something that we are aware of at t1w beginning of any consultation 

exercise [in relation to sustainable developnwnt]. " 

(Interview: Goverranent Official: 30th May 2005) 

Although the importance of business had been explicitly made throughout the process 

and DEFRA made it a clear aim that the engagement of business should be a vital part 

of the consultation process, formal engagement is limited. However, the quotation 

above highlights that the tacit influence of business is not recognised by the state 

actors, with only direct involvement in the consultation exercise being seen as 

influencing the policy outcome. 

19 An RIA is a policy tool which assesses the impact, in terms of costs, benefits and risks of any proposed regulation. A 

full RIA reflects the results of consultation - it is important that all those who will be affected by a proposal are given the 

opportunity to comment - and presents a range of options from regulation to non-regulatory alternatives such as codes 

of practice. It is submitted to Ministers with recommendations for action, future monitoring and evaluation. ) (HSE 

DNA) 
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MNC involvement in regional and tIzemed events 
Regional events, therned workshops and community events were key methods used by 

DEFRA to support the written and on-line consultation elements of the 'Taking it on' 

process. Again it is a useful starting point to look at the MNCs and more broadly 

business involvement in these events. A comprehensive data set is not available for this 
information, therefore the analysis is not exhaustive but it does provide a level of 
indication of representation at the different types of events. 

Table 5.4 below outlines the attendance of the different actors at the 13 therned events. 
It can be seen that attendance of all the groups identified in the consultation evaluation 

are fairly even, at 10% - 13%. Other organisations have an attendance of 43%, however 

there is no indication of the make-up of these 'other' organisations. 

Actor type20 Percentage attendance 

Individuals 10% 

Local Authorities/ LSPs 10% 

Central and regional government n/a 

Voluntary or community sector 12% 

Business/ economic organisations 12% 

Academic/ research 13% 

Other organisations 43 % 

Table 5.4 Business attendance at 'Taking it on' therned events (DEFRA 2004c: 

p13) 

Actor type East Midlands South East East of England 
LAs/LSPs 31 34 

Central and 

regional 

government 

19 17 n/a 

Voluntary or 

community sector 

12 12 -1-0- 

Business/ economic 6 14 10 

20 Categories as outlined in DEFRA (2004c) 
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organisations 
Acaden-dc and 

research 

n/a 3 3 

Other 32 20 47 

Table 5.5 Attendance at 'Taking it on' regional events (based on DEFRA 2004c: 

p12) 

In general terms business representation at therned events was in line with other 

actors, whereas at regional events attendance is lower. Interview data, as highlighted 

below, suggests that business attendance is likely to be higher if the events do not take 

a fuU day and if the event is focused on a certain theme/ issue, rather than covering the 

broader spectrum of the NSDS. 

"77wre is generally not a good business turnout for a Whole day event, this is 

why we had a business breakfast. " 
(Interview: Regional Goverrunent: 30th July 2004) 

Again it is important to reiterate that a direct relationship ýetween involvement and 
influence is questioned within this thesis, an argument which will be expanded later in 

this Chapter, particularly in the discussion of the modes of influence, agenda-setting 

and perceived power and the intermediate influences of accepted discourse and 

anticipated reaction. It is within this context that the tertiary and secondary levels of 
the AT are used which allows for a holistic evaluation of influence which does not rely 

on an observable casual relationship. 

When focusing on consultation it is of vital importance not only to look at who made 
suggestions, and how opinions were communicated into the policy decision-making 

process, but also to investigate how these opinions are dealt with by the policy-makers. 
Within the context of the review of the UK NSDS a number of elements are at play. 
Figure 5.2 highlighted that the final stages of the review process included collation of 

responses, theme-specific working groups and final review by a high-level programme 
board. This following section will evaluate how these mechanisms operated and their 
impact in regard to influence within the decision-making arena. 
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Collation of responses 
As discussed, the analysis of the involvement data set as completed in the previous 

sections is of use within this thesis, the numerical break-down does not directly relate 

to influence. It is enlightening to note that this stance has been taken by the UK 

Government within this decision-making context, as highlighted in the extract below, 

wl-dch is taken from the official consultation evaluation document. 

"Milst it is clearly incumbent on the Department [DEFRAI to consider all 

responses [written responses] fully, it would be unusual not to accord somewhat 

greater importance to responses from organisations with particular expertise, 
influence or representativeness. DEFRA has indeed done this, at least informally, 

but it has also taken notice of any innoMive suggestions from any source. " 
(DEFRA, 2004c: p. 26) 

-This extract demonstrated how the influence of actors who are outside the boundaries 

of the formal consultation exercise can have influence on the policy decision-making. 

In such a situation, using the secondary level of the AIF as a guide and the tertiary 

level within a specific context, a number of the modes of influences and intermediate 

influence can be highlighted. The effect of lobbying or an actor's position on an 

advisory cornmittee, either an NGO or business, creates a position of accepted insider 

/insider status; this can subsequently be translated into agenda-setting, through 

perceived power. Perceived power, in this context, may result in the decision-makers 

seeing a specific actor as holding certain expertise or knowledge, again this can be seen 
in the extract above. 

In contrast to the handling of the written responses, the online general access 

consultation was non-attributable and responses were dealt with by a user number 

rather than a name. The aim of this approach was to "enable online participants to say 
wliat tlwy 7vanted incognito, possibly outside their Organisational view, and 7vas anticipated to 

encourage full participation and ensure equality of responses (i. e. witil no Weighting of 
response). " (DEFRA 2004c: p17). In this situation some of the influences outlined in the 
discussion regarding written response did not occur. However, the approach taken in 
dealing with the online response was considered by some actors to give 
disproportionate importance to the written consultation, which was attributable, and 
thus created a less than transparent process. The lack of transparency in this area 
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means it is more difficult to ascertain the modes of influence and resulting 

intermediate influence. Notwithstanding this difficulty, the documentation reviewed 

suggests that although reoccurring themes are taken from the online consultation, 

more weight is given' to those written responses from recognised organisations or 

individuals. The consultation process has been described by Government as 'not being 

a referendum' (DEFRA 2004c), with importance and representativeness of specific 

response needing to be taken into account. This point is further reiterated in the 

concluding section of the evaluation report and, what is of further interest in this 

excerpt below is that weighting seems to have been completed on an informal basis 

and not as part of the formal analysis of the responses. 

"'T'he responses received to the written consultation and reports from all the 

consultation events were analysed by DEFRA. An issue for DEFRA was whether or 

not to weight replies based on knowledge and influence. VVhilst it is clearly 
incumbent on the Department to consider all responses fully, it would be unusual not 
to accord somewhat greater importance to responses from organisations with 

particular expertise, influence or representativeness. DEFRA has indeed done this, at 
least infortnally, but it has taken notice of any innovative suggestions from any 

source. " 

Emphasis added (DEFRA 2004c p 26) 

Advisory Committees 

In addition to the handling of responses the use of groups, and individuals, in an 

advisory role has been present in the "Taking it on' process. Although, as stated in the 

second level of the AT as a mode of influence, the use of groups explicitly referred to 

as advisory committees has not been employed in this review process. However, 
individuals and organisations have been selected to act in group settings to advise 
government on policy decisions within the review. Figure 5.2 shows that a key part of 
both the initial and the latter stages of the process has included selected workshops 
and working groups. Such methods of engagement have played a key role in 

providing access to a direct mode of influence for actors within this decision-making 
environment. 

Advisory committees have also been proven to act as a tacit mode of influence. As 

outlined previously in Section 5.3.1.1, selection of consultees and of the working 
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groups has been based on governmenes, specifically DEFRXs, work with 

organisations and individuals outside this specific decision-making context. In this 

instance the intermediate influences of accepted insider and increased status are 
becoming relevant as a result of the inclusion in advisory committees. This mode- 

intermediate influence process, as highlighted through the use of the tertiary level of 

the AIF (see Figure 5-8), is working in a similar way to that of narrower examples of 

working groups feeding into the 'Taking It On' process as outlined in Figure 5.2. 

Accepted Advisory Increased Status 
Insider Co ran-Li tte es 

L-- 

Figure 5.6 Tertiary Level Alf: Influence relating to advisory committees 

As shown in Figure 5.6 above, a two-way process is occurring between the mode of 

4 influence: advisory committee and the intermediate influence of increased status and 

accepted discourse, as demonstrated by the two-way arrows.. This two-way 

mechanism, as well as the accepted discourse affecting the policy discussion, also feeds 

back into the advisory committee and frames their future debate. 

Task Forces 

On a superficial level the role of task forces in the production of the new UK NSDS 

appears to be limited. However, the task forces have played a key role both in the 
development of the strategy and a role in meeting the outcomes of the 'Securing aw 
future' strategy. Firstly, focusing upon the UK Sustainable Development Task Force 
(SDTF) who were influential from the early stages of the development of the new UK 
NSDS, by providing a review of the existing strategy, and through commissioning 

stakeholder papers (as discussed earlier). The SDTF has the privileged position of 
access to direct communication channels with central Government, and in the latter 

stages of the process the SDTF suggested future changes and implementation actions. 
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Accepted insider Mobilisation of bias 
AL 

Leadership 
Agenda Accepted 

discourse 
Setting 

Status <-->/ Task Force 

Non-decision-making 

Business insight 
%ý Negotiating position 

Policy preference of others 

Figure 5.7 1 Tertiary Level: Influence relating to task force 

Figure 5.7 highlights the wide range of influence which is afforded to task forces; it is 

interesting to note in this example that one mode of influence, in this case task forces, 

can lead to another, agenda-setting. 

Task forces again came into play following the publication of the 'Securing t1te future' 

strategy. The Government introduced a new task force with the objective of sustainable 

procurement; the Task Force for Sustainable Procurement (SPTF) was given the remit 

to draw 'up an action plan to bring about a step-change in sustainable public 

procurement so that the UK is among the leaders in the EU by 2009' (UK Government 

2006).. It is interesting and valuable to review the make-up of the SPTF, which is 

chaired by a private sector representative; Sir Neville Simms and includes a number of 

business representatives; 41% of the SPTF member from business or business-related 

organisation, and of this 46% are MNCs. MNC representation-comes from BT, Hewlett 

Packard, Shanska, Tarmac/ Anglo-American, Vodafone and Compass Group. It is 

pertinent that the main task force resulting from the 'Sectiritig the fidure' Strategy 

includes such high business representation and is led by a leading private sector figure. 

The membership of* the SPTF is important as it has an implementation remit and 
directly advises govermnent on policy options. The continuous nature of the 

intermediate influence of insider status can be demonstrated here, as the members of 

the task force have influence on a number of different policy initiatives. 
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In addition to the creation of the SPTF a Business Task Force on Sustainable 

Consumption and Production (BTFSCP) has also been developed as a result of the 

'Securing t1wfuture' Strategy. The aims of the BTFSCP are as follows: 

"Provide policy guidance to Government, so fliat Government in turn can shape t1w 

context in which t1wre is a move to more sustainable consumption and production; 
Foster debate and learning on t1w most effective ways that business can move in the 
direction of more sustainable consumption and production; 
Identify tools and skills to enable business to implement sustainable consumption and 
production initiatives. " 

(BTFSCP 2006: pl) 

The first two of these aims outlined above, highlights the potentially influential role of 
the BTFSCP, and as with the SPTF this influence can be continuous and not confined to 
the production of the NSDS. The creation and emphasis placed on task forces wid-dn 
the realm of sustainable development demonstrates the importance placed on experts 
by the New Labour regime. The broader use of experts has also been investigated in 
this thesis. 

Expert Stakeholders 
As discussed in section 5.2.1, DEFRA conunissioned selected stakeholders to produce 

reports to provide a review of the existing strategy and to identify the challenges of the 
forthcoming NSDS review. As outlined in Figure 5.8 the decision to commission the 
three stakeholder papers led to a number of intermediate influences to be present in 
the decision-making process. As the papers were commissioned at the onset of the 
review and fed into the development of the principles and objectives of the review 
process, agenda-setting and non-decision-making are key intermediate influences at 
play. The outcome of such intermediate influence is that the 'scene is set' for 

subsequent strategy discussions; controlling how this is discussed (agenda-setting) and 
what is excluded from the discussions altogether (non-decision-making) Additionally, 

the use of stakeholder papers earlier in the strategy development process allows for 
policy preference to be shaped and mobilisation of bias to occur. 
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Accepted discourse 

Bu. 5inm in., 

Lea&rship 

)reference 

Non-dedsion-making 

Mobilisation of Bias Increased status 

Figure 5.8 Tertiary Level AIR Influence relating to the use of 'Expert' 

Stakeholders 

In addition, to creating intermediate influence within this specific decision-making 

arena, the use of "expert' stakeholders in this way also creates the intermediate 

influences of status, leadership and business insight which have impacts outside the 

boundaries of the review of the UK NSDS, as highlighted in italics in Figure 5.8 above. 

Two-way arrows are used in Figure 5.8 to demonstrate that by being and using, expere 

stakeholders leads to the intermediate influences of business insight, leadership and 

increased status and subsequently this perpetuates the perception that actors hold 

'expere status. In addition, as discussed in Chapter Three intermediate influences are 

shown in italics when there impact reaches beyond the specific policy decision-making 

process. 

In terms of the influence of MNCs, what is interesting in relation to the stakeholder 

reports is that the three stakeholders involved were not directly business-related. 

However, the individuals involved do have some links with the business community. 
Dieter Helm, stated by Jones (2006) to be from New College, Oxford University, is also 

associated with business-facing organisations, including holding the position of 

Chairman of Oxera Energy Group which provides a forum for senior energy industry 

managers to meet and discuss the direction of UK energy policy and the implications 

of the latest energy policy developments (Oxera 2006). Linking to the notion of mode 

and intermediate influence being linked with status and insider status, as highlighted 
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in the secondary level of the AIF, Dieter Helm is also a member of the Sustainable 

Energy Policy Advisory Group and Chairman of DEFRXs academic panel (Dieter 

Helm 2006). Therefore, selecting one example from Figure 5.6, business insight is an 
important intermediate influence in this case which results from being involved in the 

strategy decision-making process, as this will have subsequent benefits from a business 

perspective. 

This section has discussed, employing the secondary and tertiary levels of the AIF, the 
direct influence which has occurred within the production of the new UK NSDS, 
'Securing Owfidure'. The following section will now go on, in a sin-dlar way, to outline 
the tacit influence linked to MNCs which has also occurred in this process. 

5.3.2 Tacit Modes of Influence 

The ability to assess tacit influence is a fundamental characteristic of the AlF, allowing 
for a fuller assessment of influence at play in the policy decision-making process. 
Wid-tin the 'Taking it on' process the following tacit modes of influence have been 
identified: Trade Associations, Agenda Setting, Cross Departmental Influence and 
Perceived Power, each of these modes of influence will now be discussed individually. 

Trade Associations 

As stated previously in this chapter and in Chapter 2, trade associations have been 
highlighted widely in literature as a mechanism for business to influence government 

policy. A: 5 discussed in Section 5.3.1 trade a, ssociations made up a significant 
proportion of the invited and participating consultees in the 'Taking it on' process. 
With 5.5% of all responses originating from trade associations; 53% of all on-line and 
41% written business-related responses were submitted by trade associations, (see 
Tables 5.2 and 5.3). 

A key trade association within the UK, the Confederation of British Industries (CBI), 

with "a direct company membership employing over 4 million and a trade association 
membership representing over 6 million of the workforce - is the premier organisation 
speaking for business in the UKý (Written Response: CBI: pl: dna). Representation of 
business through the CBI has been present in a number of forms within the NSDS 

review. The CBI were present at the DTi business event and they have submitted 
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formal responses within the 'Taking It On' written consultation exercise. The formal 

response has been evaluated with extracts being used in subsequent sections of this 

Chapter, namely within the discussion of influence through agenda-setting. Extracts 

from this response will also be used in the wider context of emerging themes within 

this thesis. What is interesting to note here is that the CB1 have taken a conservative 

approach within their response, this reinforces the argument set out by McRae (2005) 

and does not reflect the pro-active stance of some of their membership organisations. 
The question of double standards and the trust placed in trade associations by business 

will be discussed in further detail later in this thesis. In a general sense the CBI 

response can be seen to be promoting 'old' arguments and repregenting the laggers in 

the sustainable development debate rather than the pace-setters. With emphasis being 

placed on not increasing the burden placed on business and allowing for flexibility in 

the system, as highlighted in the following extracts; 

"The risk, however, is of multiple initiatives wlicll create complexity and 

additional burdensfor business" 

(Written Response: CBI: p3) 

"An overly Prescriptive approach to sustainable developtuent will reduce choice 

and innovation, t1wreby making any solution less sustainable in tIw long term. " 

(Written Response: CBI: p5). 

As previously outlined, business involvement in the review of the UK NSDS has been 

emphasised from the outset of the review process, with engagement in reality being 

seen as limited. This thesis has found that one reason for this lack of formal 

engagement is the lack of focus, and high level nature of the strategy. This is also 
reflected in the response submitted by the CBL 

...... converting the philosophy of sustainable development into tangible actions is 

also key to securing tIw engagement of business. Climate changelenergy, waste, 
transport and land use planning are among t1w priority areas of interest to 
business. The scope to n=imise tIw commercial opportunities and minimise t1w 
burdensfrom sustainability policies in these areas slwuld be clearly identified. " 

(Written Response: CBI Response: p 
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Wifl-dn the review of the UK NSDS, trade associations been evident as a mode of 
influence in the form of sector specific organisations. Like the CBI, the UK Business 

Council for Sustainable Energy (UKBCSE) submitted a formal written response to 
DEFRA as part of the "Taking It On' process. Unlike the CBIs broad-based response, 
the UKBCSE's response had a specific focus on climate change; reflecting the Council's 

main focus which is "[focused] clearly on those aspects of sustainable development 

that interact with the delivery of the UICs Climate Change Programme" (Written 

Response: UKBCSE: pl: July 2004). Within this extract it can be seen that as well as 
demonstrating tacit influence in the case of business, the UKBCSE also demonstrates 

the importance of týe tacit influence of cross-departmental influence. The UKBCSE's 

response demonstrates the power of the DTI, discussing its historical block on 
integrating sustainable development into terms of reference of the Office of Gas and 
Electricity Markets (OFGEM), which was in direct contradiction to their sister 
organisation the Office of Water Servic& (OFWAT) terms of reference. It should be 

noted that this stance has since changed, but still serves to demonstrate the 

power/influence the DTI have, which is important in the context of this thesis in 

relation to the mode of influence of cross-departmental influence. 

"However the DTI has historically resisted its application in the energy sector in 

relation to the Office of Gas and Electricity Markets. It has been suggested that the 

sustainability of today's energy market might have been greater had the concept of 
sustainable development been built into the terms of reference of OFGEmftom the 

outset. " 

(Written Response: UKBCSE: p3: July 2004) 

The UKBCSE response goes on further to demonstrate the influence of DTI within the 
realm of sustainable development, and thus further highlighting the role of cross- 
departmental influence, within its discussion on regulation and electricity trading. 

"Tlw DTIs Sustainable Development Strategy also has no standing in relation to 
non-Ministerial Government Departmentsfor which tlwy are responsible, such as 
OFGEM. " 

(Written ResPonse: UKBCSE: p5: July 2004) 
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"DTI officials have privately admitted tlwt t1wir sustainable development strategy 

had no standing at all in relation to t1w evolution of tlw DTIs leadership role in 

t1w development and implementation of t1te New Electricity Trading 

Arrangements (NETA). Yliese in turn had a deleterious effect on t1te delivery of 

the Government's goals for sustainable energy, and increased the cost of 

Renewables Obligation to consunwrs. " 

(Written Response: UKBCSE: p5: July 2004) 

The second extract also highlights the ways in which trade associations themselves can 

influence government policy. The opening sentence shows that informal conversations 

between government officials and the UKBCSE take place. This type of influence can 

lead to the intermediate influences (see figure 5.9) of non-decision-making, policy 

preference, mobilisation of bias, negotiating position of others and cross-issue 

influence. The intermediate influence of cross-issue influence is also evident through the 

UKBCSE response as it demonstrates how government decisions and discussions on 

other topics, in this case energy, affect government policy and action more broadly on 

sustainable development. Due to the inter-disciplinary nature of sustainable 
development, cross-issue influence as an intermediate influence plays a vital role, and 

should not be under-estimated. 

Cross-issue influence 

Dual Stance 

Non-decision- 
making 

Policy Preference 

Figure 5.9 Tertiary Level AIF: Influence relating to trade associations 
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Although tiade associations can be seen to be playing a part in the review process, the 

emphasis placed on this role by some MNCS has diminished in recent years. As the 
interview excerpt below outlines, some larger businesses no longer want to hide 
behind trade associations or indeed take a dual-stance approach. 

"[The] final point I would make is that this is done very publicly and in all our 
policies we will no longer hide behind any trade body position any more; we will 
always have our own position even if that is just to say we endorse the position of 
the trade body. But the old days of getting them to do the dirty workfor us and 
us hiding anomalously behind them is gone. So we have actually got out there 

and taken positions on very well established issues that have been aro 
, 
und for 

20,30,40 years, like alcohol licences in supermarkets: where do they stand, what 
have they done, maybe they do more of that for us - on newer issues in 

sustainability, we are at tlw cutting edge of sonx of tlwse things in retail. So 
that's partly it - partly also we wanted to see and be acknowledged as leaders on 
these issues. Hiding behind a trade body you can't. If we were in a position 
where sustainability was a threat to us rather than an Opportunity I might hide 
behind a trade body but we are in a position where we want to build our 
reputation on tlw basis of wants on t1w back of it, so its in our interest to get out 
tlwre and have our own position. " 

(Interview: MNC: 25th August 2005) 
When questioned whether the interviewee felt this was the now the common position 
adopted by MNCs the following response was given: 

"I think there is a mixed position. I think the days of us all standing square behind a 
retail consortium or a trade body are going now. 77wre are some companies that are 
happy to remain hidden behind .... I think you will find the bigger players find it a 
little harder" 

(Interview: MNC: 251hAugust 2005) 
The data within this thesis can only suggest that this view is still largely within the 
minority; however, it will be interesting to see whether this marks the beginning of a 
wider trend. From a policy-maker's perspective the impact and thus influence of the 
main trade body, the CBI, has been brought into question, within interview, as 
demonstrated below. 
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"Ylx CBI have cried wolf too many times now, for example in discussions around 
the Large Combustion Plant Directive they stated the economic impact on 
business would be crippling and it turned out this wasn't the case. " 

(Interview: Central Govermnent: 30thMay 2005) 

The above quotes suggest that the concems raised by organisations such as the CBI 

relating to environmental/ sustainability issues may not be taken as seriously as they 

once were. 

Agaida-setting 

One of the most prominent modes of influence evident within development of a new 
UK NSDS has been that of agenda-setting. Agenda-setting has resulted from both 

process-orientated modes of influence and action-orientated modes of influence. 

Agenda-setting was first evident during the initial stages of the review, in the Were 

next? ' exercise and the conunissioning of the stakeholder reports, see figure 5.2. In the 

context of the Were next? ' situation agenda-setting is present in two ways. Firstly, the 

organisers of the exercise, UNED-UK, used actors' responses which had been collected 
during a separate exercise, completed outside the remit of the review of the UK NSDS 

and included them in the formal report that they submitted to government, as 
highlighted in the extract below. 

"Further to this, input is included where relevant ftoin wider infonnal 

stakeholder dialogues facilitated by UNED-UK Committee in the Wo-year run 
up to the WSSD andfollowing it. 500 organisations and 3,000 individuals were 
involved in t1w latter. " 

(UNED-UK 2003: p5) 

In such a situation, as outlined in this extract, an actor may have expressed an opinion 
or taken a stance in the wider context (one which was focused on the WSSD and thus 
the international arena) and subsequently, based on a decision taken by UNED-UK, 
this has been included in the Wwre next? ' exercise. Such actions illustrate the 
mechanism by which ideas are passed between decision-making contexts and how 
subsequently policy agendas based on such ideas are developed. 
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Agenda-setting was also evident in this early stage of the review process through the 

Wiere next? 'response workshop, to which specific actors were invited to attend. What 

is noteworthy about this situation is that although the themes discussed at the seminar 

are available for review it is not possible to attribute these to specific actors as the 

seminar was subject to Chatham House Rules. 21 This is uncharacteristic within the 

sustainability area where so much emphasis is placed on transparency and 

accountability. It does demonstrate the way agendas. can be set and the boundaries of 

policy decision-making can be constructed before a formal, open dialogue begins. 

The prominence of agenda-setting'so early in the process expounds how vital it is to 

understand tacit influence within the decision-making process. The first case of the 

UNED-UKs action to include stakeholder dialogue from outside the specific decision- 

making agenda goes further than the tacit influence outlined by Lukes (1974) where he 

argues that tacit power is present when actors are unaware of how their actions are 

interpreted and of the consequences of that action. In this case there has been no action, 

by the individual actors, in relation to the specific decision-making process; an 
institution has taken a decision to use stakeholder comments outside their original aim. 
This situation demonstrates that it is important, within analysis, to fully understand 

what is considered to be the policy decision-making boundaries, demonstrating the 

usefulness of the systematic approach provided by the AIF. 

A central feature of the governmenes approach to the review of the NSDS has been the 
involvement of stakeholders throughout the process, including the steps outside the 
formal consultation period, as discussed previously and outlined in Figure 5.2. This 

approach has allowed for agenda-setting to occur as process-orientated mode of 
influence throughout the decision-making process, not solely at the beginning as 
argued by some authors, see Newell (2000). The different involvement of actors in this 

context will now be reviewed. As outlined in Figure 5.2, and discussed in Sections 

5.2.1 and 5.3.1.1 'stakeholder' papers were commissioned at the initial stages of the 

review. The very nature and aim of this request results in influence is being exerted. In 

addition, what is interesting here is the tacit influence which subsequently occurs 

21 Chatham House Rules mean that the information can be used subsequently to the seminar subject to two conditions. 
neither the identity nor the affiliation of the speakers nor that of any other participant at the meeting may be revealed 
and; it may not be divulged that the information was revealed at the meeting. 
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within the later 'formal' consultation exercise; 'Taking it on'. As discussed earlier the 

design of the process at these initial stages has been used to argue upon the aims and 

objectives of the process and therefore fundamentally set the agenda of the discussions 

and subsequently brought into play the intermediate influences of non-decision- 

making and policy preference. 

Agenda-setting has also occurred as an important mode of influence through the use of 

working groups as a mechanism of involvement in the production of the new UK 

NSDS. Following collation of the "Taking it on' consultation responses the dominant 

themes were identified. These then were fed into theme-specific working groups with 

the remit of identifying a range, of possible policy actions to reflect key issues 

identified. The working groups were made up of "external stakeltolders as zvell as 

government representatives" Gones 2006: p127). Representatives from MNCs were 
included as external stakeholders in this working group. (Interview: Government 

Official: 30thMay 2006). Again, it can be seen here how the structure of the process has 

created an environment for specific modes of influence to be utilised by policy actors. 

Accepted insider 1--lobilisation of bias 
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Setting 
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Group 

Non-decision-making 

Business insight 
Negotiating position 
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Figure 5.10 Tertiary Level AM Influence relating to the use of working groups 

Figure 5.10 shows that for both state and non-state actors, being part of a working 
group allows for the tacit influence of agenda setting and the subsequent intermediate 
influence of mobilisation of bias, accepted discourse and non-decision-making. In 

addition to agenda-setting, the intermediate influences of policy preference, 
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negotiating position of others, accepted insider and the two-way issues of leadership, 

status and business insight are also evident. As these working groups were involved in 

the process at the latter stages, the actors involved at this stage will have more of an 
indication of the final policy document, therefore the two-way influence of business 

insight becomes more important. Figure 5.10 demonstrates the complexity of the 
influence relationships; indicating that it is vital that the relationship is investigated as 
a whole, as through the use of the AIF, if the true influence at play in the decision- 

making process is to be effectively identified and analysed. 

In a similar vein to working groups the use of a high-level programme board during 

the final stages of the review process (Figure 5-2) also allows for, and promotes agenda- 
setting as a tacit mode of influence. In this case the main actors involved in the high- 
level programme were state actors rather than non-state actors; 'however the 
interrelationship between mode of influence and intermediate influence still occurs, as 
highlighted in Figure 5.11 below. MNC do have influence into and through the high- 
level programme board through cross-departmental influence, as shown in Figure 5.11. 
This mode of influence will be discussed in more detail later in this section. 

Accepted 
discourse 

Cross-departmental 
High-level Influence 
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Clash of niinisterial 
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Figure 5.11 Tertiary Level AIR Influence relating to the use of high-level 

programme boards 

Agenda-setting is developing to be seen as a vital mode of influence; it has also become 

evident that there is a strong connection between this mode of influence and MNCs in 
the production of a new UK NSDS. This finding is further confirmed through the use 
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of consultants to run and manage elements of the review process. The use of 

consultants to collate and manage the regional consultation exercises (for example as 

observed as the Yorkshire and the Humber meeting, 1st July 2004) was particularly 

notable, through this process-orientated mode of influence agenda-setting is important, 

additionally the actors also gain insider status and external status, as shown in Figure 

5.12. Here the relationship between this status and the accepted discourses becomes 

very important. Within an increase in status, actors can gain a market advantage, as 

they are seen'as having more experience in this area and as having an insight into the 

way regional and national government works. Outside the policy context, with such a 

market advantage the consultants take with them the dominant discourse (one which 

is corporate-centric, see Chapter 6) from their policy experience, again further 

solidifying the agenda of sustainable development. 

Leadership 
Agenda Accepted 

> discourse 
Setting 

Status Use of 
Consultants 

Mobilisation of bias 
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Figure 5.12 Tertiary Level AIR Influence relating to the use of external 

consultants 

The issue of agenda-setting and related intermediate influence of mobilisation of bias 

has also been identified through the use of facilitators in workshop sessions. For 

example, a facilitator from a larger corporate organisation on a number of occasions 
brought the discussion back to issues faced and addressed by his own corporation. 
(Regional Meeting: Yorkshire and The Humber: 1st July 2004). Furthermore, the same 
facilitator began the workshop session with a monologue relating to the role of 
business in this agenda and their lack of representation at that regional event. This 

further confirmi the findings stated earlier in this thesis (see Section 5.3.1.1) of the huge 
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emphasis placed on the role of business compared with a perceived lack of 
involvement from business. 

Business, particularly MNCs, have been active as part of 'panels, used in the 'Taking It 

On' regional events, as observed at the North West Regional Meeting, 15th July 2004. In 

this context agenda-setting is evident as a mode of influence with mobilisation of bias, 

accepted discourse and non-decision-making being key -resultant intermediate 

influences. The use of a selected panel in itself creates similar intermediate influences, 

and in addition allows individuals and organisations to become accepted insiders 

resulting in two-way intermediate influences of status and leadership. The use of 
keynote addresses also leads to such influences and it can be seen from the choice of 

panel members and speakers that large business representatives were often in this 

position, alongside regional and government representatives. For example this was the 

case at the DTI (13thMay 2004), Yorkshire and The Humber (1s' July 2004) and the 
North East (15thJuly 2004) meetings. 
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Figure 5.13 Tertiary Level: AIR Influence relating to the use of pre-selected 
panels 

In the longer term, by becoming an accepted insider, the panel members have more 
influence both in the latter stages of the review process and in wider decision-making 

context. This in turn, along with a raised external status, affects the subsequent modes 
of influence selected by these actors. One of the panel members at the DTI/DEFRA 

e 
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business engagement workshop was selected as a result of being previously used on 

similar panels and also in working groups looking at sustainable development related 

issues; this is highlighted in the interview extract below. 

"We [business organisation] have worked with government in the past in similar 

ways and have been very active in working groups looking at solutions to thefislieries 

issue. " 

(Interview: MNQ 25thAugust 2005) 

As this discussion has shown, agenda-setting has occurred as a result of a number of 

process-related modes of influence, demonstrating the importance of the consideration 

of influence during the design of such review processes. In a similar way, the tacit 

mode of cross-departmental influence has also occurred as a result of the design of the 

process. The link described here between modes of influence highlights the need for a 

synthesis to be taken, linking the dimension of power debates outlined in Section 3.3.2 

(Bachrach and Baratz 1970) with the importance of discourse, as discussed in Section 

3.3.3 (see Foucault (1980a), Hajer (1995) and Fischer 2003). 

Cross-departrnental influence 
As highlighted in Section 5.3.1.1 in the discussion of consultation as a direct mode of 
influence, cross-departmental influence was evident during the early stages of the 

'Taking it on' consultation process, not only did other departments have influence in 

who was invited to respond, the inclusion of other departments led to the intermediate 

influence of timescale. 

As discussed in the previous section, cross-departmental influence is also present as a 

result of the use of high-level programme boards used to review the collated responses. 
The use of the high-level programme board in the final stages is creating cross- 
departmental influence which subsequently allows for the intermediate influence of 

clash of mhusterial power, see Figure 5.11. This point is demonstrated in the interview 

extract below. 

"Yhe original docunwnt [bejbreit Went to the high-level prografnine board] was 
different; it was longer and included more action points. 77w alterations were 
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made [through the high-level programme board] to keep the big departments 

happy, particularly in the run up to a general election. " 

(Interview: Government Official: 30th May 2005) 

As outlined in Figure 5.11, it is through the use of vehicles such as programme boards 

that tacit influence particularly comes into play. For example, it is well recognised that 
the DTi takes a pro-business stance within policy discussions which are being 

undertaken outside its own department. Here the link between cross-departmental 
influence and discourse becomes important; in this case it is a corporate-centric 
discourse which is playing an important role in the production of a new UK NSDS. 

This is of particular relevance to this thesis and will be developed and discussed later 

in Chapter 6. 

Perceived pozver 
Perceived power has played an important role in the development of the new UK 
NSDS, a number of the issues already discussed earlier in this Chapter. Section 5.3.1.1. 
has outlined the emphasis and importance which has been placed on business by both 
Government and other non-state actors, with evidence from both regional events and 
consultation documentation discussed. The following quotations further expand this 
discussion. 

"Involving business is t1w answer to t1w question" 
(Regional Event: Yorkshire and the Humber: 1st July 2004) 

"Business engagement is essential; we need to observe business" 

(Regional Event: South East: 28th June 2004) 

Furthermore, the earlier discussion regarding the collation and handling of responses 
and the weighting in favour of "experts' and those actors with most relevant 
experience has also demonstrated the situation where perceived power is a mode of 
influence which is evident in the decision-making process, as highlighted in the 
secondary level of the AIF. Finally, the indication in the Governmenes evaluation 
document that in future it would be beneficial to include business in the RIA of the 
policy process (see section 5.3.1.1) also demonstrates that perceived power was at play 
within the decision-making surrounding the production of the new UK NDSD. 
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Figure 5.14 outlines, using the tertiary level of the AIF, the impact the presence of 

perceived power as a mode of influence has had through its related intermediate 

influence. Perceived power in this context of this thesis has led to the intermediate 

influences of anticipated reaction, policy preference, accepted insider and negotiating 

position of others along with the two-way influence of increased status to come into 

play. In the case of accepted insider and increased status, these intermediate 

influences affect other modes of influence within the decision-making process. For 

example, these intermediate influences feed into the selection of working group and 

panel membership. This situation demonstrates why it is important to include 

intermediate influence in the AIF, promoting the stance that influence within the 

decision-making process does not follow a linear cause-and-effect model. The 

presence of perceived power also acts to further highlight the importance of tacit 

influence in analysing the policy process; an important finding within this thesis is that 

MNCs have had considerable influence within the production of the UK NSDS 

without taking any direct action and in many cases not being involved in any way. 

Anticipated Reaction 

Status Negotiating Position 
of others 

Figure 5.14 Tertiary Level AIR Influence relating to perceived power 

Tacit influence as in this case, perceived power and the resulting intermediate 
influence of negotiating position of others and anticipated reaction, as outlined in 

Accepted Insider Policy Preference 
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Figure 5.14, 'has occurred when state and non-actors within the decision-making arena 
have 'second-guessed' what they think MNCs would want as a policy option. Such a 
finding is particularly important in the development of the new UK NDSD, as the 

official view on the process was that business did not have a substantial enougý role 
within the process. However, in using the AIF to examine their influence it can be seen 
that this is not actually the case. Even though the power debate provided by Lukes has 

been developed upon within this thesis, the role that modes of influence such as 

perceived power has played in the production of the new UK NSDS gives weight to 
Lukes' (1974) stance that power is a capacity and not the exercise of that capacity. 

5.4 THE NEW UK STRATEGY: SUMMARY OF INFLUENCE 

The previous sections have used the AIF to frame and organise the data relating to the 

review and production of the new UK NSDS. This thesis has identified that both direct 

and tacit modes of influence were present in the production of the "Securing tile future, 
Strategy, as surnmarised in Table 5.6. In addition to the modes of influence identified, 

all of the intermediate influences outlined in the AlF have been present within this 
thesis. 

Direct Modes of Influence Tacit Modes of Influence 

Lobbying Trade Association 

Consultation Agenda-setting 

Advisory Committee Cross-departmental Influ_en_-ce______- 

Task Force Perceived Power 

Expert Stakeholder 

Table 5.6 Production of the UK Strategy: Summary of Influence 

Tacit influences have played a significant role in the production of the new Strategy. 
These can be largely split into those which relate to institutions, for example trade 
associations and task forces and those which are related to the second/third 
dimensions of power for example agenda-setting and perceived influence. The later 
influences are particularly interesting and represent a major finding in this thesis; 
MNCs have not played a major role in the formal consultation process surrounding the 
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production of the'Securing the future' Strategy. However, through these tacit modes of 

influence, their influence has been significant. 

The use of the AlF in analysing the production of the UK Strategy has reinforced the 

importance of recognising both tacit and direct influence and that the stance that the 

influence within the policy process does not follow a linear cause-and-effect 

relationship, therefore the use of the secondary and tertiary levels of the AIF to identify 

the relationship between mode and intermediate influence has been key. The evidence 

of this relationship is in-line with Newell's (2000) argument (as outlined in Section 3-2) 

that the policy process is not simply a process, it consists of a web of influence. The 

tertiary level AIF diagrams have been used to represent the localised context of the 

production of the new UK NSDS. Although these diagrams have been used to 

demonstrate the link between individual modes of influence and intermediate 

influences, however, these should not be viewed in isolation from each other. 

5.5 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT POLICY -A BROADER PERSPECrIVE 

This section will now move the discussion away from the specific context of the 

production of the new UK NSDS and will focus upon the role of MNCs within the 

broader context of sustainable development policy in general. In addition to gathering 
data on the development of the 'Securing t1w future, as outlined in Chapter 4, 

interviews and document review were used to gain an insight into the role of MNCs 

within this wider policy context. 

5.5.1 Non-state actors- Why get involved? 

As demonstrated in the previous sections the AT frames the policy decision-making 

process, and helps answer the aim of this thesis to investigate the role of MNCs in UK 

sustainable development policy. However, in addition to the individual modes of 
influence at play within UK policy, it is impoitant to understand why, and when non- 

state actors, particularly MNCs, get involved in policy decision-making. The 

following extract outlines how one MNC believes that by working with government 
they can influence how their responsibilities will be handled, or indeed changed. 
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'F'Pwe will intervene on key issues where we think working with governtnent will mke 
a difference to lww we discharge our responsibilities"' 

(Interview: MNC: 25th August 2005) 

Within the same interview the MNC states that it works within the policy decision- 

making process in order to influence the regulation that results from such decision- 

making. This MNC has decided to take the proactive, and relatively unusual stance, 

that regulation can be helpful, in some cases, to its business interests, the organisation 

wants to be part of its formation. 

"It is in our interest, very publicly and honestly, to shape those regulatory systems 
and policy positions because we would benefitfrom it. Mxreas in the past, and a 
guess there is still a little bit of a dinosaur tendency, to think regulation is bad, but 

we would say that regulation can be lielpful in certain cases and in other cases it's 

not nee ." 
(Interview: MNC: 25th August 2005) 

It is also interesting to note from the extract above that this particular MNC wants to 
be involved in the policy process in an open, transparent way. However, the more 
traditional, backroom conversations were also acknowledged within this interview, as 
highlighted in the extract below. 

"I think it works at so many levels ...... so much of it especially the negative 
side; the blocking tactic discreetly by the phone and nod and a wink over drinks 

and a reception and that's often the way these things happen, Viat's why we 
have said by and large what we publicly stand for, and there can be no 
con sion what we say in private -can never track every conversation down we P 

have with govern men t, bu t nevertlxless its abou t tha tjbrnwl position. 
(Interview: MNC: 25thAugust 2005) 

In similar discussions with a UK think tank, the reason for their organisation being 
involved in policy discussions was given as the desire to disseminate intellectual 
debate around sustainable development, particularly relating to trade and 
corporations, this is highlighted in the extract below. 
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"Interviewee: ..... but really what we are trying to do is seed t1w idea of needing to 

challenge some of t1w more basic assumptions of how markets work I 

Interviewer: So it's around research and putting intellectual debate out into the 

arena. 

Interviewee: Yes" 

(Interview: Think Tank: 25th March 2004) 

When asked which other non-state actors have been involved in policy discussions 

and consultation, the response was as follows: 

"Other think tanks; DEMOS, IPPR etc., you get particular NGOs who have a lot 

to say on corporate accountability - Friends of the Earth, Amnesty. VOtatever, 

you get the DTI turning around and doing similar consultations, probably do it 

more often with industry, so they are obviously heavily involved, that would be 

the prominent actor involved out of that set of actors. 77wy occasionally get 

academics; if they have a particular reputation or expertise in a given area they 

will be dragged in. " 

(Interview: Think Tank: 25th March 2004) 

Direct involvement by MNCs in the discussions around sustainable development 

policy-making in contrast to all the extracts above, is seen to be limited by central 

goverm, nent representatives (Interviews(2): Central Government: 30th May 2005). 

This stance reflects the findings from within the analysis of the production of the 

new UK NSDS as detailed in sections 5.3 and 5.4. However, neither interviewees 

had previously considered tacit influence, and when this was discussed during 

interviews, interviewees felt that tacit influence, on the part of business, probably 
did have more of a role in sustainable development policy than direct influence. 

The stance that MNC engagement with and role in influencing UK sustainable 
development policy is limited, can also been seen in the extract below from an 
interview with a representative from an MNC. 
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I think they don't, I see SD policy as primarily a government, public sector 

activity, you know, setting the wider framework, and business gets seriously 
interested when it goes down to something that will specifically affect them. 

When they engage with Government it is directly whereever possible and they 

willgo and see the relevant ministerand relevantcivil servants. " 
(Interview: MNC: 1411, December 2005) 

The extract above highlights that when businesses do get involved, many prefer to do 

this directly with civil servants and ministers as opposed to being involved in more 

open meetings. This stance is line with the earlier finding, that direct MNC 

involvement in the formal process'of the production of the new UK NSDS was limited. 

Again contrasting this, the view of non-state actors, other than business, is that MNCs 

are in continuous dialogue with Government and therefore, within sustainable 
development policy MNC influence is also continuous. This stance is highlighted in 

the extract below. 

"Continuous dialogue at the level of an individual company Own there is an idea 

in place that will affect specific sectors, then the large players within those sectors 

will be, consulted very regularly and would be consulted on those issues. Mien 

[there is a] particular interest in UK economy or particular consolidation in a 
sector and particular companies have a lot of power in that sector, it would be 

remarkable if [they were] not regularly consulted, in fact I know they are. " 

(Interview: Think Tank: 25th March 2004) 

The perception of MNC influence and involvement in UK sustainable development 

policy, based on this data, is split between two broad views. Other non-state actors 
believe that MNCs have great, continuous, direct influence on Government policy, 
whereas state and business-actors see MNC influence in this arena as being limited. 
This split between two polar views reflects the discussion of the literature given in 
Chapter 2, and is unsurprisingly, attributed to the different actors. The discussion of 
the split in views of the influence of MNCs also highlights that other non-state actors 
perceived MNCs to have significant power, thus linking with the tacit modes of 
influence and intermediate influences outlined in the AT and found to be present in 
the production of the new UK NSDS as discussed previously in this Chapter. The 
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discussion in this Section also is in line with the argument that MNCs do not feel they 

need to get involved in open policy discussions as they can have influence outside the 

policy consultation process and that broad initiatives such as the NSDS does not 

impact on them, and that they do not need to get involved in policy until specific issues 

are being discussed. 

5.5.2 Sustainable Development Policy, A Broader Perspective., Using theAIF 

In addition to providing insight into why MNCs participate in policy decision-making 

the data from interviews relating to sustainable development in a broader context has 

been used to inform and alter the AIF; any necessary alterations to the AIF will be 

discussed in the Chapter 6. As in the earlier sections of this Chapter, in the handling of 

the analysis of the production of the New UK NSDS, the AT will be used to frame and 

organise the data relating to the broader perspective of UK sustainable development 

policy. The following section will be structured using the individual modes of 
influence, the first to be discussed will be that of lobbying. 

Lobbying 
Lobbying by MNCs within the UK sustainable development policy arena can occur in a 
number of guises including private conversations with government officials and 

through the production of briefing papers, as highlighted in the interview extract 
below. 

""Ad hoc conversations, speakers, briefing papers, and secondments, bnt 

secondments are limited" 

(Interview: Central Government: 30th May March 2005) 
The extract above also identifies the influence through the provision of speakers and 
staff secondees, however, this will be discussed in further detail later in this Chapter. 
The engagement between MNCs and Government through ad hoc conversations has 

already been indicated in the interview data discussed earlier in this section, therefore 
further discussion will be focused upon the production of reports and position papers 
as a mechanism to enact the mode of influence of lobbying. 
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Reports and position papers, as a mechanism to communicate a policy stance to 
Government were used by a number of the MNCs interviewed, as highlighted in the 
following interview extracts. The first extract outlines that in 2004 this particular MNC 

submitted three documents which related to sustainable development, it is also 
interesting to note that the submission of these documents was followed up by 

individual conversations with Government. This demonstrates that non-state actors 

usually employ more than one mode of influence and therefore the systematic 

evaluation framework provided by the AIF is extremely useful. The use of position 

papers to make a public statement and to take a leadership role confirms the finding 

outlined previously that some 'leader' MNCs are now willing to take a more proactive 

stance and no longer want to hide behind private conversations and the lobbying 

activity of trade associations, thus potentially diminishing the mode of influence of 
trade associations and the intermediate influence of dual stance. 

""we submitted three significant documents to government in the last 12118 months 
on sustainability regulation; two on chemicals and one on sustainable developtnent 

strategy. Where again, very publicly, in writingfrom the business to government, we 
stated what we had done, or what can be done constructively to improve things and 
how we would like things to look. So we have gone very publicly on record; this is 

what we stand for and this is what we want, and then we have followed that . up 
obviously with detailed one-to-one conversations with government. " 

(Interview: MNC: 25thAugust 2005) 

The second extract relating to this aspect highlights that issue selection on which 
reports or briefing papers to submit to government is relatively common practice 
within MNCS. 

....... we are starting to produce position papers on issues that impact us 
specifically. We have produced lots; phone masts and health, that sort of thing. 
We are just producing a position paper on digital divide. T7wre are other areas 
that we feel important, but we are not big on policies; we are more on principles 
and positions I suppose, so we will. We don't tend to do it, produce a paper 'this 
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is our view on t1w WEEE22 regulations' for example. We might produce 

sotnething more generic on reuse and recycling. " 

(Interview: MNQ lst March 2004) 

The extract above is taken from an interview with an MNC which had made a strategic 

decision to sort out their own operations before they began to take more public stances 

on issues around sustainable development. However, as the extract suggests the 

company now feel they are in a position to begin to start producing position papers in 

this area. This decision links to the concept of status, primarily external to the policy 

process; the company now feel they are 'walking the talk' so feel they are in a position 

to make more public comment on policy and issues in this area. However, 

subsequently the status of this company within the policy arena does increase. It is 

interesting to note that the head of corporate responsibility in this MNC is now a 

member of a number of government groups, this reflects the findings around working 

groups outlined in the earlier sections of this Chapter. 

Consultation 

As in the analysis of the production of the new UK NSDS, consultation was identified 

as an important and well-used mode of influence in the broader sustainable 

development policy evaluation. The majority of the non-state actors interviewed 

stated that they do take part in government consultation exercises, as demonstrated by 

the interview extracts below. 

"We routinely respond to consultations" 
(Interview: Trade Union: 7th November 2005) 

"Through consultations 7ve often have metingS With people in DD and DEFRA" 

(Interview: Think Tank: 24th March 2004) 

"We often respondOwn invited to comment during government consultation" 
(Interview: MNQ 8th December 2005) 

22 The Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) Directive came into force in January 

2007, it aims to reduce production of WEEE and encourage reuse, recycle and recovery. (EA 

2008) 
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Being part of consultation exercises seems to be a regular activity; however, this mode 

of influence appears to supplement other modes and is not considered the most 
important. In addition, a lot of the actors chose which consultation to respond to 
depending on the relevance to their organisation. 

Cross-departnwntal influence 

As discussed in Section 2.6.1 UK decision-making is located within a complex 

governance system, therefore it is interesting to note which institution dialogue and 

communication occurs, and in doing so this allows for the potential for cross- 
departmental influence to be investigated. The interview extract below highlights how 

this particular MNC engages with both DEFRA and DR 

'[communication would] probably be with DEFRA but also Dti. I have also been 

helping government with sonte trading1training schemes with certain projectsfor 

sustainability ...... with groups of 20 people at a tinte, and have done it 2-3 titnes. 
77wy are trying to broaden government's experience in these issues - looking at 
the challenges to the modern market place as it7vere. We learn from it and they 
learn from it. ' 

(Interview: MNC: 25th August 2005) 

This extract above also demonstrates the influence gained by this MNC through 

undertaking the training of government staff. Subsequently, influence occurs in 

this situation through agenda-setting and accepted discourse; with the 

government' s day-to-day understanding of sustainable development being directly 

influenced by the content and approach of the training schemes and consequently 
the borders in which policy is developed and discourses are affected. 

Perceived P07ver 
As discussed throughout this thesis, tacit influence is a vital element of the AIF; this is 
demonstrated in discussions regarding business presence at policy meetings and how 
this presence affects the negotiating position of other actors, both state and non-state. 
When asked about the presence of business, one think tank representative stated that 
the ability to have open discussion and "honest' discussion was subsequently limited, 

as highlighted in the extract below. 
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"I'he ability to have a frank and open discussion - Chatham House or no 

Chatham House, is vastly influenced by who else is in the room, so iffor instance 

they held consultations with us Mfink tank] at the same time. as business 

representatives it would completely change the dynamics. " 

anterview: Think Tank: 24th March 2004) 

The presence of perceived power, as a mode of influence, was reinforced in the 

interviews conducted within this thesis, as highlighted in the extract below. 

"With the BlairlBrown DTi they [private sector] are pushing at an open door 

aren't they? The private sector is seen as t1w natural people to bring about 

solutions ........ t1w attitude that a lot of t1w public sector are dead beats, let's 

bring in t1w private sector to rescue t1tent and S1107V tIWnI 1107V to manage 

properly. " 

(Interview: Trade Union: 7th November 2005) 

This extract reinforces the findings of the evaluation of the production of the new UK 

NSDS, that there is a perception on the part of Government (and indeed other actors) 

that business has all the solutions and therefore should be used to both design and 
deliver policy. The acknowledgement of such perceived influence is in line with the 

findings from the analysis of the production of the new UK NSDS, and confirms the 

appropriateness of the AlF in the evaluation of such tacit influence. 

Professional and Trade Organisations 

Professional and trade organisations are an important mode of influence included in 

the AlF, already discussed in relation to the review of the UK NSDS (see section 5.3-2), 

and is afforded significant attention in the literature, as outlined in Chapter 2 (see for 

example McRae (2005). The role of such organisations; appears to depend on the type 

of organisation they are. Some have the primary aim of affecting policy in areas which 

affect their membership whilst others are seen as 'best practice' organisations. This 

stance is highlighted in the extract below. 

"Governtnent find it easier to deal With groups such as GESSE because tIWy 
know they represent a number of organisations and it cuts down t1te amount of 
consultation they need to do. I don't think groups like MCSD have an 

I 
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enormous amount of influence. It provides a voice but I don't think it has huge 

influence, certainly not with individual governments. You know if there are 
things being -discussed at a UN level, they might be one of a number of 
stakeholders that would get consulted. Vie same with [the development qG . 

fl RI 

they were just one voice within GRI, they have some influence but I think maybe 
MCSD is a bad example because it is not primarily a lobbying organisation I 

think it is more ofa best practice sharing organisation. " 

(Interview: MNC: 4th March 2004) 

It is interesting to observe how professional/ trade organisations are seen by actors, 

and their primary function does affect the way influence is made. However, simply 

making a clear distinctiveness between 'lobbying' and "best practice' organisations in 

order to assess influence has limited value. Not only does this statement contradict the 

aim set out by the WBCSD to affect policy as outlined in Section 2.7.1; it fails to 

recognise tacit influence. Again, in this context more indirect influence becomes 

important. For example, the WBCSD do play a significant role in sharing and 
developing best practice within the business world around sustainable development; 

to do this a number of networking groups and reports are developed. Such activity 
sets the agenda and has played an important role in setting the agenda and the 
language by which businesses approach and communicate sustainable development. 

This highlights why, from a policy analysis perspective, it is important to have a 
framework which outlines tacit influence, and one which accommodates the role of 
discourse within power relations. 

Agenda-setting 

The question of agenda-setting as a mode of influence has been touched upon in the 
discussion above regarding the role of trade associations. Agenda-setting was also 
evident in the interview data in relation to emphasis and importance placed on 
business. The emphasis placed on business is highlighted earlier in this chapter in 
discussions relating to the review of the UK NSDS; such emphasis was also evident 
during interviews. The extract below not only demonstrates the importance of 
business but also demonstrates the role played by language and how this affects the 
policy arena. 
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"The language is very much: there is a market solution, that I think becomes the 

prominent one. As a trade union do we get in the trenches and protect the public 

services etIws ... or do we go with the flow but try to ensure that where market 

solutions are obviously the only ones the government are interested in we make 

sure the market operates on the level playingfield? " 

(Interview: Trade Union: 7th November 2005) 

In utilising the AIF to frame and organise the data relating to UK sustainable 
development policy it has been possible to identify in general terms which modes of 
influence have occurred. Subsequently this has clarified and reinforced the earlier 
findings which resulted from the evaluation of the production of the new UK NSDS. 

In addition, to identify the individual modes of influence the interview data has also 

allowed for more generalised policy findings to be drawn, addressing the third 

research question of this thesis; What does this influence mean for policy-making in the 
UK? The following section will outline the issues which have emerged from the 
interview data. 

5.6 SUMMARY 

The UK sustainable development policy decision-making process, along with a 
detailed review of the production of the new UK NSDS: 'Securing tlw future'l has 
been evaluated using the AT as a mechanism for framing and organising the data 

collected in this thesis. Using the AT in such a way has highlighted a number of 
findings which move towards fulfilling the aim of this thesis to assess the role of 
MNCs in UK sustainable development policy. The data has demonstrated that, as 
suggested in the discussion of the development of the AIF, both tacit and direct 

modes of influence are at play in the decision-making process. In addition, these 
modes of influence do not operate within a linear cause and effect process, 
generating intermediate influence which alters the actions and policy opinions of 
other actors within the decision-making process prior to a formal policy outcome 
being reached. 

The discussion in this Chapter has demonstrated that the decision to adopt a 
synthesis approach to policy analysis through the use of the AIF is the correct one, 
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with both direct actions, the third dimension of power and discourse all playing a 
role in influencing the policy process. The use of the AT in this context has shown 
that the majority of modes of influence, and all of the intermediate influence 

included in the design of the AIF, are present within UK policy-making 

surrounding sustainable development. Further to this the next chapter will provide 

more evaluation of the appropriateness of the AlF. In addition to outlining the 

mode and intermediate influence at play in policy-making, it has begun the 
discussion of the wider policy implications associated with these influences. This 
discussion will now be expanded upon in Chapter Six. 
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6 
Discussion 

6.1 CHAPTER OVERVIEW 

This Chapter provides a discussion of the analysis completed in Chapter Five, 

considering the implications of these findings in terms of sustainable development 

strategy development and the broader policy decision-making context. This Chapter 

will address the three research questions which have guided this thesis within the aim 

of investigating the role of MNCs in UK sustainable development policy. Initially, an 

outline of the influence of MNCs which has been identified during this thesis will be 

given. This will be followed by an evaluation of the Actor Influence Framework (AIF); 

assessing the suitability of the framework in this research and how it can be used in the 

wider policy context. An assessment of the theoretical stance, the synthesis position, 

taken through the AIF will also be given. Then addressing the third research question 

outlined in this thesis; what does the influence identified mean for policy-making in 

the UK?, a discussion of the applied findings of this thesis will be given. These are split 
into those which are MNC-facing and those which are policy-facing. Finally, to 

conclude this Chapter the research assumptions taken within this thesis will be re- 

addressed. 

6.2 AN OUTLINE OF INFLUENCE 

The previous Chapter, through the use of the AlF, has outlined and discussed the 

influence of MNCs which has been in play in the development of the UK NSDS and 
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UK sustainable development policy in general, using the analysis presented. This 

Chapter will now begin by addressing two of the research questions set out at the 

beginning at this thesis. By re-visiting the summary of influence, as outlined in Table 

3.3, the research questions; how is influence exerted in UK decision-making 

surrounding sustainable development policy? and how do MNCs influence UK 

sustainable development policy? will be addressed. 

Table 6.1 draws together the modes of influence and intermediate influence which 
have been outlined in Chapter Five, with the influences of MNCs which have been 

identified within this thesis ranked in significance. Witl-dn Table 6.1 influences have 

been re-ordered (based on Table 3.3) and highlighted based on the significance of each 
influence within UK sustainable development, as identified in this thesis. The degree 

of significance decreases from top to bottom of the table, with the grouping of the 
influence represented with capital, bold font (most significant) and decreasing to grey- 

shaded lower-cases font (not identified). Tacit influences have played the most 
important role in the development of the UK 'Securing t1w future, Strategy and the 
thesis also indicates that this is also the case in the broader context of UK sustainable 
development policy, however, further investigation using other policy examples would 
be beneficial, as discussed in Sections 7.2 and 7.3. Furthermore, as outlined in Table 

6.1 tacit influence associated with discursive considerations, for example, agenda- 

setting and accepted discourse, have been particularly important. This demonstrates 

that MNCs do not need to exert influence wid-tin the formal decision-making process to 
indeed play an important role in sustainable development policy. This finding is in- 
line with Lukes' argument that power is a capacity and not the exercise of that capacity 
(ibid 2007), it also highlights the importance of employing a synthesis position to 

analysis which incorporates discursive investigation. In contrast, this thesis did not 
find the choice of location/ relocation and the making of political donations to be 
important consideration in the role of MNCs in UK sustainable development process, 
this potentially could be a result of the methodological design, maybe if more 
investigation in the broader policy environment was undertaken these issue may 
become more evident. Therefore, at this point it is considered that these elements 
should remain in the AIR 
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Tacit DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF 

AN ACCEPTED DISCOURSE Most 

Tacit PRESENCE OF AGENDA-SETTING Significant 

Tacit PRESENCE, OF PERCEIVED POWER 

Tacit NON-DECISION-MAKING 

Tacit Affecting the negotiating position of others 

Tacit Increase in status 

Tacit Anticipated reactions of others 

Tacit Gaining and using business insight 

Tacit (indirect) Presence of cross-departmental influence 

Tacit (indirect) Membership of QUANGOS 

Direct Taking part in consultation 

Direct Undertaking and commissioning research 

Direct Undertaking lobbying activity 

Direct Membership of advisory committees 

Tacit Marketing activity 

Tacit (indirect) Affecting policy timescales 

Tacit (indirect) Membership and activity of trade associations 

Tacit (indirect) Support of external organisations; 

Tacit (indirect) Employing a dual stance 

Tacit (indirect) Undertaking secondments 

Tacit (indirect) Revolving door relationships 

Direct making political donations Least 

Direct choice of location/ relocation Significant 

Table 6.1 Summary of Influence: UK Sustainable Development Policy 

6.3 EVALUATION OF ACTOR INFLUENCE FRAMEWORK 

At the outset of tlýis research it was proposed that a synthesis position to the analysis of 

the influence of MNCs within policy-making was required; the aim of developing the 

AlF, as an evaluation framework, was to achieve such an approach ME an integrated 

and systematic way. The use of the AT in this way intended to address the research 
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questions outlined at the beginning of this thesis and to fulfil the research objectives 

which have guided this thesis. To reiterate the research objectives were: 

1. To evaluate what type of influence MNCs have within UK sustainable 
development decision-making. 

2. To investigate a specific example of development of sustainable development 

policy wid-tin the UK. 

3. To undertake a systematic review of the influence of MNCs in UK sustainable 
development policy. 

The following sections will address the success of using the AT in fulfilling research 

objectives one and three and answering the first two research questions, as outlined in 
Section 6.2, and finally its appropriateness an integrated evaluation tool wiffiin the 

policy arena. There will also be a discussion of how it has been utilised within this 

research and the AT potential uses in a wider context. 

6.3.1 Actor Influence Framework -A Successful Framework? 

Firstly, it is important to discuss how the AT has been applied within this thesis; 
fundamentally it was employed to organise and frame the empirical data relating to 
both the broad policy 

. 
context of sustainable development policy and more specifically 

the development of the UK NSDS: 'Secu fing the fu tu re'. By utilising the AT in this way 
it has been possible to address the research questions; how is influence exerted in UK 
decision-making relating to sustainable development policy? and; how do MNCs 
influence UK sustainable development policy? Chapter Five: Results and Analysis 
demonstrates that by applying the AIF these questions have been successfully 
answered providing a systematic review of the modes of influence and through the use 
of intermediate influence, their subsequent impact, providing a systematic evaluation 
of the relationships which existed in the data. In using the AIF in this way it was 
possible to breakdown the different influences at play in the policy decision-making 

process; it was used to identify whether these influences were direct or tacit, how the 
influences interacted with the policy process, and whether this interaction created 
intermediate influences. From this perspective the AT was used to assess if the 
availability and use of the mode of influences had changed as the Policy decision- 

making process developed. 
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The development and inclusion of intermediate influence in the AT is one of the 

significant theoretical contributions made by this thesis through the development of 

this framework. As shown in the discussion in Chapter Five, the systematic nested 

approach provided by the AIF allowed the research questions to be addressed and the 

research objectives of evaluating and systemically reviewing the influence of MNCs- 

Therefore, in this context the AIF can be seen as being successful, and achieving its aim 

within this thesis. The key elements which should be highlighted here are that both 

tacit and direct influence are at play within UK sustainable development policy and 

with specific reference to MNCs they utilise both; in the case of the development of the 

UK NSDS: 'Securing t1w future' tacit modes of influence are the most dominant. The 

most crucial of these are discussed in more detail later in this Chapter. 

It is also interesting to note that by employing the AT within this thesis it allowed for 

an accurate identification of the boundaries of the policy process. The synthesis nature 

of the AT has allowed for influence coming from outside the formalised policy 
decision-making process to be identified, as outlined in Chapter Five. Specific 

examples included the situation where an external body, which was employed on 
behalf of government to coordinate the pre-consultation stage, used information from a 

previous consultation exercise, which related to the same subject but in a different 

context. Additionally, within the final stages of the development of the 'Securing Me 

future' strategy, inter-departmental influence was at play, which again resulted in 

influence from outside the formalised policy process affecting the development of the 

new strategy. The ability to identify the boundaries of the policy process is a 

noteworthy benefit for the AT as many policy studies are restricted to what is seen to 

be the formalised structure of a specific decision, whereas in reality influence extends 
beyond the specific boundaries. 

The application of the AT in investigating the role of MNCs in UK sustainable 
development policy has demonstrated that the synthesis position proposed through 
the AT is an appropriate and effective method of analysing influence within the policy 
arena. The AT has organised the data in such a way that allows direct as well as tacit 
influence to be identified. Significantly, to both the theory and practice of policy 
studies, the AT has allowed for the importance and role of discourse to be 

acknowledged whilst still recognising the specific impact of direct action within the 
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policy under investigation. As discussed in Chapter Five, this thesis and the use of the 
AT has demonstrated that there is a direct link between the different `typ& of 
influence, those which are action-based and those which are discursive, therefore 
further reinforcing the argument for a synthesis approach to be taken. 

The nested nature of the AIF responded to the issues of complexity which accompany a 

multi-level governance enviror-anent, as raised by Hill and Hupe (2006); outlined in 

Chapter Three. Along these lines the AlF has been able to identify the high level 

context of the policy process, in this instance the Making of sustainable development 

policy whilst still providing space to analyse the detailed interrelationships which 

occur during decision-making; using the generic relationships outlined in secondary in 

the specific policy context provided by tertiary level. 

Alterations to the AIF 

The development of the AIF was based on the literature review, primarily outlined in 
Chapter Three but also on the work outlined in Chapter Two. It was then subsequently 

applied within this thesis to frame and organise the data as outlined in Chapter Four. 
This section will now reflect on this application and suggest some revision. Although 

the originally proposed AIF was successful in evaluating the majority of the influences 

at play in the policy process, empirical investigation has highlighted that some 
alterations to the AlF were required if it was to take into account all the influence; this 

section will provide a discussion of these adjustments. To clearly differentiate between 

the original Framework and alterations made, the initial Framework will be referred to 
as AIF, and the revised Framework will be assigned the notation AIF2- In the AIF2 all 
changes are highlighted in bold and shaded. Alterations to create AIF2 have been made 
to the secondary level, the primary and tertiary levels remain unchanged. Although no 
changes have been made to the tertiary level it has been noted, through its application 
in Chapter Five, that modes of influence can link together to create intermediate 
influence and that a simple direct relationship between one mode of influence and 
intermediate influence is always present. 

The 'Taking it on' consultation exercise, has revealed the importance of looking at the 
individual processes which exist within a wider consultation process. As outlined in 
Chapter Five the "Taking it on' consultation has included a number of different 

processes, including the design of the overall programme, for example: what response 
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mechanisms are available? who is invited, and by whom?, which organisations and 

individuals are used as facilitators and how, and who handles the responses?. In 

essence, based on the development of a new UK NSDS, consultation as a mode of 

influence can be viewed in two ways; as a direct method by which state and non-state 

actors can become involved in the policy decision-making process and secondly as a 

mode of influence which needs to be viewed in terms of the structural design of the 

process. In order to reflect this, the AIF, requires some alteration to include these 

"structural' considerations, as shown in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.1 illustrates the alternations 

made to produce AIF2, where a new section (highlighted in bold and shading) has been 

introduced within the mode of influence to allow for the 'structural' decisions to be 

accounted for. Consistent with AlF, the intermediate influences, resulting from both 

direct and tacit modes of influence, have been identified and listed under the section 

heading 'intermediate influence. No new intermediate influences, which were not 

present'in AIF1, have been identified in relation to the 'structural' issues. These 

findings and subsequent changes to the AIF are in-line with the work of Hajer (2005) 

on the dramaturgy of policy deliberation, where he "analyses how the design of the 

setting affects what is said, what can be said, and what can be said with influence" 

(ibid: p624). This research supports Hajer's argument that the way in which 

participation is designed is just as important as what is being said; stating that "to 

understand the bias in participatory practice, we should not merely focus on the type 

of arguments that are raised but include the conditions (physical, technical, theatrical) 

as well" (ibid: p265). In this context Hajer is referring to theatrical as the 'setting' and 

'staging' of the participation, for example, how does the design of the actual 

participation exchange construct the actors involved, and are they 'case as protestor or 

collaborator? 

Within the case of a formal policy review process, 'structural' influences resulting from 

the choice of consultation approach are key. Therefore the AIF2 has been developed, 

which is not only in-line with Hajer's work but also supports that of Lynch (1991). As 

stated by Lynch (1991), the context in which a discussion occurs affects the quality of 

the discussion itself, in this regard he outlines a discussion as an act as well as talk, 

where "every act takes place in a particular 'contexture' that influences the quality of 
that act" (Lynch 1991: p 628). 
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In summary, as a result of the empirical findings, some alterations to the original AIF 

were required resulting in the addition of the process section within the secondary 
level of the AIF. Figure 6.2 outlines how the changes to the secondary level fits within 

the overall structure to from the AIF2. A sununary of the evaluation of the application 

of the AT within this thesis is also given in Figure 6.2. However, AIF was successfully 

used to address the proposed research questions; it allowed a synthesis position to be 

taken, and therefore demonstrated the need for such a position to be taken if the 

analysis of policy is to take into full account all the influences at play. In essence it is 

considered that the AIF has been a success in evaluating the role of business in the UK 

sustainable development policy. In addition, the revised AIF2 can be used for other 

purposes beyond this specific research. 
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6.3.2 Actor Influence Framework - Wider applications 

The AIF has successfully been applied within this thesis. In a similar way the AIF2 

could also be appropriate in the analysis of other sustainable development policy. 

Indeed as the AIF is not subject-specific to any policy type, with the tertiary level 

allowing for specific policy context analysis, it is relevant to a wide range of subjects 

within policy analysis more broadly. 

The AlF can also be used in an empirical setting by policy-makers and MNCs 

themselves. For policy-makers it provides a mechanism to understand the implications 

of the design of the policy process, particularly with reference to the methods used in 

formalised consultation exercises. The AlF is also a useful tool in this setting as it 

provides policy-makers with a systematic approach to reflecting on the policy decision- 

making process. Notably this can be carried out throughout the life-cyCle of a Policy; it 

does not have to be confine to ex-post analysis. From the perspectives of MNCs a 

further extension of the use of the AlF in a'real-world' setting would be its application 

by MNCs to organise and design their policy-influence strategies. I'lie tacit eleillent of 

the AlF is vital in aiding their understanding of how far their influence extends and ill 

which circumstances they need to employ direct modes of influence and ill which 

situation no action is required. 

6.3.3 AIF Evaluation Summary 

So, to summarise, although some alternatives have been required, and subwLIUCIltly 

applied to the AlF, its design and application can be regarded as beiiig successful. The 

aim outlined through the design of the AIF has been met, and in doing so the relevalit 

research questions and objectives have been fulfilled within this thesis. I'lle 

development and use of the AIF has; 

1. allowed for the identification of both tacit and direct modes of influence of 
MNCs within UK decision-making, 

2. showed that through the use of a nested, systematic desigri the complex subject 

and governance nature of sustainable development policy caii be brokeil dowil 

and evaluated, 
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3. demonstrated that employing a synthesis approach to analysis of influence in 

policy-making is the correct one, 

4. enabled the assessment of influence to accommodate that which results from 

outside the formalised policy discussions and therefore allows for an accurdte 
identification of the policy boundaries, and 

5. provided an evaluation framework which is generic in its first two levels but 

specific at its tertiary level so it can be employed outside this thesis in other 

policy contexts. 

Chapter Five and the early sections of this chapter have focused upon the identification 

of influence within the policy decision-making process, through the use of the AlF, 

following which an evaluation of the design and use of the AlF has been given. These 

findings can now be developed upon to answer the third research question guiding 

this thesis, that of what does this influence mean for policy-making and MNCs? 

6.4 APPLIED CONSIDERATIONS - WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN IN THE 

'REAL-WORLD7 

In addition to the conceptual findings and contributions made through the 
development and application of the AT within this thesis, a number of results have 

emerged which are interesting and significant in an applied sense. . The applied results 
have been split into those which are directly linked with MNCs and those which are 

more focused on sustainable development policy in the broader sense. From the 

perspective of MNCs the main findings are that they have gained a 'mbnopoly of 
legitimacy' within the policy arena; the dominant policy discourse of sustainable 
development is one which is corporate-centric; state and non-state actors place huge 

importance on the inclusion of MNCs in the decision-making surrounding sustainable 
development and, similarly MNCs are seen as key actors in the implementation of 
sustainable development policy. All this has led to a policy context which is dominated 

by a business agenda. 

From a policy perspective this thesis has found that the UK national sustainable 
development strategy is, on the whole, not considered a significant policy document by 
MNCs. Significantly, it has also been found that there is a degree of actor 
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marginalisation occurring within the policy process, leading to a move to less 

transparent decision-making. 

6.4.1 MNCs: Applied Findings 

The aim of this thesis was to assess the role played by MNCs in UK sustainable 
development policy; in-line with this aim a number of applied findings have emerged. 

One of the main findings is that business currently influences sustainable development 

decision-making through both tacit and direct modes of influence. However, 

significantly, in the specific context of the development of the new UK NSDS the 

majority of influence present in relation to business, as a non-state actor, is that of tacit 

influence. In this regard, as outlined in -Chapter Five, agenda-setting played a 

significant role as tacit mode of influence; with the dominant policy agenda being one 

which is business-orientated. Such a business-orientated agenda was present in both 

the wider policy discussions and the development of the UK NSDS, although it was the 

adoption of this agenda by other non-state actors during the production of a new UK 

NSDS which is particularly noteworthy. This thesis has found that the dominance of 

this business-orientated agenda has been achieved in four ways; the adoption of the 

stance of business 'knows-bese; an overarching acceptance of the importance of 
business within the policy decision-making process; the perceived role of MNCs in 

implementation and finally that corporate-centric language is the dominant policy 
discourse. 

Business "know-best': A Monopoly of Legitinzacy 
One of the main empirical findings of this thesis is the identification that, through tacit 
influence, the environment of the policy decision-making process is one where MNCs 

are considered toknow-best' has been created. The term'know-bese within this thesis 

refers to a group which has an understanding or knowledge beyond that of others 
within a given context. The idea that business 'know-bese was evident during a 
number of the 'Taking it on' consultation meetings, as described in Chapter Five, where 
participants made statements suggesting that MNCs have an advanced understanding 
of sustainable development and have made moves towards achieving 'it' beyond the 
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progress made by other non-state actors. This position was highlighted in the 

interview extracts as outlined in Chapter Five. 

The stance taken in the regional meetings has led to an accepted claim that MNCs do 

'know-best!, As previously noted in Chapter Five this has been achieved through tacit 

modes of influence such as agenda-setting (Bachrach and Baratz (1970)), policy 

preference (Lukes 1974), non-decision-making (Bachrach and Baratz (1970)) and the 

mobilisation of bias (Schattschneider 1960)). Such findings are in-line with the 

concepts which have emerged from the dimensions of power debate, as discussed in 

Chapter Three, and which have been considered with regard to the development of the 
AIF. The interpretative methodology employed in this thesis, which hinged around 
discursive analysis, has allowed for such findings to be noted, highlighting the need to 
take a synthesis position which accounts for the importance of discourse as linked with 
the argumentative turn proposed by Fischer (2003). 

In addition to tacit influence, direct modes of influence have also come into play in the 
development of the standpoint that business 'knows-best. As outlined in Chapter Five, 

a number of business representatives were* involved in the early stages of the 

production of the new UK NSDS; advising government on what issues should be 
focused upon within the review. Such activity served not only to set the policy agenda 
but also helped to create a policy environment within which businesses are seen to be 

the most knowledgeable. This is not only an interesting empirical finding, but also the 

combination effect of tacit and direct modes of influence demonstrates that from a 
theoretical perspective it is vital that both modes of influence are investigated and 
therefore the synthesis approach adapted in this study is the correct one. 

As a consequence of the business 'know-best' stance a 'monopoly of legitimacy' has 
been created. This thesis has coined this term to relate to this situation where the 
majority of actors within the decision-making process see one actor group, in this case 
business, as being the most legitimate. In this situation the 'monopoly of legitimacy' 
has been created by, and on behalf of business, which has in turn led to business 
having a high degree of influence, the majority of which is tacit, in the development of 
the UK NSDS. The proposition that such a 'monopoly of legitimacy' has been created 
was supported by the interviews completed in the later stages of the data collection, 
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when initial findings were outlined to the interviewees. The extract below highlights 

that the legitimacy given to MNCs in the sustainable development policy debate 

reflects the situation in the broader political environment of a New Labour 

administration. 

"With the BlairlBrown DTi pushing at an open door the private sector is seen as the 

natural people to bring about solutions..... there is the attitude that a lot of the public 

sector is made up of dead beats so lets bring in the private sector to rescue them and show 

them how to manage properly.... " 

(Interview: Trade Union: 7th November 2005) 

The concept of a 'monopoly of legitimacy' can be seen as an extension of the ideas of 

policy experts and epistemic communities, introduced earlier in this work. Epistemic 

communities are defined by Haas (1992) as a "network of knowledge-based experts" 

who have been employed in the policy arena as a result of the growing technical 

uncertainties and the complexities of global problems. Sustainable development policy 

fits within the analytical framework of a global problem which is high in uncertainty 

and complexity. However, as outlined in earlier chapters businesses are not seen in 

this research as an epistemic community. The concept of "monopoly of legitimacy' is in 

line with Grant's (1989) proposition of insider groups; however, the influence gained 

within policy decision-making is more far reaching. The empirical element of this 

thesis has reaffirmed the earlier position taken that business cannot be seen within 
Haas' boundaries of an episten-dc community. It also fits with the stance taken by 

Newell (2000) that Haasý work implies a one-way transfer of knowledge/power from 

the expert to the policy community. However, it has been demonstrated here that the 

policy community itself is playing a vital role in creating the knowledge currency of 
business. As Connelly and Smith (1999) outlined, being granted the status of an insider 

group purely means that an actor(s) has(have) been included into the policy 

community, which does not necessarily mean that influence accompanies such 
inclusion. In contrast the 'monopoly of legitimacy' awarded to MNCs has created a 

significant degree of tacit influence within sustainable development policy decision- 

making. 
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In the case of sustainable development policy in the UK, particularly in the case of the 

production of the UK NSDS, MNCs as a non-state actor group, are being given the 

status of expert, through the perception that MNCs are the actor(s) which are best 

placed to understand the issues within sustainable development and to devise 

appropriate solutions. However, in this context we can see the role of MNCs is going 

further than that of policy expert, insider group or epistemic community, as they are 

not only being invited to the policy discussion by government but their role is being 

promoted through this perception by other actors that business 'know-bese. The 

creation of a 'monopoly of legitimacy' through the perception of other actors of the 

ability of MNCs corresponds with what Crenson (1971) calls "Politically enforced 

neglect' as discussed in Chapter Three. Crenson argues that "The mere reputation for 

power, unsupported by acts of power, can be sufficient to restrict the scope 9f decision- 

making" (ibid 1971: p177). In this case not only is business being acknowledged as the 

possessor of power, but that it has the adequate knowledge and experience (beyond 

that of other actors) with which to solve the problem of sustainable development. Such 

a perception has been translated into power which has been exercised through mainly 

tacit modes of influence, therefore as a result, MNCs do not need to take any action in 

order to influence and play a role in the formation of UK sustainable development 

policy. 

Tlw importance of business 

A 'monopoly of legitimacy' held by MNCs was further realised along with the 

subsequent promotion of a business agenda as a result of a range of actors, both state 

and non-state, overtly highlighting the importance of business throughout the 
decision-making process. This emphasis on the importance of business highlights 

another example where tacit influences (on the part of MNCs), linked closely with the 

concept that business 'know-bese, has led to the adoption of a business-based agenda 

within the policy decision-making process. 

The importance of having MNCs involved in the review process has translated into an 
adoption of a "business-friendly' environment in order to attract businesses, 

particularly MNCs'to the discussion and in an attempt to make them stay 'involved' 

and contribute. It seems ironic that this action has meant that, to some degree, MNCs 
did not actually need to take part in the formal discussion which had been designed 

specifically with them in mind. The emphasis placed on MNCs by a range of actors 
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has been evident in meetings and discussions, interviews and the documents reviewed; 

as outlined in Chapter Five. As stated previously, the importance of business 

involvement in the development of a new UK SDS was highlighted in the main 'Taking 

it on' consultation document where business are allocated a dedicated section in the 

report, no other actor-specific group was treated in this way. 

Such emphasis on the importance of business, alongside the perception that business 

'knows-best' has created a conducive environment within which MNCs' influence was 

optimised, often without any direct action or influence on the part of corporations 

themselves. 

"The language is very much, - there is a market solution, that I think it becomes tile 

prominent one. As trade unions do we get in the trenches and protect the public 

services ethos .... or do we go with the J107v but try to ensure that where market 

solutions are obviously the only ones the government is interested in we make sure 

the market operates on the level playing field.. ?. " 

(Interview: Trade Union: 7th November 2005) 

The results, outlined earlier, showed that on completion of the development of the 

'Securing tIx future' Strategy, the government was disappointed with the level of 

business engagement in the process. This stance highlights two important issues; 

firstly that government, as an actor in the decision-making process is not aware of the 

influence it is providing to MNCs through its own (and others') tacit actions; and 

secondly that the decision holders are not aware of the extent of business MNCS' 

influence on UK sustainable development policy. This interestingly contradicts the 

thoughts of representatives interviewed from both the DTi and SDU who both stated 
that they thought business did not have the level of influence people thought they had, 

both direct and tacit. Both interviewees both considered that MNCs should be 

involved more in the policy decision-making process and that business had not been 

involved enough in the development of the new UK NSDS; 'Securing t1te fitture', both 

considering that is was the 'usual suspec& who got involved. By this, reference is 

being made to the small number of companies which take a proactive stance on 

sustainable development and to varying degrees get involved in most of the 

Governmenes activity around sustainable development. 
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Corporate-Centric Language: The Dominant Policy Discourse 

Alongside the notion that business 'knows-best' and the importance placed on 
business involvement in sustainable development policy, the presiding policy agenda 

centred towards business was further enhanced by the dominance of a corporate- 

centric language within the decision-making process. 

As discussed in Chapters Three and Four, discourse is vital in the understanding of 
MNC's influence at play in UK sustainable development policy. The concept of policy 
discourse, following the work of Fischer and Hajer, was also introduced as an 
important mechanism through which, and therefore by which, influence can be exerted 

and understood. Within this thesis this has been evident in the identification of 

corporate-centric language as the dominant policy discourse. 

The dominance of corporate-centric language in this thesis has acted to legitimise the 

knowledge and understanding of MNCs on sustainable development and in turn 

MNCs have been taken as the agents of this knowledge. The identification of such a 
don-dnant discourse in this setting is in line with the work of Hajer (1995) and Fischer 

(2003) and plays an important part in promoting the business agenda as the agenda of 

sustainable development in UK policy-making. 

The proposition that MNCs are becoming an agent of knowledge follows the 
Foucauldian view of discourse (Rouse 1994) and relates to his concept of 'regimes of 
trutW (Foucault 1980). Such a situation corresponds with the link Foucault established 
between knowledge and power, even if in this case the knowledge is perceived by the 

other actors involved in the policy process. Patton highlights the link between 

accepted discourse, the development of truth and the resulting influence. He states that 
"a discourse which is accepted to present itself as the truth always conveys certain 

effects of power, notably the exclusion of other kinds of discourse (Patton 1979: p115). 

In 1999 Hajer and Fischer outlined the 'up-beat' and conciliatory messages, which were 
replacing the apocalyptic tones of the 1970s, that at the time were dominating 

environmental discourse; these included "ecological modernisatio, 17 (as discussed in 
Chapter Two), "changing course" and "greening of industry" Gan-dson 2001). Maybe a 
decade later these discourses have moved to be even more conciliatory, no longer 
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focusing on the greening of industry but 'corporatisation of sustainable development' - 
Although this maybe seems like an extreme proposition, however, this thesis has 

found that this is certainly the case within the current UK policy decision-making 

arena; an argument which is to some degree in line with the arguments put forward by 

Welford et al in 1997, in their discussion of "hijacking envirorunentalismý. It is not 
being proposed that MNCs are trying to derail sustainable development in its entirety, 

more that they are limiting it to what is safe for them. As Jamison states: 

"It is not that the companies are doing nothing, for many are indeed doing a great 
deal; it is rather that the quest for sustainable development is being reduced or 
limited to those activities that can turn a profit". 

Gamison 2001: p124) 

Although Jamisonýs argument relates more directly to the actions being taken by 

business, this thesis suggests that the role MNCs are playing in sustainable 
development policy is to limit the scope of policy-making to areas which are 'safe' to 

them. In this instance this is being achieved through the dominant, accepted policy 
discourse being one which is corporate-centric, espousing a very firm agenda. 

The emphasis placed on CSR/CR demonstrates the use of corporate-centric language 

and how this has been adapted within the policy process. In become clear throughout 

the policy process that CSR/CR has begun to be used interchangeably with sustainable 
development, by MNCs and state and non-state actors. The quotations highlight this 
interchangeable use of the terms and are taken from 'Taking it on' consultation 

meetings. Such a finding is in-line with the work of Moon (2007) who argues that 
"Both terms [sustainable development and CSR] are often used vaguely and 
interchangeably. " (ibid: p 297). Notably within the same work Moon proposes that 
there are "weaknesses, limitation and challenge" relating to CSR as an appropriate 
mechanism to achieve sustainable development. Considering the findings of this thesis, 
both directly relating to CSR and to the wider emphasis placed on business, such 
limitations raise que stions in policy terms regarding the appropriateness of the policy 
agenda and subsequent policy recommendations. 
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It is noteworthy that the stance taken regarding agenda-setting at the outset of this 

research has been confirmed in contrast to that taken by Newell. In Newell's (2000) 

work on international policy-making surrounding climate change he argues that 

agenda-setting occurs at the beginning of a decision-making process. However, this 

thesis argues that in fact agenda-setting runs throughout the decision-making process 

as an intermediate influence which interacts with the mode of influence and the 

political context. 

Business Role in Implementation 

The business-focused agenda was further strengthened by the emphasis placed on the 

role of MNCs in the implementation of the final strategy and in the wider sense of 
achieving sustainable development. The role MNCs could play in implementation 

was highlighted within discussions at the 'Taking it on' consultation meetings, with the 

stance being stated both directly by MNCs and indirectly by government and other 
actors. This is highlighted in the quote below, which had been given by a non- 
business related actor during a 'Taking it on' consultation meeting. 

"Business is critical in impletnentation and delivery" 

(Therned Meeting: DTi: 13th May 2004) 

The emphasis placed on MNCs in relation to the implementation of sustainable 
development policy in the UK is aligned with the findings of Newell (2000), who in his 
investigation of the role of the fossil fuel industry found that the same business groups 
were heavily involved in the discussion on which implementation methods were 
considered appropriate at a national level. Here, Newell introduces the idea of a 
process' of referral' relating to the situation in which business provides government 
with an opinion of whether policy proposals are feasible or not at the national level. 
The findings of this thesis suggest that such a 'process of referraY is present in the 
making of UK sustainable development policy. 

The perception that MNCs are able to lead the way in terms of implementation also 
relates to the issue of definition raised in Chapter Two. One of the main-concerns 
raised in relation to the contested nature of sustainable development is that it is 
difficult to translate the concept into real action. The emphasis placed on the ability of 
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MNCs within implementation of the strategy was often linked with their considered 

experience of operationalising sustainable development. 

MNCs: A Summary 

In summary, this thesis has found empirically that MNCs are playing both a direct and 

tacit role in UK sustainable development policy. Most interestingly, the combination of 

the four findings outlined above have acted together to create an overall policy agenda 

which is business-focused. The creation of such a business-focused agenda is neatly 

summed up in the following quote from the East of England consultation meeting: 

"Business and government are talked about togetIter as if tlwy Itave tIw same 

standpoint andface tlw sarne issues. " 

(Regional Meeting: East: 29thjuly 2004) 

As well as providing MNCs with influence, which in most cases needs little 

investment, such a business-focused agenda is also acting to maintain the current 

political environment, an outcome which is as useful to Government as it is to MNCs. 

This situation reflects the findings of Ghazi (1997) who identified that governments 

were using lobbyists' positions to support their own 'conservative' policy position. It 

cannot be ascertained within the constraints of this thesis whether a business-agenda 

has been actively promoted in order to achieve such a position or whether has 

developed in a passive, tacit manner. It may be the 
, case that a situation of 

"compatibility of agendas' as outlined by Newell (2000) is present here; with the 

government and MNCs possessing similar agendas, therefore if the policy agenda 

addresses both concerns a 'no regrets' solution can be reached. 

6.4.2 Applied Finding: Policy Making 

As stated previously, in addition to findings discussed above which are MNC-facing, 

this thesis has identified areas of interest which are of particular relevance to the policy 
context. These consider whether the definition of sustainable development is still an 
issue, the relevance of the UK NSDS as a policy tool, and the question of stakeholder 
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involvement, all of which could have significant impact on the way policies are made 

and perceived in a UK setting. 

A question of definition - an on-going debate 

"Sustainable development has become an unthinking orthodoxy. When everyone 
from the most ruthless CEO to the most radical NGO will assent to a label then it 

can have no value in differentiating one positionfrom another" 
(Written Response: Think Tank: dna) 

A long established debate within the arena of sustainable development has been that of 
definition as discussed in Chapter Two; this has been found to be the case within this 
thesis. As discussed in the previous section, throughout the review of the UK NSDS 

and the production of "Securing Hie future', language and definition has played a huge 

role in setting the boundaries of policy decision-making. The importance of language 

within the decision-making process can be seen at two levels; in the production of 
specific policy instruments, in this case the UK NSDS and in the wide Policy discussion 

arena around sustainable development. 

As outlined in previous chapters sustainable development is a contested issue, with 
many definitions being formed and discussed (for further discussion see Parkin 2000, 
Giddings et al 2002, Hopwood B et al 2005). Similarly, as may be expected, such a 
contested nature is present in the discourse of UK sustainable development Policy. As 

outlined earlier it is not the aim of this research to provide a definitive definition; 
however the question of definition is an important one in the context of influence 

within policy decision-making. The contested nature of the concept is acknowledged 
at various stages of the decision-making process. The quote below is taken from an 
early consultation meeting during the development of the new UK sustainable 
development strategy. 

"[There is a] problem of getting over the 4nition of sustainable development for 
society it is more abstract and academic. " 

(Themed meeting: DTi: 13th May 2004) 
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'We don't have a common understanding of sustainable development. 

Environnxntallsocial elenwnts of developnwnt, or is it something more 

fu ndamen tal ?. We need to argue wha t 7ve mean " 

(Regional Event: East : 29th July 2004) 

The problem of definition is clearly highlighted in the 'Taking it on' consultation 

document, 

"I'he term 'sustainable development' has become more widely used and recognised. 

But there are different views on how to best describe what it means, and no clear 

vision of what it might look like in practice for the UK. We think that developing a 

common understanding of sustainable development and vision of where we would 

like to be in the long term will be useful to help us to make it a reality" 
(Consultation Documentation: DEFRA 2004a: p14) 

This extract also demonstrates the attention placed on achieving a consensus 

definition for sustainable development. Such emphasis on the need for an agreed and 

operationalised definition within decision-making can slow down the process and 

serves to set the agenda and the language by which the central concept is discussed, 

and fundamentally non-decision-making occurs. Following on from the extract above 

DEFRA state that: 

"77-te mostfrequently used dýflnition of sustainable developinent is ', developinent that 

nwets the needs of the present without compromising the ability offuture generations 
to meet theirOWn needs'. However, there have been many different explanations of 

what this actually means, including within government in the UK" 
(Consultation Documentation: DEFRA 2004a-. p14) 

This is a move away from previous policy statements, the previous strategy; 'A better 

quality of life' outlines sustainable development as; 

"At its very Wart is t1w simple idea of ensuring a better quality of life for everyone, 
now and for generations to come. A widely-used international definition is 
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'development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability 

offuture generations to meet their own needs" 
(Goverrunent Strategy: DETR 1999: p8) 

The resulting 'Securing t1w future' document settles for an agreed 'purpose' of 
sustainable development adopted by the UK Government and the Devolved 

Administration. 

"Tlw goal of sustainable development is to enable all people throughout the world to 

satisfy their basic needs and enjoy a better quality of life, without compromising the 

quali ty of life offu tu re genera tion s. " 

(Government Strategy: DEFRA 2005: p16) 

Written responses submitted as part of the 'Taking it on' process also reflect the 
importance of definition and language used. 

"We are constantly struck by the lack of understanding of sustainable development 

among management and staff in many organisations, and in t1w general public. A 

colierent and easily understood explanation of sustainable development is therefore 

essential to t1w delivery of a more sustainable society ...... We support the continued 

use of t1w Brundtland definition and t1w need to underpin this with some clarification 

about what sustainable development means in reality. " 

(Written Response: MNC: dna) 

The need for a consensus around definition in a situation where the dominant agenda 
is one which is business-focused, discussed using a corporate-centric language, 

creating an environment where the influence of MNCs may be further augmented. If 
this need for a consensus definition continues it is highly likely, in the current policy 
context, that one which is heavily influenced by the corporate arena will occur. 

From a policy-making perspective it is difficult to provide, and make decisions, wi I thin 
policy contexts which have yet to reach a consensus on the fundamental concepts on 
which policies are made. However this is not unusual, Parson (1995) argues that policy 
problems are ill-defined by their very nature. Parsons states that 
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"politics arises because we do not share perceptions of what problems are, or if we 
do, what follows ftom the definition in terms o what can be or s1tould be done. A 

de nition of a problem is part of the problein. " P 

(ibid.: p88 emphasis added). 

From this standpoint, if problems within policy making are commonly ill-defined, does 

this make the contested issue of sustainable development a problem, something that 

cannot be worked with, or is it a implicit part of the process which decision-making 

has to deal with? i. e. is sustainable development any different from other policy 

making? Following Parsorýs argument it can be argued that it is not, and therefore, is 

the quesiion of definition one which should slow down, or jn fact bring the decision- 

making process to a halt? In taking this stance the use of a discourse, centred on a 

contested nature and thus creating non-decisions, becomes even more important to this 

thesis. 

7he Strategy -A Significant Policy Docu nien t? 
This thesis began by setting out a number of assumptions, two relating to NSDSs, 

which were; NSDSs are important policy tools and that MNCs have an interest in the 
UK Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS) and that they will use different methods 
to try and influence the UK SDS. With respect to these propositions, an interesting 
finding within this thesis is that MNCs do not see the UK NSDS as an important 

enough policy tool for them to consider direct involvement in its formation. However, 

the results of this thesis indicate that MNCs are still influential in the development of 
the Strategy through tacit modes of influence, as discussed in Section 6.3. 

The results show that MNCs in general regard the UK NSDS as a policy tool which is 

too high level and 'wishy-washy, and subsequently do not see the development of a 
new NSDS as a process which is important enough to warrant expending their 

resources. As outlined in the previously, such a stance was reflected in the design of 
some of the regional consultation events, namely the GO London event, which was 
designed, specifically to attract business. To do this the focus was placed on climate 
change, as a specific issue, rather than sustainable development in the wider context. 
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"Business involvement in key areas not in wider process; involving business is tIW 

answer to t1w question" 
(Meeting: Yorkshire and The Humber: lst July 2004) 

This stance was also reiterated in the interview data, when interviewees were asked 

whether they agreed with this assessment that the UK NSDS was a policy tool that 

MNCs got involved in, the response was generally no. It was felt that some of the 

proactive companies got involved as part of the 'branding' exercise to be seen as 

companies which are ahead of the pack, and that others felt that they could/have 

influenced sustainable development policy through other avenues. More specifically it 

was felt that MNCs were more likely to get directly involved in policy tools which 

include hard targets and policy initiatives, for examples energy or waste policy. The 

lack of involvement in the formal process may also be a result of the experience of 

some actors that the policy process has become too open, and as a result they are 

reverting back to traditional one-to-one conversations in order to influence 

Government. This finding will be discussed further in the next section. 

Decision-Making: A Transparent Process? 

In contrast to the current prominent policy language of transparency, engagement and 
inclusiveness a number of interviews have suggested that the decision-making process 
has become so open that the opposite is happening, and to a certain extent actors are 

reverting or indeed just relying more on conversations held in the 'corridors of power' 

as opposed to open dialogue. 

"And that's why as much as the whole language, LIN etc, multi-stakeholder 

partnership etc, is increasing participation,. I think that actually it is potentially 

weakening the hand of all concerned, exceptfor those who have the most power to 
begin with, which is in most case the companies, I do think that. I think that all 
that in the Type 1123 agreement model, the beneficiaries tend to be more the 
industry partners as they get the legitimacy through their partnerships whilst 

pretty much having their business objectives met in first places, and how those 

relationships are brokered and negotiated and carried out is seen as insignificant. 

23 Type 11 agreements were developed at the Johannesbury summit as a means of achieving the WSSD objectives. They 
are informal agreement between non-state parties, either between themselves or with Governments. 
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In the policy discussion the ability to really put your cards on the card and say 

exactly where you think the problems lie are constrained when you have 

representatives from big companies in the room who are not going to like what 

you say. " 

(Interview: Think Tank: 24th March 2004) 

The issue of 'opennessý actually leading to less transparency in decision-making was 

also raised during interviews with Central Goverrunent, as outlined in the extract 

below. A goverrunent official stated that: 

"if the process becomes too open and transparent this often leads to more back 

room ta ng. " 

(Interview: Government Official: 30th May 2005) 

Such sentiments were also expressed through an internal memorandum which was 

provided following an interview with a representative of an MNC, as outlined in the 

extract below. 

"Attendees were largely from the NGO community, 40 organisationS were 
invited, 30 turned up, only three representatives ftom industry. There doesn't 

seem to be any process by which industry can sensibly contribute to this debate 

other than by one-to one meetings or by feedback seminars clearly aimed at the 
business community. It quickly became apparent that it wasn't the firunt to 

express industry views. " 

(interview: MNC: 4th March 2004) 

When asked whether they had witnessed this shift back to 'backroorný decisions, one 
trade union interviewee said that in one particular important policy discussion they 
had gone through the more open channels, by talking to civil servants, but ultimately a 
direct conversation with the Prime Minister was held, as highlighted in the extract 
below. It is noteworthy here that the open channels are not even referring to open 
meetings which involve a number of stakeholders, as witnessed within this thesis. 
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"I know when we have had big issues with the health service etc. we have all had 

meetings with civil servants, we have written'the letter, we have had the meetings 

with Secretary of State, we have met the ministers, but in the end the boss has had 

to go and speak to Tony Blair" 
(Interview: Trade Union: 7th November 2005) 

This discussion suggests that a number of non-state actors share a similar view that 

transparency has been lost. Such a finding is of particular concern within the context 

of sustainable development policy, as transparency is one of the key tenets of multi- 

stakeholder engagement upon which sustainable development is meant to be built. A 

shift away from transparency in this way raises the question of marginalisation within 

the decision-making process, with those actors with the privileged position of 
traditional power gaining more influence. This finding is important, as such a shift 
directly undermines the approach which exists in the current UK sustainable 
development decision-making process and may also be present -in wider policy- 

making. In addition, the issues raised within this discussion may be informing MNCs' 

decision not to take part in the formal consultation process around the production of 
the new UK NSDS. 

Access versus Influence 

Throughout the discussion in Chapters Five and this Chapter it has become clear that 

although MNCs are not directly involved in all sustainable development policy 
decisions they do become involved in those which are issue specific and directly 

related to their market place. Perhaps more interestingly, it has been evident that, 

particularly in the case of the production of a new UK NSDS there was limited formal 

participation from MNCs; however, influence linked to them was still strong. This 
demonstrates that tacit influence is vitally important and points to the finding that 

participation does not necessarily equate to influence. The flip side of the situation, the 

negative side from a policy perspective, is that other non-state actors do participate in 
the process; however, they gain relatively little influence in return. This finding is in- 
line with Connelly and Smith's (1999) view that although some actors gain insider 

status this does not always lead to influence. However, there is little development of 
this argument. 
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"Access is easy [for us] ...... to have real influence is a different thing. I think it's 

abou t the quality of the argu nwn t and how you pu t things forward ... the current 

governm, ent it's all about solutions ....... so I think there is a certain amount of 

consultation that is P. R. ish but we have to do it, and it's important we talk to 

stakeholders.. " 

(Interview: Trade Union: 7th November 2005) 

The extract above reinforces the finding in this thesis that it is relatively easy to 

participate in the policy decision-making process; however, the participation-influence 

equation is less than straightforward. 

6.6.1 The Policy Implications 

As Lukes (1974) proposes, some actors do not challenge power out of choice, and not 
because they are unable to have power, or that power is not in their self-interest. In 

this context it is argued that MNCs not only do not elect to act directly in all forms of 

sustainable development decision-making, namely the UK NSDS, as other actors are 

acting on their behalf and in doing so, are maintaining the political status quo; 
benefiting both MNCs and the Government of the day. In this vein it is beneficial for 

the Government to promote and maintain the position of authority bestowed on MNCs 

as this helps to maintain the New Labour agenda, which places business in such an 
important position within both policy-making and wider civil society. 

Although sustainable development policy in the UK is conducted in a multi-level, 
multi-stakeholder environment this thesis has demonstrated that influence is not 
allocated equally within this environment. So although consultation, participation, and 
transparency has increased, within the policy-making process modes of influence still 
exist, particularly those of a tacit nature which are undermining these changes in the 

policy process. This is further undermined by what could mark the beginning of a 
trend to revert back to the old style corridor and back room discussions, particularly on 
the part of MNCs. 
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The use of AIF to organise the data within this thesis has shown that MNCs do play an 
important role in UK sustainable development policy, particularly in the case of the UK 

NSDS, through both tacit and direct modes of influence. It has been demonstrated that 
both the actors themselves and the design of the decision-making process play a vital 

role in the presence of different modes of influence and subsequent intermediate 

influence. Therefore, it is vital that policy makers consider all these elements when 

entering into policy discussion and are aware of the impact of their decisions, as well 

as the actions of the other actors on the policy process. 

6.4 RE-ADDRESSING THE RESEARCH ASSUMPTIONS 

The early sections of this Chapter and Chapter Five have presented, reviewed and 
discussed the empirical data and the application of the AIF within this thesis. At this 

point it is now possible to re-address the research assumptions which were outlined at 
the onset of this thesis; these four assumptions are: 

1. MNCs have the power to influence Govermuent policy. 
2. NSDSs are an important element of UK policy. 

3. MNCs will have an interest in sustainable development policy, specifically the 
UK NSDS, and will play a role in its development. 

4. The influence of MNCs wiH have an impact on the NSDS formation. 

The use of the AIF in organising and framing the data in Chapter Five has 
demonstrated that assumptions one and four are correct. The discussions have shown 
that MNCs do have the power to influence goverrunent and importantly this power is 
not necessarily exerted by MNCs but occurs through tacit influence. The discussion 
has also demonstrated that influence relating to MNCs has had an impact on the NSDS 
formation. Fundamentally, it has affected the boundaries in which the Strategy Was 
developed and the discourse through which it was discussed, a discourse which is 
corporate-centric. In contrast, assumption three; that MNCs will be interested in, and 
play a role in the formation of the new UK NSDS, cannot be taken as correct. The 
discussions in this thesis have demonstrated that although MNCs are interested in 
broad terms in sustainable development policy, and that a small number of MNCs 

were willing to take part in the formal production process of the new UK NSDS, in 
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general the NSDS was not seen as important or relevant enough for MNCs to be 

involved. Unlike the three assumptions already outlined, it is not possible to make a 

firm assessment of the relevance of the second assumption. However, based on the 

effort involved in the production of the UK NSDS and the. emphasis placed on NSDS at 

an international and European level, this assumption would be taken in future studies. 

Following the re-assessment of the thesis assumptions, the next chapter will build on 

the discussion outlined this Chapter and draw this thesis to a conclusion, outlining the 

main findings and the contributions made. 
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II 

Conclusion 

7.1 RESEARCH REVIEW 

This thesis began with the aim of investigating the role of Multinational Corporations 

(MNCs) in UK sustainable development policy and was driven by three guiding research 

questions; How is influence exerted in UK decision-making relating to sustainable 
development?; How do MNCs influence UK sustainable development policy? And What 

does this influence mean for policy-making and MNCs? In order to fully address these 

questions the investigation had to consider the complex situations of both sustainable 
development and multi-level governance, and what happens when the two are combined. 
In order to successfully answer the research questions when located in such a complex 

setting it was imperative that the research position and design was flexible yet systematic 

and holistic. Subsequently, it was proposed that a qualitative approach, which was 
influenced by the constructivist and interpretative traditions, would provide such a 

solution. Within this qualitative framework a multimethod design was used, with data 

being collected through interviews (17 hours 18 minutes), document review (340 

documents) and observation, at consultation events (28 hours). To maintain the systematic 
and holistic approach to this thesis an evaluation framework, the AIF, was developed to 
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enable organisation and framing of the data collected. Such an approach allowed for the 

successful consideration of the research questions posed as sununarised below: 

1) How is influence exerted in UK decision-making relating to sustainable development? 

Types of influence were drawn together in Table 3.3, this was then used to develop the 

modes of influence and intermediate influence which were incorporated within the AIF. 

The possible modes of influence available to MNCs have been outlined in the AIF; this 

was then used as a mechanism to frame the influence, associated with MNCs; which 

occurred during the development of the UK NSDS and which was experienced in wider 

sustainable development policy discussions. 

2) How do AVCs influence UK sustainable development policY? MNCs have influenced 

sustainable development policy, with particular reference to the production of the UK 
NSDS through both direct and tacit means. This influence has often been a result of the 
perceptions and action of other non-state and state actors. Following the application of the 
AlF Table 3.3 was re-addressed, as shown in Table 6.1 to demonstrate what influence can 
be attributed to MNCs. 

3) Mat does this influence mean for policy-making and MNCs? Due to the tacit nature of 
influence which has occurred, it is important in future policy decisions that this type of 
influence is neither ignored on underestimated. From a MNC's perspective this thesis has 
demonstrated that in order to have influence often no action is required. 

The main findings and contributions of this thesis, as outlined in Chapter Six can be 
divided into those which are theoretical (Sections 6.2 and 6.3) and those which are applied 
(Section 6.4). The theoretical contribution made by this thesis Hes in its handling of 
influence; it has drawn together a wide ranging, interdisciplinary debate, accumulating in 
the production of Table 3.3, which has subsequently fed into the development of an 
original evaluation framework. This element of the thesis has been published in Ellis 
(2007), see appendix IV. Further theoretical contribution was then made in the testing of 
the AIF in the setting of UK sustainable development, and thus enabled the aim of this 
thesis to be met. The synthesis position, forming the basis of the AIF, advances the debate 
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regarding influence within the field of policy analysis. By drawing upon the concepts 

outlined in the dimensions of power debate (Dahl (1961), Bachrach and Baratz (1962,1963, 

1970) and Lukes (1974) along with the discursive elements of post- modernism and post- 

empiricism, direct and tacit modes of influence 'can be accounted for. Furthermore, 

contribution is made through the nested nature of the AIF, this approach means that the 

complex nature of policy-making can be evaluated, with at the primary level, the process 

of policy-making along with the political system, at its broadest are addressed. It is at this 

level that the consideration of ideas such as pluralism (Kingdom 1994, Wilson 2003), 

corporatism (Smith 1995) and networks (Lowndes 2002) has been made. The secondary 

level of the AIF accommodates another increase in complexity; it is here that the 

individual modes of influence available to policy actors can be considered. A unique 

contribution to theory can be found within this level of the AIF, that of intermediate 

influence. By including this concept the interactions which occur throughout the decision- 

making process can be broken down, allowing for a greater understanding of influence as 

part of the'policy journey. It is no longer necessary to wait, and rely upon the 'end point' 

for the analysis of influence. The tertiary level then allows for the evaluation of a policy 

specific context, as demonstrated within Chapter Five. Empirically, the AIF was initially 

informed in its development by existing literature on the political role of MNCs, and 

related business organisation within the UK context, as outlined in Section 3.3. However, 

the approach and design taken is original to this thesis. The AIF was then subsequently 

revised based on its application within this thesis. This thesis has shown that influence in 

the decision-making arena does not follow a linear cause-effect relationship, therefore, the 

mode-intermediate influence relationship provided by the AIF is a valuable theoretical 

contribution made by this thesis. 

The applied findings can be split, as in Chapter Six, into those which are MNC-facing and 
those which are policy-facing. The first MNC-facing contribution is the finding that that, 

yes, MNCs are playing a significant role in UK sustainable development policy. However, 

particularly in relation to the UK NSDS, this is largely tacit, often without MNCs being 
involved in the policy decision-making process. So looking back at the original 
problematic of this thesis, it was set within a debate between those who think that MNCs 
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have a significant role to play in sustainable development, with some MNCs'actively 

promoting the concept, and those who think that there is a fundamental conflict between 

the concept and the purpose of MNCs, and that MNCs are actively seeking to derail it. 

Based on these findings is it appropriate to have MNCs as the sole unit of investigations in 

such a debate? A wider view of the governance structure,. its actors and the prevailing 

discourse is therefore needed within such a debate. 

The second MNC-facing finding which has contributed to the wider debate of sustainable 

development was the eager adoption of a corporate-centric language and the willingness 

to bestow greatness on MNCs by other non-state, and state actors, even in situations were 
there were no MNCs present. It was expected that the policy preference and language of 

some non-state actors may have been altered by the presence of MNCs in policy decisions. 

However, it appears that MNCs have been crowned the champion of sustainable 
development, both in terms of the way they can talk about it and they way they can do it. 

Subsequently, MNCs hold a 'monopoly of legitimacy' within the policy process, which 

allows for a high degree of influence. 

From a policy perspective, the main contributions of this thesis are that MNCs do not see, 
in the UK context, NSDSs as an important pool tool. The UK NSDS was seen as being too 
high level and 'wishy-washy, having no real relevance to, or impact on the operation of 
MNCs. Therefore it was not considered appropriate to use resources in participating in 

the formal review process, even though a significant effort on the part of government had 

been exerted in trying to design a consultation process which was conducive to the MNC 

community. 

The second policy-facing contribution is the finding that there are moves beginning to 

revert back to backroom one-to-one conversations rather than open dialogue. The impact 

of such a finding is interesting both in the academic sense and in a policy sense; it seems 
that the move towards a transparent inclusion policy arena is indeed achieving the exact 
opposite to the objective it set out to achieve - open decision-making. This is significant 
both in the study of influence but also in relation to the day-to-day business of policy- 
making and the claims being made by governmeni. Therefore this thesis makes 
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contributions to policy analysis in its general sense and specifically to the debate 

surrounding the role that MNCs play in sustainable development policy. The thesis's 

contribution to the field of policy analysis is through the development of an evaluation 
framework which allows for a synthesis position to be taken and articulated; it takes the 

debate away from a polarised spectrum to a position which acknowledges the 
fundamental role of language in the construct of worldviews; but also recognises that 

within this, direct actions still have consequence and influence. The contribution made to 

the debate about the role of MNCs in sustainable development is one which is systematic 

and focused, addressing influence rather than purely looking at rhetoric from both sides. 
Fundamentally, this thesis has demonstrated that, yes, MNCs are playing a significant role 
in sustainable development policy, a role which is greater than other non-state actors; 
however, this role is not always realised through thought and intention on the part of 
MNCs. 

7.2 REFLECTION AND LIMITATIONS 

Specific strengths and limitations of the research design and analytical approaches have 

been discussed previously in Chapter Four. However, it is useful to reflect on the study as 

a whole. If this thesis had been completed under different time constraints, i. e. more time 

was available, further evaluation of the AT would have been undertaken. As the AIF 

was amended following its application within this thesis it would have been beneficial if 

the new AT could have then been applied within subsequent sustainable development 
decision-making. This would have allowed for a more in-depth evaluation of the AIF. 

In a practical sense if I was to undertake the same research now I would attempt to 

undertake more interviews during the consultation events at which I observed. This 

would have allowed for more interviews to be completed and it would have made the 
issue of scheduling easier. I also think it would have increased the number of willing 
participants. Within the environment of the meeting people were more willing to talk 
about the subject and agreed to be interviewed; however, it was then often difficult to 
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schedule interviews afterwards. Such an approach may have addressed the problem of 

recruiting representatives from the NGO community, as discussed in section 4.6.1. 

7.3 LOOKING FORWARD: POTENTIAL FOR FUTURE WORK 

The findings of this thesis and the highlighted limitations both provide a basis for 

potential future work. Firstly, addressing the theoretical contribution of the AIF, as 

discussed in Chapter Six; further application of the AIF would have allowed for a more 

robust evaluation. With this in mind future work may include further application of the 

AIF within the broad context of UK sustainable development policy. However, it will be 

more insightful from both a theoretical and an applied perspective to make use of the AIF 

in slightly different contexts. Firstly, the investigation of influence, using the AIF within a 

more focused, but related policy context is proposed. For example, climate change policy 

would provide an interesting and useful focus. As this thesis has found, the high level 

nature of the UK sustainable development stratpgy meant that a significant number of 
MNCs felt that as a policy document it was too 'wishy-washy' and not wholly related to 

them therefore they did not consider it important enough to directly participate in its 

development. In contrast climate change is a much more focused issue, which has explicit 

relevance to MNCs and includes specific targets. Secondly, it would be useful to use the 

AIF in a comparative exercise. 
, 
NSI)Ss are a policy tool which have been, and are being 

developed globally. A number of studies comparing how this development is being 

carried out and how effective the strategies are, have been and are being completed 

(George and Kirkpatrick (2006); Lafferty et al (2007); Russel (2007); Bordhag and Taliere 

(2006)). A small number address the question of participation; however, there is little, if 

indeed no evidence of the study of influence within the NSDS. Therefore, the use of the 

AIF would be a good starting point for such research, with its systematic framework 

allowing for consistent comparison across geographical boundaries. The potential for 

further study also exists through using the AIF in policy analysis which is not related to 

sustainable development. It would be interesting to discover whether the secondary 
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level24 of the AlF would require alterations if it was used to frame other influence in 

different policy decision-making situations. 

To extend this thesis further it would be interesting for future work to address some of the 

wider issues relating to power which were touched upon within this thesis; for example, 

in many senses it can be argued that MNCs have already 'won the war' and therefore do 

not need to take part in policy discussions around sustainable development. Therefore, 

expanding the remit of the thesis to include a more detailed analysis of issues such as 

marketing strategies, which could have a significant effect on the third dimension 

elements of power, would be beneficial, and a little challenging. As outlined in Section 

6.2, this thesis did not identify political donations or the consideration of business location 

or relocation to be modes of influence through which MNCs are playing a role in UK 

sustainable development policy, however, in the wider political environment these 

econon-dc-based considerations maybe important and therefore should not be discounted. 

Subsequently, it would be interesting to develop further research which can account for 

such influences. 

The applied findings also raise suggestions for future work. The identification of the 
dominance of a corporate-centric language, specifically the links which are being made 

with corporate social responsibility (CSR) sit well with the growing academic and 

professional work which is calling for further investigation of the real link between CSR 

and sustainable development (Moon 2007), and the need on a practical level for political 

activity to be -a key element of CSR (SustainAbility and wwf (2007), with this subsequently 
being reflected in societal and government expectations of a MNCs CSR approach. The 

findings of this thesis would provide a good basis to develop this direction of enquiry, 
demonstrating that declaring political donations and affiliation to political groups is not 
sufficient to account for all political activity in this area. 

24 it would be expected that the primarily and tertiary levels should not require alterations, as the 
primary level relates to generic policy-making and the tertiary provides a framework for 

addressing specific policy contexts. 
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The question of corporatisation of sustainable development can be developed further, 

investigating to what extent MNCs are aware of the influence they are having on 

sustainable development policy through the tacit modes of influence outlined in this 

thesis. In conjunction with this, an investigation into the concept of "complementary 

agendas' would be interesting; investigating the question: Are MNCs and Government 

working to support each other's stance or are they working separately towards a similar 

goal? 

In response to the finding that there appears to be a backlash to increased inclusiveness 

within the policy process, a potential future for work may lie in working with policy- 

makers in using the AT as a mechanism for improving the understanding of influence 

within the decision-making process. It would be interesting to investigate if the AIF could 

be employed in a purely applied setting in its current form or whether it would need to be 

amended to ma ke it more usable for policy makers. 

7.4 CONCLUDING THOUGHTS 

Revisiting the guiding aim. of this thesis, to investigate the role of MNCs in UK sustainable 
development policy, the discussion outlined here has demonstrated that, yes, MNCs do 

play a role in the decision-making process surrounding sustainable development, but 

what is particularly noteworthy is that the majority of the influence has occurred through 

tacit modes of influence. MNCs had significant influence in the production of the UK 

NSDS, whilst many thought that as a policy response the UK NSDS was not important and 

need not warrant any participation on their part. Two interesting points have been raised 
here; the first is that MNCs do not need to act to have influence and the second is that the 
UK NSDS is not considered a useful activity by what can be seen as the most powerful 

non-state actors, who are seen by others as being instrumental in achieving the aims set 
out in the Strategy. The first point raised is also interesting from a methodological 

perspective, demonstrating the need to acknowledge the role that discourse is playing in 
UK decision-making. It has been demonstrated within this thesis that MNCs have gained 
significant influence through the nearly universal adoption of a corporate-centric language 
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and the gift of a 'monopoly of legitimacy' given to MNCs by other actors in the process. 

These findings, and the appropriateness of the AIF have proven that the synthesis position 

proposed at the outset of this thesis was the correct way to frame this research. 

This thesis has also highlighted that although on the surface sustainable development 

policy-making in the UK is a multi-stakeholder, transparent process, in reality this is 

questioned. Not only does tacit influence mean that participation in the process is not 

equating to influence, there is an observable shift back to informal, 'corridors of power' 

discussions, with the increase in transparency and stakeholder involvement achieving the 

exact opposite of its stated aim, with instead a displacement effect being evident. This 

fundamentally challenges the claims made by Government and also, in a more practical 

sense undermines the vast investment which is being ploughed into consultation around 

sustainable development, and indeed other Government policies. 

So, MNCs are playing a significant role in UK sustainable development policy, but not 
through direct action, and it could be questioned if it is through any real fore-thought on 
their part. Due to comparatively little activity, indeed inactivity, sustainable development 

policy, particularly that of the UK NSDS, is in the control of MNCs and does not reflect 
the broad-based ownership it is perceived to have, and therefore can be viewed as being 

fundamentally biased. This is a situation which suits the New Labour regime and the 

MNCs as the idea of sustainable development, which was designed to increase 

environmental, economic and social equity, has been reduced to a concept which does not 
challenge the current political status quo. 
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APPENDIX I 

EXAMPLE OF AN 

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 

Basic details 

9 Provide an introduction of myself and give a brief overview of the research. 
Explain the focus is on sustainable development, but can draw from other 

experiences too. 

* What is your current position widiin your organisation?, please provide a brief 

description 

9 What is your professional background? 

Thefollowing questions are used as pointers and to ensure all elements are discussed but the 

interview is completed in an unstructured manner. 
In what context are you involved with UK Government? 

Do you have on-going relationships with Government? 

Do you have an ad-hoc relationship with Goven'u-nent? 

Is sustainable development policy important to you? 
Do you get involved in Goverrunent policy-making relating to sustainable 
development? 

* In what ways are you involved? 

Please could you describe a situation where you have been involved in policy- 
making 

o What actors were involved? 

o What are the different approaches used by the different actors 
What do you think your influence has been? 
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" How do you think you have influenced the decision-making? 

" Who else was involved in the process? 

" Which actor/ organisation has the most influence? 

" How do you think other actors see you? 

" If the discussion includes or excludes other actors does this change anyd-dng? 

" Do you work in coalition/ conjunction with other groups? 

o Do they work with Government on your behalf? 

In what context are you involved with European or international decision-making? 

Do you have any links with international interest groups? 

* Is there anyone else, in your organisation, or in other organisations that you think I 

should speak to? 
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APPENDIX 11 

EXTRACT FROM INTERVIEW 

TRANSCRIPT 

Interview with: V0000000000M, Organisation: XXX)000000CXXXX 

Position: XXXXXXXXXXXXXX Date: 30/3/05 Interview type: Face-to-face 

LAE - gave a brief introduction to research and overall PhD. Backlash to business having 

too much power - no systemic research to look at this. Emphasis on policy, not what 
businesses are doing internally. So basically looking at the way actors have influence in 

the policy-making process - direct and tacit. Interviewing as many people as possible - all 

actors, to get a perspective of what they think - no quantifying. 

LAE - can you tell me more about your role. 

Bj -head of sustainable development unit - which is in DEFRA, but a cross govt. unit 

which acts as a lead and coordinator and developer of generic policy frameworks on s. d. 

Emphasis on generic, because what we donýt do is develop specific policy designed to 

advance s. d., so we don't do c. c. policy or energy efficiency policy. What we do if you like 

is provide the intellectual framework which is part of the strategy, and guidance, we help 

people to interpret the framework up to a point. And we make sure that the institutional 

architecture is fit for delivering it. So in other words we look at: What are the barriers? 
Why isiYt this happening? What can we do to change that? What can we do to get the 
institutions right, get the right incentives in place, get the right tools and information out 
there to help people do it? So it's a sort of setting the intellectual, conceptual framework 

and then doing some enabling work. To make sure that people are able to take that 
framework and put it into practice, but we don't but it into practice ourselves. 
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LAE - so you say it's cross-cutting between different departments. So are you just a unit 

that sits on your own, and you liaise? 

Bj - we are in DEFRA and we are in a kind of management structure within DEFRA but 

DEFRA is the lead on SD within govt. but we expect every department to make a 
contribution to it. It's a bit like the Home Office is a lead on race equality but they would 

expect every department policy to support race equality, so it's a bit like that. So our remit 
is across govt. but we do it from the point of view, from a home base in DEFRA. Which 

provides us with the department's institutions and ministers as a platform to go out and 
do this. So cross-cutting units are bedded out in departments like we are, and some are in 

the centre like the strategy unit. And there are pros and cons, and people do periodically 

say that the SDU should be part of the centre of govt. and whether that means that 

strategy unit, or no. 10 or something like that, or the cabinet office. And there are pros and 
cons; from my point of view it is more about what we do rather than the position from 

which we do it. 

LAE -I would imagine it's a bit of a much of a muchness to a certain point. 

Bj wherever you are there are relationships you have to make work, and Ws all about 
making them work properly. 

LAE - in terms of you as a unit, rather than talking specifically about the strategy for the 
moment. How do you interact with business, what's the process? 

Bj - Well, indirectly I'd say. In the first place, as I described, we don't do s. d. Policy for 
people; we want people to do it themselves. So according to that model we would want 
the DTi to take up the baton of sustainability in business and for them to be the main 
people who engage business, and after all they know them better; they are their client 
group. They have a lot of the levers at their disposal, whereas DEFRA doesn't by and 
large. And they, if they don't support it, they could be a barrier to us getting the message 
through. So those are the reasons why we want them to do it. So our interaction primarily 
tends to be with DTI. And through them, using them with business. But there are other 
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ways that we can interact which donýt have to be through DU e. g. we have, and you 

should probably speak to them, a division called Environment Business and Consumers, 

who work closely with DU but which nevertheless have their own remit which is around 

environmental technologies, shifting'consumer behaviour and getting business to adopt 

more environmentally friendly means of production, processing, marketing, all of that 

Which is a big programme of work which DEFRA leads. 

LAE - and thatd DEFRA, not SDU? 

Bj - That is elsewhere in DEFRA. 

LAE - Ok 

BJ - we also can obviously deploy our ministers to engage business through speaking at 

business events and having contacts with business leaders, and Mrs Beckett has recently 

set-up, Terence can tell you more about this, but we used to have an advisory committee 

on business and the environment, and that has been closed, but its successor bodies enable 

ministers to have direct contact with businessmen. Whereas DEFRA officials don't have 

that direct contact, as there is not much in DEFRA to talk about. When we do meet them it 

is usually about regulation, which is always a good starting point for a discussion. 

Because we are a heavily regulated department. And there is a whole set of cultural issues 

about that. If you want to engage with business on a positive agenda and your main 

history of interaction with them has been regulatory then that's quite difficult to pull off. 

So there are ways in which we engage directly with business but we donýt want to usurp 

the DTi role and indeed we want DTi to champion sustainability with their client group. 
That's not very easy to achieve because Dti, we find, have an increasingly narrow view 
focused on competitiveness, and in the last spending round their money was hacked back 

a lot. It just made them even more focused on a narrow agenda rather than prepared to 

embrace a wider one. So we find that quite difficult at the moment . ......... 
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APPENDIX III 

DATA HANDLING INCLUDING 

EXAMPLE OF NOTATION - CODING 

The interview transcripts, meeting notes and documents were reviewed with the 

research questions and objectives in mind, using Miles and Hubermarýs (1994) and 

Silvermanýs (2000) approaches for handling data as guides (As outlined in Chapter 

Four). A list of emerging themes were developed, this was then narrowed to seven 

themes (outlined in Table 111) which all occurred within the different data sets. Each 

theme was assigned a colour, using these colours quotes responding to these themes 

where taken from each data set, as shown in the Figure III. 

Figure III is a photographic snapshot of the data coding and notation process, this 

process was completed for the three data sets. Each quote was given a code which 

referred to it's origin, i. e. meeting location, interview or document, along with a page 

number from which is was taken, the page number pointed the researcher to the data's 

origin and date, as outlined in Table 111. 
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Table III: Summary of data analysis 

Theme Example Quote Coding Notation 
Business knows "Involving business is Meeting: YH, Regional Event: 
best the answer to the 5 Yorkshire and the 

question" Humber: 1st July 
2004 

Language is "The language is very Interview: 20, Interview: Trade 
management speak much; there is a market 4 Union: 7th 

solution ....... November 2005 
Definition, ; Problem of definition, Meeting: DTi, Regional Event: 
definition no action society is too abstract and 9 DTi: 13th May 2004 

acaden-dc" 
Stakeholders are "If the process becomes Interivew 5: 10 Interview: 
being marginalised too open and transparent Government 

this often leads to more official; 30th May 
back room talking" 2005 

The Strategy is not "Business response is Interview 2: 2 Interview: Regional 
considered an better if the discussion is Government: 30th 
important policy more focused on a July 2004 

specific issue rather than 
the broad nature of the 
SD strategy" 

Regulation "An overly prescriptive Written: CBI, 5 Written Response: 
love/hate stance approach to SD will CBI: p5, dna 

reduce choice and 
innovation ............ 

Dual pressure "... there is a mixed Interview: 7,6 Interview: MNC: 
position, I think the days 25th August 2005 
of us all standing square 
behind a retail 
consortium or trade body 
are going... " 
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Figure III: 

Ask for formal and 
informal responses/ ideas 

Fxample of the colour coding and notation of the research data. 

Business is critical in 

implementation and 

delivery 
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Abstract: Sustainable development is a multiactor concept, but who really has 
influence in the policy arena? A framework of influence has been devised to 
aid the identification and understanding of such influence, incorporating 
theories of power and discourse. This framework has been applied to the 
review of the UK sustainable development strategy, using the qualitative 
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Introduction 

Different actors have influenced the development of the UK national sustainable development strategy. A 
framework of influence has been devised to aid the identification and understanding of such influence, 
with particular reference to business. The theoretical basis of the framework has been informed by the 
debate on the dimensions of power (Lukes, 1974,2005), pressure politics, government/business relations 
and the structural approach of epistemic communities all in conjunction with the use of discourse 
analysis. The completed framework allows for a more robust understanding of the policy decision-making 
process. It provides non-state actors with a tool to assess theirs and others strategies, it allows 
policyrnakers to better understand the activities of non-state actors within the process and provides 
analysts wi , th a structured method to assess the true role of non-state actors, particularly MNCs in 
sustainable development policy. The data from the UK case study is derived from; interviews with 
relevant personnel in government, business and other non-state actors; non-participant observation at 
meetings and review of documents, produced by both government and consultees. This paper provides an 
overview of the framework and its development, reviews the consultation process surrounding the new 
UK Sustainable Development Strategy and finally evaluates the influences at play in this policy decision- 
making process through the use of the framework of influence. 

2A framework of influence 

Before evaluating the specific example of the UK Sustainable Development Strategy a brief discussion of 
the framework of influence is given. The framework of influence has been developed to systemically 
view the role of different actors in the UK sustainable development policy arena. Due to its focus on both 
influence and actors, the framework is referred to as the Actor Influence Framework (AIF). The AIF 
serves as a lens through which the activities of the actors participating in the review of the UK 
Sustainable Development Strategy decision-making process and the formulation of the new strategy 
'Securing the future' can be assessed. The policy decision-making process is dynamic and fluid, 
particularly in an interdisciplinary area such as sustainable development and exists within a complex 
governance structure; therefore it is vital for the AIF to reflect such an environment. The AIF allows for 
the overall role of different actors within national sustainable development policy to be broken down into 
the individual actions, from this point any interrelationships between actions and actors can be assessed. 
Subsequently, the AIF provides a mechanism to identify the affecting and resulting influence of such 
actions. This is an important element of AIF as influence can be noted throughout the policy process, this 
is referred to as intermediate influence and not just at the point of final policy outcome. In a broader sense 
the AIF allows for the evaluation of differential access which may occur within the policy setting. 
The framework incorporates the works of Lukes (1974,2005), Dahl (1961) and Bachrach and Baratz 
(1970) relating to the dimensions of power, along with the integration of discourse analysis, specifically 
addressing the question of discursive formation (see Cousins and Hussain, 1984). Literature relating to 
pressure politics, government/business relationship and epistemic communities has also been considered. 
The work of Newell (2000) addressing the involvement of non-state actors in the global politics of 
climate change has also been drawn upon both in theoretical and methodological tenns. Newell's work 
has been expanded upon through the integration of discourse analysis. The theoretical development of the 
AIF demonstrates the key to the framework; tacit and direct influence are both incorporated. 
In this context the term discourse refers to an overarching set of language and practices which are evident 
within documents, meetings and interviews. The use of discourse is important for three reasons. Firstly, it 
allows for the intrinsic link between power/knowledge and discourse (see Foucault, 1972,1980), 
employing discourse as a system of representation rather than a purely linguistic review. Secondly, from a 
decision-making perspective it allows for more understanding of the position of the different actors as, to 
a certain extent, it provides a lens to view the underlying assumptions of an actor. Finally, discourse 
enables an understanding of the key themes being promoted and considered during the policy decision- 
making process. 

2.1 7be actor influenceframework 

The AlF is stratifled along three levels: primary, secondary and tertiary. The primary level is the policy 
decision-making context; the secondary level expands the notion of mode and intermediate influence and 
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the tertiary level details the complex national interrelationships. The complexity of detail increases with 

each level. Stratification enables the framework to include the detail of specific decision making and 

relates this to the wider governance structure in which sustainable development is located. The three 
levels of AlF are outlined below. 

2. LI The primary level 
The primary level represents the policy making context, it is divided into four elements (see Figure 1); the 

mode of influence, political context and intermediate influence. The elements can interact and feedback a 
number of times before a policy outcome is reached. The policy outcome represents the completion of the 
decision-making process, this is often not a definitive and point. In terms of the national sustainable 
development strategy there are on-going decisions relating to issue specific policy and discussions. The 
four elements are outlined in a little more detail below: 

Fieure I Primarv level: policy decision-making conte 

Dircct 

Mode of Political IMI. MWdiate Policy 
Influcnce Contcxt Influence Outcoliv 

Tacit 

I ------------------------- - -- -- ---------------------------------- 

Fccdback 

Mode of influence: a method which an actor can employ which may influence the policyrnaking process. 
These modes can employ either a direct or tacit approach. 
Political context: this can be International, European or National. The political context allows for the 
institutional structures at play in the decision-making process to be taken into account. In this case the 
National political context is the UK sustainable development strategy, will be further broken down in the 
tertiary level of the model. 
Intermediate influence: the specific result of the interaction between the mode of influence and the 
political context, this is an intermediate stage prior to the final policy outcome. This element is vital as it 
allows the continuous process to the assessed and does not see the policy process as a simple causal A 
effects B model. 
Policy outcome: the final policy decision that is only reached once the decision-making process is 
complete and a policy is ratified. 

The mode of influence; political context and intermediate influence, occur within a cyclic relationship, 
through a feedback mechanism. The impact of the political context on the chýsen mode of influence may 
be such that it leads the actor to alter their activities or indeed change the mode of influence which they 
are adopting. Furthermore, the outcome of the intermediate influence maybe such that it leads to a change 
in the basis of the decision-making process. Consequently non-state and state actors may alter the mode 
of influence employed. Feedback is not restricted to the decision-making process itself-, the intermediate 
influence maybe such that it affects the actor themselves. For example, the intermediate influence maybe 
that the status of a company has increased, this will subsequent alter the way in which the actor performs 
within the policy process in future as an increase in status often leads to an increased acceptance of the 
actor within the decision-making process. 

2.1.2 The secondary level 
The secondary level expands the notion of mode and influence in the decision-making process. It 
represents an intermediate stage of the AIF giving specific details of the mode of influence and 
intermediate influence without addressing the interplay and interdependcnces between these elements. 
Table I outlines how the different modes and intermediate influences link together. It can be seen here 
that a number of the intermediate influences are a result of the enactment of various modes. Although the 
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secondary level addresses the influence relationships enacted at an international, European and National 
context, this paper focuses only on the National context. The objective of the secondary level of AIF is to 
identify all possible modes of influence and subsequent related intermediate influence. The modes of 
intermediate influence are described in Table 2, some of the less self-evident modes are expanded upon 
below. 

Table I Secondary level mode-influcnce: relationship between mode and intermediate influence 

Mode Intermediate influence 
Direct 
Lobbying 1,2,3,4 
Political donations 2,4 
Consultation 1,4,5 
Advisory committees 1,2,3,4,6,7,8 
Task force 1,2,3,4,7,8,9 
Quangos 1,3,4,7,8,10 
Staff secondment 1,2,3,4,7,8,9,11 
Revolving door 1,2,3,4,7,8,9,1 I, on a longer 

term basis as staff secondment 
Tacit 
Trade associations 
Agenda setting 
Marketing strategy 
Cross department influence 
Perceived power 
Research 
Support of external organisations 
Business location/relocation 
Code 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

12 
13 
14 
15 

1,2,4,15 
1,2,7 
1,2 
2,3,7,10,12,14 
2,4,5,7 
1,9,13 
1,2,7,9,12 
2,4,5 
Intermediate influence 
Accepted discourse 
Non-decision-making 
Timescale 
Policy preference 
Anticipated reactions 
Increased status 
Mobilisation of bias 
Accepted insider 
Status 
Cross-issue influence 
Business insight 
Negotiating positions of others 
Leadership 
Clash ministerial powers 
Dual stance 

Table 2 Secondary level mode-influcncc: outlines of intermediate influences 

Non-decision-making "Is the politically imposed limitations upon the scope of decisionmaking7 (Crenson, 
197 1, p. 178) 

Accepted discourse Accepted understanding and articulation of sustainable development recognised by the 
majority of actors, particular the policy makers themselves 

Negotiating position 
of others/anticipated 
reaction Activity/stancc of one actor leads to others changing their policy requirements. 

Perceived power of an actor is such that other actors change their negotiating position 
Dual stance Being part of an organised external group allows an actor to take and individual 

'acceptable' stance whilst the group takes a more controversial stance 
Policy preference Activity of one actor changes the policy preference of other actors, particularly that of 

government 
Timescalc Chosen mode of influence leads to either a delay in decision-making or a policy being 

rushed through to prevent open discussion 
Increased status Leads to an increase in the perceived standing of the actor both by other actors within 

the policy making arena and wider society. 
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individuals and groups become seen as 'experts' 
Mobilisation of bias Activity of an actor results in decision-making being confincd to 'safe' issues 
Accepted insider Group which is given legitimacy by govcmmcnt/policy-maker and subsequently 

consulted on a regular basis 

Cross-issue influence Influence in other policy decision-making processes involve other, 
usually related policy negotiations 

Agenda-setting is the method by which actors and policy makers set the boundaries and language in 

which policy decision-making is framed. Agenda-setting is key to the acceptance of discourse and the 

resulting intermediate influence of non-decision making. For further discussion see Schattschneider 
(1960) and Cobb and Elder (1972). 
In this research, agenda-setting has been addressed as a mode of influence rather than as an outcome. For 

Other authors, such as Newell (2000) it has been seen as a stage in the policy process. Although this can 
be seen as correct, in relation to the stage at the beginning of the policy decision-making process which 
focuses primarily on the problem and scope of the action. Nevertheless, discourse is constructed and 
manipulated throughout the life of the decision-making process. Therefore, this research takes the stance 
that an actor can gain influence through this means within this process. The phenomenon of revolving 
door (Newell, 2000) occurs when former business executives, particularly those in senior positions leave 

company positions to take up office with the Government, European Commission or associated groups 
and vice versa. This provides for a continual exchange of ideas and principles between institutions, often 
in a more open and effective way than when individuals are seconded on a limited timcfi*ame. 
An important, yet often overlooked, element of the policy decision-making process is that of perceived 
power (following Dowding, 1991; Lukes, 1974,2005) this is in essence a truly tacit mode of influence. 
The power of a certain actor or group of actors is such that either the other non-state actors or indeed the 
policy makers 'second guess' their stance and take a position to reflect this. Perceived power can lead to 
positive and negative responses. For example, a NGO may decide what they think is going to be a 
business stance and subsequently take a more extreme position than normal or in contrast take a position 
which is more aligned with their perception in the hope of securing an agreed outcome. Within this 
research perceived power is seen as a mode of influence rather than a resultant intermediate influence, as 
the existence of such a perception is the method which leads to a variety of intermediate influences, as 
outlined in Table 1. In addition, the perceived power also plays an important role in the use of status and 
legitimacy by the actor themselves, moving towards a more direct mode of influence. 
It is important to see how this perceived power relates to the institutional structure of the decision-making 
process. 
The intermediate influence primarily refers to outcomes of the modes employed, which affect the overall 
decision-making process. However individual outcomes form part of the feedback loop to the political 
context, mode of influence and the actor. A crucial element of AIF is the ability to identify and break 
down the modes of influence and intermediate influence into their individual components. These 
individual components are subsequently incorporated into the final stage of the model to evaluate the full 
interplay of the actors and their methods. In itself the secondary level begins to demonstrate the number 
of different modes of influence which are available within the current governance systems, at all levels of 
the political context. It also shows that it is not a straightforward cause and effect system which directly 
connects mode of influence with the final policy outcome. 

2.1.3 The tertiary level 

The tertiary level of the model is established through the use of case studies, combining empirical data 
with related literature. The aim of this level of the AIF is to examine the interrelationships and 
interdependencies, between actors, modes and influence, which are at play within the national policy 
decision-making process. The result of all the intermediate influences on the policy outcome will be 
evaluated. It aims to provide a framework by which any barriers or differential access to non-state actors 
due to the activity of others can be assessed. Although this level of the framework will focus on the 
national policy process it will not and indeed cannot, exclude influence from the wider European and 
International political contexts. 
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3 Approach and context 

The AIF described above has been applied to the consultation process of the UK's Sustainable 
Development Strategy. The Government referred to this as the 'taking it on' process. The qualitative 
empirical data gathered has been analysed, identifying patterns of behaviour, both reported and observed 
and discursive formation employing discourse analysis. The data sources are complementary and allow 
for triangulation providing for a robust final analysis. 
The three data sets are: 

Non-participant observations were undertaken at meetings/events included in the 'taking it on' process. 
In total five events were attended, from regional events to issue-centred events. Marginal observation 
allowed the researcher to remain independent of the subject and have limited effect on the group dynamic. 
This is key in an investigation of power relationships and subsequent influence. Observation of this kind 
provides primary data which has not been exposed to prior interpretation. This is particularly beneficial as 
all the actors involved in the policy process will have their own set of agendas, which will affect the way 
they perceive the actions of others. 

-A selection of documents relating to the 'taking it on' consultation process were analysed, with the aim 
of identifying which actors had responded to the consultation exercise; to investigate how the details of 
the events had been translated into the formal responds documents and to identify the dominate discursive 
formations. To this end regional consultation documents, individual and organisational responses to 
DEFRA and internet sources were examined. 

- Further data was collected through individual semi-structured interviews with a selection of actors 
representing government (central and regional), NGOs and business; ten interviews have been conducted. 
Interviewees were selected initially that were known to have been involved in the 'taking it on' process, 
with subsequent interviewees being identified through the snow-balling technique. 

3.1 The consultation process 

The current UK approach to sustainable development is one of interagency. The lead government 
department is the Department for Environment Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA), with particular 
leadership coming from the Sustainable Development Unit. All government departments are responsible 
for integrating sustainable development into their practices and policies. The UK governance structure 
has a further level of detail, accounting for devolution of certain decision-making aspects to Scotland, 
Wales and Northern Ireland and increasing emphasis on regionalisation in England. The interagency 
government approach is located in a wider governance context, one which is multiactor and complex in 
nature. In their discussion of environmental policy Barry and Paterson (2004, p. 777) describes this system 
as a "loose policy coalitions centred around senior civil service, policy entrepreneurs such as those in 
PIU, some key industries and elite environmental NGOs such as Green Alliance and Forum for the 
Future". The structure and relationships within this governance configuration are vital in the 
understanding the influence occurring within decision making. As an approach to sustainable 
development the Government addresses both policy and practice, the primary focus in this research being 
policy and related dccision-making. Within this context the UK Government employs the national 
sustainable development strategy as an overarching framework under which specific issues-driven 
policies are produced. 
The production of issue-specific policies reflects and is often driven by, the formation of issue-specific 
policy groups, such as those outlined by Barry and Paterson. These groups exist in a number of guises 
such as: task forces, roundtable groups and working groups. 
The consultation process, underpinning the review of 'A better quality of life', included a number of 
stages, commencing with an initial 'fact finding' exercise 'Where next for the UK on Sustainable 
Development? ' This consisted of an online forum, written consultation and a subsequent one-day 
seminar, with the aim of identifying the main priorities to be focused upon within the review (see UNED- 
UK Committee, 2003). 
The primary consultation exercise, 'taking it on: developing UK sustainable development strategy 
together', was launched in April 2004. The 'taking it on' process consisted broadly of four approaches (DEFRA, 2005a): 

Circulation and request for comment on one main consultation paper, which included specific 
questions to be considered by stakeholders, this document was sent out to 1735 invited 
participants as well as being openly available on the intemet. 
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2 Online consultation consisting of; a virtual panel for invited participants and a general access 
space. 

3 Organised events and meetings, including one meeting in each devolved administration and 
English Region (9). In addition, to regional meetings issue and actor specific (themed) meetings 
were also held, made up of 9 events which encompassed 23 workshops, with six workshops 
being organised with local authorities and local strategic partnerships. 

4 Informal dialogue and submission of opinion. 

The actors involved in this consultation process fall into the following categories; business, professional 
associations and trade unions, local authorities and local strategic partnerships, academic, non- 
governmental organisations, community and voluntary groups and government and other public bodies. 
The circulated consultation paper, 'taking it on: developing UK sustainable development strategy 
together'. A consultation was based around four main priority areas (DEFRA, 2004, p. 19): 
" climate change and energy 
" sustainable consumption, production and use of natural resources 
" environment and social justice and 
" helping communities to help themselves. 

The document also sets out that "to make progress in these areas we (the Government), 
and others need to take action W% 

"help change behaviour; take sustainable development internationally and in Europe; get the structures and 
tools right so that we have the institutional capacity and leadership in the UK from the national to the local 
level; and increase the business contribution to achieving sustainable development" 
(DEFRA, 2004, p. 19). 

These priority areas provided some degree of structure for the related workshops and events. In addition, 
as a basic requirement the 'taking it on' process had to follow the Government's criteria for public 
consultation. 
To understand the influence of the process of consultation on decision making it is important to review 
the format of the workshops and events. Each English Region was asked to hold a regional dialogue event 
by DEFRA. Although suggestions for the format of the event were supplied, each region had the power to 
conduct the event as it wished. All events attended, to differing degrees, were multistakeholder, however, 
the format of the events varied. A number of the events were based loosely along the same structure, with 
key regional institutions/individuals presenting keynote addresses; this was followed by breakout sessions 
for the discussion of specific issues. At one meeting these issues where identificd in the earlier session by 
the audience and did not necessarily mirror those set out in the consultation document. Others followed 
the consultation document, in one meeting it was a mixture of the two approaches. One English Region 
held quite a different style of event. Prior to the event delegates were asked to submit questions which 
could be put to a panel, these were then reviewed and a limited number were tabled to a panel, of regional 
representations, including large business. This question and answer approach was accompanied by an 
online survey. Subsequent to the events each region produced a consultation report which was supplied to 
DEFRA for consideration. Therned workshops often worked along the same lines as the regional events. 
The focus of the therned events included: business engagement, the 'prosperity objective', behaviour 
change, international dimensions and community development. 
These events were run both by government departments and other groups such as NGOs and government 
sponsored groups. Again, as with the regional events reports reflecting the discussions were produced for 
consultation purposes. An important consideration, from a multiactor analysis perspective is that the 
majority of the delegates at these regional events and indeed the issue specific events were selected and invited directly by the organisers. Although the meetings were open, it seemed few delegates had 
'approached' the organisers for places. 
The 'taking it on' process fed into the production of the 2005 UK Government's sustainable development 
strategy: 'securing the future, delivering UK sustainable development strategy' and an overarching 
strategic framework one future - different paths. The UK's shared framework for sustainable development' (DEFRA, 2005b). The framework provides a vision for sustainable development to 2020. 
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4 Preliminary findings: influence within a multiactor consultation -'taking it on' 

The AlF has been employed as a mechanism to evaluate the influences at play in the production of the 
UK national sustainable development strategy. The findings are presented in the context of the AIF, 
outlining the secondary level modes and intermediate influence at play with explicit consideration of 
dominant themes and discursive formations. 

4. Molitical context: 'organising in' influence 

The political context discussed here is that of the production of the 'securing the future' Strategy. The 
data indicates that the political context itself is creating and is subject to intermediate influence. As 
discussed earlier each English Region designed individual consultation event, with the airn the events 
would reflect the differences which occur between the regions. In theory this is a good approach to adopt, 
as each region does have slightly difference needs and aspirations and it ensures regional ownership. 
However, in practice some approaches clearly operated more efficiently than others, in terms of collating 
the issues raised by the different stakeholders in the region. This is not a reflection of the organisation of 
the events but of the overall approach adopted. The events which had a more open-forum type approach 
with facilitators/note-takers appear to have generated much more discussion and subsequently more 
agreement in the identification of the priority issues, such as, climate change or sustainable 
communities. Some delegates did express the view that although these discussions were interesting and 
valid they had limited regional focus and in some cases were dominated by a limited 
number of individuals. In contrast when time and space was limited, for example in the 'selected 
question' approach, a limited number of issues were discussed and there was little consensus evident 
regarding the subsequent final response. This was a result of the reduced time frame and the prior 
selection of questions; these reservations were reflected in the consultation response produced by the 
region itself, 

"... in view of the cffort afforded to the task by project partners, and the relatively high expectations, the 
average response for a consultation of this nature was disappointing. Of particular note was the limited 
engagement of the private and community sectors. Ile lack of smaller businesses in particular reinforces 
the findings for the survey carried out as part of the AfS [Action for Sustainability] consultation process.... 
A number of lessons have been leamed about the way the engagement took place, including: 
0 Ile venue.... 
9 Ile consultation timetable as a whole was too short.... 
@ Efforts were made to engage LSPs [Local Strategic Partnerships ] and other 
partnerships and some representatives did respond.... 
- There was insufficient resource or time to develop dedicated surveys or other 
consultation mechanisms to meet the needs of a variety of audiences.... " 
(Sustainability Northwcst, 2004, pp. 9-10). 

An approach such as prior selections of questions could lead to the intermediate influences of accepted 
discourse; non-decision-making; policy preference and mobilisations of bias. The use of a selected panel 
in itself creates similar intermediate influences and allows individual and organisations to become 
accepted insiders resulting in two-way intermediate influences of status and leadership. The use of 
keynote addresses also leads to such influences and it can be seen from the choice of panel members and 
speakers that large business representatives were often in this position, alongside regional and 
government representatives. 
A number of regional and themed events were organised and run by professional consultants. From a 
time-resource perspective this was seen by some regional Government Offices as a positive approach. 
However, some delegates felt that the agenda supported by these individuals was disproportionately 
represented in discussion and documentation. The issue of agenda-setting and mobilisation of bias has 
also been identified on some occasions through the use of facilitators in workshop sessions. 
For example, a facilitator from a larger corporate organisation on a number of occasions brought the 
discussion back to issues faced and addressed by his own corporation. Furthermore, the same facilitator 
began the workshop session with a monologue relating to the role of business in this agenda and their lack 
of representation at that regional event. This raises the question of representation, as stated earlier the 
delegates invited were drawn up by the organising Government Office (or commissioned organisation). 
On a number of occasions, at different events, it was stated that the private sector was under represented. 
In addition, a more limited number of concerns were expressed stating that the voluntary sector has little 
voice, particular the smaller regional groups. 

4.2 Business as a specific actor 
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In addition to open regional events, business focused events were also held. The Department for Trade 

and Industry (DTI) hosted an event at the beginning of the 'taking it on' process, the aim being to engage 
business more in the consultation process. 
In a similar way Government Office London organised a business breakfast focusing specifically on 

climate change. The organisers stated that this approach was taken for two reasons; business does not 

generally attend full day events and climate change is afocused issue that businesses understand and 
recognise as a direct impact on their operations. Government officials see the direct involvement of 
business in 'taking it on' as limited. However this research shows that the business community, 
particularly MNCs have indirect influence. Before discussing more tacit forms of influence it is useful to 

address why business involvement was limited. One reason is the majority of business, including MNCs, 
do not feel that the strategy is of sufficient relevance to their organisations to warrant their direct 
involvement in the consultation process. This is reinforced by a statement by a Government Official: "its 
[the Strategy] not specific enough yet for them' to see what this will mean for them and that's to be 

expected from a very high level strategy". Interviews with both MNCs and government departments also 
indicated that the increased number of actors involved in the meetings partly resulted in the limited direct 
involvement of business. On one occasion the business representatives were so out number by NGOs that 
the business individuals felt unable to express their views. The following excerpt is taken from an internal 

memo of a large MNC relating to this issue: 
"attendees largely from NGO community, 40 organisations were invited, 30 turned up only 3 organisations 
representatives from industry. There doesn't seem to be any process by which industry can sensibly 
contribute to this debate other than by one-to one meetings or by feedback seminars clearly aimed at the 
business community. It quickly became apparent that is wasn't the forum to express industry views. " 

This response not only has implications for the 'taking it on' process it also has wider implications for 

transparency in decision making and the assessment of the modes of influence. The significance of the 

role of NGOs in this specific decision-making process was further highlighted in interviews with 
government and business representatives, who when asked which groups had the most influence in the 
'taking it on' process responded the NGO groups. On further evaluation it appears that the larger NGOs, 

such as, Friends of the Earth, have more experience with the subject and can articulate their viewpoint 
more efficiently than other actors. However, in discussions on how these groups influence the process the 
interview data suggests that it is primarily through direct modes of influence such as responses to the 
consultation, advisory committees and lobbying, rather than tacit modes of influence. 
Notwithstanding businesses limited involvement in the formal consultation process, modes of influence 

outside the boundaries this process were at play. Cross-departmental influence occurred primarily as a 
result of the interdepartmental approach to sustainable development, both championed and employed by 
the UK government. Government officials from various departments stated that business influence comes 
through their relationship with the DTI. In interviews with DT1 officials the following modes of influence 
have been identified as taking place in terms of sustainable development: 

" ad hoc, informal conversations between individuals 
" trade association lobbying 
" speakers at events, by both government and business 
production of briefing papers 
secondments, however this is limited. 

Although these influences are discussed in general sustainable development terms, they play a part in 
setting the agenda in which the national strategy has been developed. The importance of discourse and 
discursive formation are key in this context and in the evaluation of business influence (this is discussed 
further below). The formal aspects of the 'taking it on' consultation process was seen as the dominate 
vehicle through which actors, including business could influence the final national sustainable 
development strategy. However, the data suggests that even within a bounded consultation approach die 
mode of influence available to the various actors was much wider than direct involvement. 

4.3 Representation versus influence 

Although the numbers of responses and consultees can be assessed it is important to rccognise that this 
does not necessarily automatically relate to influence on the policy outcome; in this case the final 
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strategy. This position is highlighted in the Government's consultation review with reference to written 
responses. 

"Whilst it is clearly incumbent on the Department [DEFRA] to consider all responses fully, it would be 
unusual not to accord somewhat greater importance to responses from organisations with particular 
expertise, influence or representativeness. Defra has indeed done this, at least informally, but it has also 
taken notice of any innovative suggestions from any source" (DEFRA, 2005a, p. 26). 

Here the influence of actors on the policy decision-making process external to the boundaries of the 
formal consultation exercise can be seen. In such a situation a number of the modes of influences and 
intermediate influence are evident. The effect of lobbying or a role in an advisory committee by an actor, 
either an NGO or business, creates a position of accepted insider status; this can subsequently be 
translated into agenda-setting, through perceived power. 
In contrast the online general access consultation was non-attributable and responses were dealt with by a 
user number rather than a name. The aim of this approach was to "enable online participants to say what 
they wanted incognito, possible outside their organisational view, and was anticipated to encourage full 
participation and ensure equality of responses (i. e. with no weighting of response)" (DEFRA 2005a, p17). 
In this situation some 

, 
of the influences outlined above did not occur. However, this was seen by some 

actors to give disproportionate importance to the written consultation, which was attributable, creating a 
less than transparent process. For this reason it is more difficult to ascertain the modes of influence and 
resulting intermediate influence. 
More investigation is required in this area; however, documentation reviewed suggests that although 
reoccurring themes are taken from the online consultation, more weight is given to those written 
responses from recognised organisations or individuals. The consultation has been described in a 
Government document as 'not being a referendum' (DEFRA 2005a), with importance and 
representativeness of specific response needing to be taken into account. 

4.4 Policy outcome: thefinal stages 

More tacit forms of influence exist at the final stages of the sustainable development strategy consultation 
process. To compile the final document, small working groups of civil servants produced short reports on 
specific key issues for the Strategy. These reports where subsequently presented to a high level 
programme board, consisting of range of senior officials, with the remit to generate a first draft of the 
strategy. At this point in the process influence outside the formal consultation period could occur, for 
example, cross-issue influence, clash of ministerial power, mobilisation of power and anticipated 
reaction. These intermediate influences result from the exercise of modes of influence by non-state actors 
that included informal communication, lobbying and more tacit forms such as agenda-setting and 
perceived power. Due to the importance and timing of this stage in the process this type influence can be 
considered to impact on the policy outcome. 
As outlined previously the policy outcome; the 'securing the future' document is not a static end point. 
An example of the way in which influence continues is evident through the establishing of the Sustainable 
Procurement Taskforce. The taskforce is a business-led group and is to be chaired by Sir Neville Simms 
who is associated with a number of MNCs. 

4.5 Dominant themes and discursiveformation 

Influence, therefore, exists both within the formal bounded consultation process, external to these 
boundaries and tacitly in and outside the formal process. The use of discourse allows the framework to 
incorporate such different modes of influences. As 

* 
no actor exists within isolation in the formal process it 

is vital that modes of tacit influence are addressed in the assessment of influence in policy decision- 
making. A useful starting point is to outline the main themes debated as part of the 'taking it on' process, 
which can be linked with discursive formation. One of the challenges here is to deconstruct the 
relationship; has discourse created the main themes or have the main themes led to the dominant 
discursive formations. In general there was broad agreement that the priority areas outlined by the 
Government were correct and appropriate. 1lowever, a number of the actors raised concerns regarding the 
continued use of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as the primary indicator for sustainable growth. Many 
rdspondents felt this continued emphasis on economics as opposed to an integrated view of sustainability 
undermined the ethos of sustainable development and perpetuated the conflict between environmental and 
social well-being and economic growth. This reflected a wider discourse which has been occurring both 
inside and external to the 'taking it on' process. However, this discourse is not evident in the 
Government's consultation documents. More notably GDP remains within the final strategy as an 
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indicator for economic growth and although the wording of guiding principle has changed slightly there is 

no reference to the question of redefining sustainable economic growth. 
The 'taking it on' process incorporated a number of consultation themes; the majority of which 
represented crosscutting ideas and were discussed within the context of the priority issues of the strategy 
and sustainable development more generally. These themes included; implementation, less rhetoric and 
more action and, leadership and partnership. The dominant themes given most significance within the 

consultation have been selected for more investigation. To this end the discursive formation relating to 
language, business contribution and innovation were examined further. Sustainable development has been 

a contested issue for a number of years and there has been much debate in search of a perfect one-size fits 

all definition. There now seems to be two stances on this issue; that policy makers and individuals should 
be pragmatic and take action based on the current understanding and agreement and other that either 
consensus needs to be reached on the definition of sustainable development or indeed a new term is 

required. 
Examining the effects of the latter, the need for a firm definition, in this context, leads to two outcomes; 
the decision-making process is delayed, which in the long-term creates non-decision-making. Secondly, 

the emphasis on language allows certain discourse to become more prominent than others. This is 
highlighted in the examples from consultees/interviewees given below: 

"Sustainable development should be replaced by sustainable economics" (Consultee at a regional event). 
"Sustainable communities should replace sustainable development7 (Consultee at a regional event). 
"CSR is the same as Sustainable development. Quality of life is too soft" (Chair of a session during a 
regional event). 

The significance of this use of language is highlighted in one of the regional responses submitted to 
Government. In a discussion of the explanation of sustainable development the respondent stated that: 

"This is a significant challenge as even within the field of people who court sustainability as a concept, 
particularly in the business sector, generally fail to use the concept in its true meaning7 (Levett-Thcrivd, 
2004). 

Both at the specific business related event and the majority of the regional events, there is an overarching 
business-focused discourse present. One Government department communicated the message that 
business was needed to help them put pressure on central Government to raise the expectation of what can 
be achieved under sustainable development. The tacit influence of business was also evident at a number 
of the regional events. Even in a situation when business, particularly large corporations were absent from 
the events, the apparent discourse demonstrated an assumption that business is a leader, in particular in 

relation to the implementation of sustainable development and that business understand the situation 
more. It is noteworthy that on a number of occasions the discussion reverted to a business perspective, 
using the language of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), again in the absence of business. One 
delegate at a regional event stated that 'business understand more'. This discourse can also be idcntiricd 
in the emphasis placed on business in the 'taking it on' consultation document. 
The document includes specific consultation questions relating to the involvement of business, however, 
this is not the case for any other non-state actor. In addition there is a section entitled 'The Business 
Contribution to Sustainable Development', the text in this section includes the following: 

"The involvement and performance if business is critical to delivering environmental, social and economic 
goals. Business investment, enterprise and trading are essential in creating the wealth to tackle poverty and 
other social challenges at home and abroad. Government has an important role to play through active 
economic, social and environmental polices that support or stimulate action. But ultimately it Is the action 
taken by businesses themselves that will deliver a supply of products and services that are clean, resource- 
efficient and fair to employees and communities" (DEFRA, 2004, p. 34, emphasis added). 

The business-orientated discursive formations leads to intermediate influences, such as, preference 
shaping, agenda-setting and most obviously accepted discourse. It creates a situation where business, 
through little, in some cases no direct activity of their own take on leadership and accepted insider roles. 
The importance of innovation further extends the business-orientated discourse and was outlined both in 
consultation meetings and consultation responses. 

"Rewarding innovative solutions would encourage more sustainable solutions to be proposed" (Written 
response within 'Taking it on'). 
"Government should provide incentives for business to innovate" (Written response within 'taking it on'). 
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".. business is keen to ensure continued emphasis on creating the right conditions for wealth creation 
alongside the social and environmental goals. This element remains critical to any strategy as it provides 
the means by which 
innovative solutions to difficult sustainability challenges are rewarded... " (Written response within 'taking 
it on'). 

The role of business, through the market, in innovation for sustainable development is evident throughout 
the final strategy document 'securing the future'. The Prime Minister's forward includes the statement: 

"It involves channelling the power of business by stimulating the market to innovate and to produce cost 
Wective and sustainable\options for all purchasers" (DEFRA, 2005b, p. 4). 

A small selection of the discursive themes present in the 'taking it on' process which can be traced 
through to the 'securing the future' document have been highlighted. The link with influence through 
agenda-setting and non-decision-making is becoming evident and this can be linked to the model of 
influence. 

5 Conclusions and recommendations 

The AIF is beginning to illustrate the complex interrelationship between mode of influence and 
intermediate influence within the decision-making process associated with the 'securing the future' 
strategy. The political context of both national and specific policy levels is key in the examination of 
mode of influence available to state and non-state actors. However, this cannot be carried out in isolation 
when focusing on a specific policy decision-making context. The modes of influence and subsequent 
intermediate influence which exist outside this process cannot be ignored, to this end, the role of the 
discourse is key. 
The perceived power of MNCs and the wider business community has led to other non-state actors 
anticipating reactions and adopting accepted discourse. Cross-government departmental influence is also 
strong, primarily due 

, 
to the nature of sustainable development as an interagency policy. Interestingly, 

although engagement by business, in the formal consultation maybe more limited than other actors, 
influence still occurs through tacit means and through direct influence on other government departments 
outside this specific policy decision-making arena. The increased emphasis on CSR and the consideration 
by non-state actors as this being the only possible business contribution to sustainable development 
through business-orientated discourse demonstrates the influence of agenda-setting and the role of non- 
decisions. A high level of tacit influence at play in the consultation events themselves and in the 
responses returned to DEFRA for consideration, resulted in influence being exerted outside the formal 
consultation process. It is clear that engagement and influence are two separate issues in a situation where 
Government officials express concern about the level of business engagement when the evidence suggests 
a high level of influence exists, all be it more tacit than direct. 
The case study of the 'taking it on' consultation process suggests that the use of facilitators in 
consultation meetings should be done so with caution; with an awareness of the influence they have and 
selection should be completed with due care and attention. 
It is important that policy makers are aware of all of the modes of influence at play in the decision- 
making process, employing the AIF would provide a more systematic approach for policy makers to 
achieve this objective. Moreover it is vital that tacit influence of actors is recognised, by policy makers, 
against the same significance afforded formal direct influence. 
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